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KEY FINDINGS
Soviet civil defense is an ongoing, nationwide program under
military control. It is focused primarily on protection of people-the
leadership, essential personnel, and the general population, in that
order-continuity 0f c..:0liOili.~c activity in wartime, and recovery f 1 \.Hi1
the effects of US nuclear attack. While it is not a crash effort, the pace
of the program, as indicated most clearly by shelter construction starts
in urban areas, ipcreased beginning in the late 1960s, apd improvements have been made in virtually all facets of the program. However,
the program has been marked by wide variations from area to area and
year to year in both the rate of shelter construction and the total .
' number of shelters and by bureaucratic difficulties and apathy toward
civil defense by a large segment of the population. Most progress has
been made in providing shelters for the leadership and essential
personnel; shelters are available for at least 10 to 20 percent of the
urban population, which, however, must depend mainly on evacuation
for protection. The Soviets have made little progress in protecting
industry by hardening and geographic dispersal.

a

While total civil defense costs are unknown, cost estimates have
been made of three major elements of the Soviet program: about
117,000 full-time civil defense personnel, operation of specialized
military civil defense units, and shelter construction. The cost of these
elements in 1976 amounted to about 400 million rubles, less than I
percent of the estimated Soviet defense budget. If these three elements
of the Soviet program were to be duplicated in the United States, they
would cost about $2 billion in 1976, with about three-fourths of this
representing manpower costs. (These estimates should be considered
rough approximations because they are affected by uncertainties both
in the quantitative data on civil defense programs and in estimates of
prices.)
Programs for protection of the leadership appear to be well
advanced. We estimate that the Soviets have sufficient command post
shelter space for virtually all of the leadership elements at all levels
(about 110,000 people). Counting all shelters, including those found at
economic installations and in residential areas, we estimate that a
minimum of 10 to 20 percent of the total population in urban areas
could presently be sheltered. This figure would rise to 15 to 30 percent
by 1985, assuming no change in the present rate of shelter construction ·
and taking into account expected population growth in urban areas.
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Despite the scope and pace of shelter construction, large-scale
evacuation away from target areas remains the key to a marked
reduction in the number of casualties. We estimate that an evacuation
of the bulk of population from urban areas could be accomplished in
two to three days, with as much as a week required for full evacuation
of the largest cities. These times could be extended by shortages in
transportation, other bottlenecks, or adverse weather conditions.
In analyzing the effects of civil defense on levels of damage and
casualties the Soviets might sustain, we used a hypothetical attack by
1977 US forces against h!gh -value military and economic targets,
\.
· lln the attack,
~out 2,200 weapons were optimized against critical ~iet economic
targets. These weapons were in addition to those used against military
targets and those held in reserve. We assumed a single retaliatory attack
by US forces immediately following a Soviet first strike. Our analysis in
effect tends to present a "worst case" for the United States, especially if
· Soviet population casualties are a major criterion. Moreover, we have
estimated only those casualties during the first month following an
. attack resulting from prompt nuclear effects and early fallout.
On the basis of our analysis, we estir.:1ate that Soviet measures to
protect the economy could not prevent massive industrial damage. The
hypothetical US attack destroyed 80 percent of the economic value of
critical industrial installations in the selected target list. The specific
damage levels shown by our analysis are subject to some uncertainty
owing to the structural damage criteria we used for assessing economic
loss. The Soviet program for dispersal of industry appears to be offset by
a contrary tendency for investments in new facilities to be inside or near
previously existing installations. The Soviet measures for protecting the
work force, critical equipment, and supplies, and for limiting damage
from secondary effects could contribute to maintaining and restoring
production after an attack. We have not, however, analyzed the Soviet
potential for recovery. We expect some improvements in the level of .
protection for the economy, but _any radical change in its vulnerability
to nuclear attack is unlikely.
The effectiveness of civil defense in reducing casualties in the USSR
and in coping with the postattack period would depend primarily on
the time available to make final preparations prior to an attack. Using
the results of the hypothetical attack referred to above, we estimate
that:
-

Under the most favorable assumptions, including sufficient time
to complete urban evacuation and to protect the evacuated
population, Soviet civil defenses would reduce casualties to about
20 million, and would assure survival of a large percentage of the
leadership element. With only a few days' preparation, casualties
would be about 50 million.
2
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-

Under worst conditions, with only a few hours or less to make
final preparations, prompt casualties would exceed 120 million.

-

The critical time for preparation appears to be about two or
three days, because only by evacuating could the Soviets hope to
avert massive losses.

-

While a large percentage of essential personnel sheltered at
economic facilities would probably survive a US attack, the
Soviets could not prevent massive damage to their economy 2.!!Q
the destruction of many of their most valued material
accomplishments.

The casualty levels noted above could be increased if the United States
attacked while an evacuation was in progress, increased the number of
targets, stretched out the attack over a longer period, structured the
attack to produce more fallout, or if an evacuation was less expeditious
than planned or was impeded by adverse weather or transportation
deficiencies. In assessing the protection afforded by their civil defenses,
the Soviets would take account of these uncertainties.
The Soviets almost certainly believe their present civil defenses
would improve their ability to conduct military operations and would
enhauc.:e the USSR's chances for survival following a nuclear exchange.
They cannot have confidence, however, in the degree of protection
their civil defenses would afford them, given the many uncertainties
attendant to a nuclear exchange. We therefore do not believe that the
Soviets' present civil defenses would embolden them deliberately to
expose the USSR to a higher risk of nuclear attack.
We have no present reason to believe that in the foreseeable future
there will be any significant change in the Soviet leaders' judgment that
civil defense contributes to war-fighting and war-survival capabilities,
nor do we believe that their uncertainties about its actual effectiveness
would be lessened. Thus, we have no present reason to believe that their
perception of the contribution of civil defense to their capabilities for
strategic nuclear conflict will change significantly.

3
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
l. This study of the Sovir:.!. civil defense program focuses on those
factors most likely i.v affect perception~ ~f t!-!e ~tr:!t~gic baiance between
the S9viet Union and the United States: the Soviets' ability to assure the
survival of their leadership, their ability to protect centers of
production, and their ability to protect population; Because we do not
know much about the consequences of a large-scale attack on the
functioning of a modern, industrialized society, the study deals with
that relatively brief period following a strike during which the most
obvious effects of a nuclear exchange would be apparent. It does not
assess the Soviets' post-nuclear-attack capabilities to conduct military
operations or their longer term· prospects for political cohesion and
reconstitution of the economy.

2. We have attempted to describe the Soviet program in a way that
would allow for an assessment of the confidence that the Soviet leaders
place in the program-the degree to which their civil defense makes
them feel more able to withstand the consequences of a strategic
nuclear exchange. Consequently, we have examined all-source intelligence describing the civil defense organization, priorities, training, and
propaganda efforts from which inferences might be drawn. A principal
effort has been to analyze what the eff ec~ of a US attack on the Soviet
Union would be-to assess the degree of protection provided for the
leadership, for the economy, and for the population.
Organization, Priorities, and Pace

3. The Soviets' strategic writings integrate civil defense into their
military strategy. It is part of a general scheme of the likely origins,
course, and consequences of nuclear war. Aside from these considerations, the Soviets' experiences in World War II, together with their
traditional concern for homeland defense, reinforce their interest in
civil defense. By developing an active and extensive civil defense
program, in conjunction with their other defensive and offensive
strategic programs, they hope to convince any potential enemy that it
cannot win a war with the USSR. But if war should occur, the Soviets
seek, through civil defense and other means, to assure the survival of the
USSR and to be in a stronger postwar position than their adversaries.
Civil defense is meant to contribute to the maintenance of a functioning
5
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logistical base of operations by regular armed forces to win the war, to
limit human and material losses, and to enable the Soviets to speed
recovery from the consequences of war.
4. The Soviet leaders' emphasis on civil defense offers the potential ·

to foster favorable popular attitudes toward the Soviet system, to
demonstrate leadership concern for the people, and to lend credibility
to calls for vigilance against potential enemies. Nearly every Soviet
citizen receives civil defense instruction either in school, or through
training c~urses, lectures, and exercises at places of work. Public
attitudes about surviving a nuclear war remain skeptical, however, and
there is evidence that many people do not take the program seriously.
Nevertheless, we believe, on the basis of human source reports and US
and Soviet studies of public disaster behavior, that the Soviet people
would respond to directions from civil defense authorities.
5. A publicly recognized, highly structured, military-controlled
civil defense organization exists at all levels of the Soviet government
and economy, with the head of every organization designated "chief of
civil defense." The national organization is led by General of the Army
A. T. Altunin, a Deputy Minister of Defense. Full-time civil defense
staffs exist at each echelon of the Soviet administrative structure:
national, republic, oblast, city, and rayon, as well as at all significant
economic institutions and enterprises.
6. In wartime, this administrative structure would be converted
into a civil defense chain of command subordinate to the deputy
commander for civil defense of each military district. The operating
elements of the Soviet civil defense program-those that would carry
out postattack recovery-consist of a large number of military civil
defense units, communications elements, and civilian civil defense
formations. Counting all civilian units and formations according to
guidelines issued by General Altunin in 1975, the total number of
people in the program would be up\vards of 16 million-a number
which includes many perfunctory participants. There are also about
117,000 full-time civilian and military personnel. 1
7. The peacetime effectiveness of the civil defense organization

suffers at times from the reluctance of industrial officials to spare labor
and other resources for civil defense and from misunderstandings
between civil defense officers and Soviet civilians. In wartime,
increased centralization of authority would probably reduce many of
the bureaucratic inefficiencies inherent in this large organization. But
the fact that the organization exists, despite its problems, and the fact
' Last year's estimate of a minimum of 50.000 did not include full-time civil defense personnel at
economic installations.
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that progress is being made toward fulfillment of the objectives of the
civil defense program give Soviet civil defense leaders some confidence
in their ability to function as required. On the whole, the Soviets' view
of their civil defense organization structure probably is a favorable
one-overall, better than it was before the military assumed control of
it in the early 1970s.
8. In terms of actual priorities the Soviet program appears to hew
closely to what its organizers have declared their intentions to be. (See
figure S-L) The first priority is to protect people-the leadership first,
other essential personnel second, and the rest of the population third. In
support of this, they have built shelters, established relocation sites, and
developed evacuation plans. The second priority is to maintain the
continuity of economic activity in wartime. Much of the action on this
program appears to have been directed toward providing protection for
the work force. The third priority, "liquidation of the consequences of
an enemy attack," involves the training of a broad spectrum of the
Soviet population in postattack operations such as administering first
aid, clearing rubble, decontaminating, and emergency repair and
restoration of power.
9. The pace of the Soviet civil defense program is affected on the
one hand by commitments of the leadership to realize progress in
peacetime preparations, and on the other by reluctance of some
Figure S-1
Objectives and Priorities of
Soviet Civil Defense
Program Objectives

Priority Tasks

Protection Of Human
Resources

Sheltering and relocation of the
leadership
Sheltering and dispersal of essential
workers
Sheltering and evacuation of the urban population
Stockpiling food and medical supplies

Continuity of Economic
Activity in Wartime

Integration of civil defense and economic mobilization plans
··
Rapid shutdown of industrial facilities
Permanent and hasty hardening . of
installations and equipment
Crisis relocation of economic enterprises

Stockpiling reserves of materials
Geographic dispersal of indu5try' ·
. .

: ~ .• : .... ::, """S;'..

"'Liquidation of Conse- .' Preparation of military~an<f;;~vil;!_a.e:.·
quences of Enemy At-> . fense formations
..
.. !d<~7i .
tack"
Training in rescue and(tb::oVery~",' ..
Preparations for distrib~ti~nf;;f food i
and essential supplici ... ·; ·~:
,;:.:-:·.
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ministries, industrial managers, and local officials to dedicate scarce
resources to what they regard as a secondary requirement and by
apathy toward civil defense among a large segment of the public. While
it is not a crash effort, the pace of the program, as indicated most
clearly by shelter construction starts in urban areas, increased in the late
1960s. Civil defense preparations are continuing, but the extent of
implementation of civil defense measures varies from area to area and
year to year.
10. We are ~Ull 11n::i.ble to estimate the total annual costs of Soviet
civil defense, but we have made a tentative estimate of the costs of
three elements of the program: full-time civil defense personnel, now
estimated to be about 117,000 people; operation of military civil
defense units; and shelter construction. (See table S-1.) These three
elements cost 400 million rubles in 1976. This figure, which indicates
the burden of these three elements on the Soviet economy, represents
· less than l percent of our estimate of Soviet defense spending. If these
three elements were duplicated in the United States, the costs would
have been about $2 billion in 1976. This figure conveys the magnitude
of the program in familiar terms; it does not reflect the economic
burden to the Soviets. The high dollar estimate results primarily from
the relative costs of manpower in the United States and the USSR.
Manpower represents about 70 percent of the total dollar costs-that is,
about $1.4 billion of the $2 billion-but only about 40 percent of the
ruble costs. (These estimates should be considered rough approximations
Table S-1
Costs of Soviet Civil Defense
Manpower, Operation of Military Units, and Shelter
Construction*
Ruble Costs at 1970 Prices (Billions)

Manpower ...•...·-················-····---··Operation of military units ········.Shelter construction ······················Total --········-··························--

Before
1968

Total
1968-76

1.16
1.16

1.51
0.35
1.70
3.56

1976
0.17
0.04
0.19
0.40

Dollars Costs at 1976 i'rices (Billions)
Before
1968
Manpower ... ·-······-········-··-··-····--Operation of military units ····--Shelter construction -··-····-··-··--Total ····-····················-····-······-··

Total
1968-76
12..20
0.83

2..80
2.80

4.20
17.23

1976
1.39
0.09
0.47
1.95

• These estimates should be considered rough approximations
because they are affected by uncertainties both in the quantitative
data on civil defense programs and in estimates of prices.
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because they are affected by uncertainties both in the quantitative data
on civil defense programs and in estimates of prices.)
Protection of the leadership

11. In case of nuclear war, the top national military and civilian
leadership of the Soviet Union would be sheltered in hardened
command posts near Moscow and at other sites independently of the
civil defense program we describe in this paper. When we speak of
measures for the protection of the le~de1ship, we refer not only to the
top national leadership, but also to some 5,000 party and government
officials at the national" and republic level; 63,000 party and
government leaders at kray, oblast, city, and urban rayon level; 2,000
managers of key installations; and about 40,000 members of civil
defense staffs-about 110,000 people in all.

12. Throughout the Soviet Union there is a pattern of shelter
construction for the leadership. It consists of hardened underground
shelters near their places of :work and relocation sites some 20 to 40
kilometers outside the cities. These shelters are usually provided with
communications equipment and are located near or on transportation
routes. The local shelter and relocation site pattern extends from
government ministries to party headquarters and oblast and city
governments and includes sites for major industrial enterprises as well.
13. The resistance of these facilities to blast varies, depending on
their location and prospective occupants. At some of the relocation sites
for the top leadership, the hardness[

]figures are comparable to those for military
command and control bunkers. The range of hardness for shelters for
other national leaders

is["

. ] Judging from. analysis of Soviet
designs, the remaining leadership shelters are estimated to be of about
the same hardness as average shelters in industrial and urban areas.
While we do not know much about exact amounts, we believe that in
general these shelters have some stockpiles of food, medicine, protective
equipment, communications, and other supplies for their prospective
occupants.
14. We have surveyed only a small portion of all the cities and rural
areas where leadership shelters would likely be found. The total
floorspace for the leadership shelters we have identified and measured
adds up to 206,000 square meters; roughly an equal number of shelters
have been identified but not measured. We estimate, therefore, that,
the Soviets have sufficient command post shelter space for virtually all
9
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the leadership elements as defined in this paper. This estimate takes into
account space required for supplies, communications, and work area.
Protection of the Economy

15. Plans for protecting the Soviet economy include a number of
complementary measures, not all of which are to be taken at any
individual site but which could apply selectively depending on a site's
importanr.f' _to a wartime economy. These measures include:
-

Sheltering pei·.:;.:;;.·,.uel al installations in the event of attack.

-

Dispersal of a portion of the work force during a period of crisis.

-

Emergency relocation of certain installations.

-

Geographic dispersal of new installations.

-

Hardening of physical structures.

-

Hasty hardening measures when an attack is imminent, such as
sandbagging of equipment and earth mounding around
structures.

-

Rapid shutdown of equipment.

16. To study the actual measures the Soviets have taken, we
surveyed some 150 economic facilities distributed among 17 key
industrial categories which we believe to be important for Soviet
recovery from a nuclear attack. The primary civil defense preparations
we were able to identify at the sample installations are those related to
sheltering personnel. We found that shelters had been built or were
under construction at the time of the survey at some 65 percent of the
plants. More than two-thirds of the shelters identified have been built
since 1968. Although shelter construction is continuing, construction
starts observed at the facilities surveyed were highest in 1973,C

:l
17. We also performed various statistical tests on the sample to
extrapo-late our findings to the rest of Soviet economic facilities within
these categories. For this purpose we used 10 of the 17 industrial
categories on which our information was diost complete. Assuming that
our sample is roughly representative of Soviet industry as a whole and
recognizing that our confidence bounds are large owing to our small
sample and the variability of the data, some conclusions can be drawn:
-

The increased level of shelter construction since 1968 indicates
implementation of a Soviet plan. The rate of increase in
construction was not uniform throughout industry, but was
concentrated among large enterprises (those whose output falls
in the upper 25 percent of production for a given category of
10
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industry), at
expansion.

new installations,

and at

those undergoing

-

Extrapolating from our sample, we calculate that the Soviets
could shelter 12 to 24 percent of the estimated total labor force
in these key industrial categories. This assumes a shelter
occupancy factor of 0.5 and 1 square meter per person. 2
However, Soviet plans do not call for sheltering the entire labor
force. They plan to close nonessential industries entirely and to
evacuate nonessential workers from those industries that are to
Cvi"itinue production. The remaining essential work force at each
plant is to be divided into two sh if ts, one to be dispersed to
locations within commuting distance of the enterprise, the other
to continue work. ·we believe the shelters at economic facilities
are intended for that portion of the essential labor force at work
during a crisis-which we have designated the "crisis work
force."

-

The size of the crisis work force would vary, but could be up to
50 percent of the total labor force at some enterprises. Using the
SO-percent figure, we calculate that the available shelter space at
the sample installations studied could accommodate 24 to 48
percent of the crisis work force. The actual percentage of the
crisis work force sheltered would be higher because we expect
the crisis work force to be less than 50 percent of the total labor
force.

18. In addition to the survey of 17 key recovery industries on which
the above conclusions were basP.d, we studied 113 plants from five
military industrial categories. We found that shelters had been built or
were under construction at 70 percent of the plants, as compared with
65 percent of the 150 facilities at the 17 key recovery industries which
we surveyed.
19. The Soviet program for geographic dispersal of industry is, as
far as we can tell, not being implemented to a significant extent:
-

New plants have often been built adjacent to ~ajor existing
plants.

-

Existing plants and complexes have been expanded in place.

-

No effort has been made to expand the distance between
buildings or to locate additions so as to minimize fire and other
hazards in the event of a nuclear attack.

-

Previously open spaces in fuel storage sites. have been filled in
with new storage tanks and processing units.

'The lower figure of 0.5 square meter per persqn is derived from Soviet civil defense publications. The
upper bound of 1 square meter is based on an average of fiqures provided by knowledgeable human
sources. The range is consistent with studies of the US Defense Civil Preparedness Agency which
recommend 1 square meter as a desirable goal but allow 0.5 square meter as a practical minimum.
11
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The value of overall productive capacity has likewise been increased
proportionately more in previously located sites, raising the vulnerability of industry to attack even more.
20. Little evidence exists that would suggest a comprehensive
program for hardening economic installations. In some cases, in fact,
construction guidelines for the physical hardening of industrial sites
appear to have been ignored. Published Soviet civil defense guidelines
acknowledge the high cost of such measures and explicitly state that
they are to be carried out only when economically feasible.
21. There are only a few human-source reports of training exercises
in which hasty hardening techniques have been employed. The Soviets
appear to have given greater emphasis to rapid shutdown of equipment
than to hasty hardening. The emphasis in this scheme seems to be on
protecting vital equipment and installations from secondary damage
triggered by prompt effects of a nuclear attack, such as ignition of
· combustibles, and facilitating longer term recovery of installations after
an attack.
22. Overall, we estimate that the Soviets' measures to protect their
economy would not prevent massive damage from a US attack designed
to destroy Soviet economic facilities. At best, Soviet leaders and civil
defense planners are probably confident that, through rapid shutdown
and emergency repairs by the surviving work force, limited production
at slightly or moderately damaged sites could be restored soon after an
attack. We have not assessed the Soviets' long-term ability to reconstruct
their economy.
Protection of the Population

23. Soviet plans call for in-place shelters and the evacuation of
population from urban target areas. Our evaluation of the Soviet shelter
program is based primarily on analysis of 28 distinct regions in the .
USSR including three oblasts, one republic, and 24 selected urban
concentrations. Although these areas do not constitute a random sample
and represent only a small portion of the total number of Soviet urban
agglomerations, we believe they provide a basis for tentative
conclusions regarding the pace, scope, and magnitude of the shelter
program nationwide. Assessments of the effectiveness of the Soviet
evacuation program are highly dependent on the scenario chosen, b~t .
tentative evaluations of this program are also possible.
24. The types of shelters we surveyed include built-in (basements),
detached (separate bunkers), and subways. Most of the structures are of
the built-in type, constructed during the laying down of foundations for
buildings. Our analysis of time-series data indicates that about half of
the shelters currently in existence were built after 1968; however, there
12
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.- were wide variations in construction rates among cities and from year to
year after 1968.
We have used two different figures in allocating shelter
floorspace per person: 0.5 and 1 square meter. Using both these figures
against the best estimate of the total floorspace in the urban shelters
which we positively identified, results in a total capacity of 3.8 million
or 1.9 million people. Extrapolating upward for unevenness of coverage
of those areas surveyed results in an estimate that about 10 to 20 percent
of the population in these urban areas could be sheltered. Extending this
extrapolation to the USSR as a whole, we estimate that the Sovi;:;~.; !-;,.-,;~
probably constructed more than 15,000 shelters nationwide that can
protect 10 million to 20 million people-roughly 10 to 20 percent of the
total population in cities of more than 100,000 people. We are confident
that more extensive analysis would result in an upward, not downward,
adjustment of this figure, but we are unable to say by how much.

J

C

25. Additional protection would be available to the Soviet
population in the form of subway tunnels and stations. The Moscqw
subway, for example, has 92 underground stations and more than 150
kilometers of tu~nels. Assuming a space allocation of 0.5 and l sqt~are
meter per person, we estimate that between 480,000 to 240,000 persons
could be sheltered in the station areas and four times that number in the
track tunnels, for a totai of 17 to 34 percent of the urban population of
the city. This total is in addition to the number that would be sheltered
in the previously discussed shelters. The five other operating subway
systems in the USSR would provide an additional increase in the total
sheltered population. We have not included these spaces in our count of
the totals because the subways could be intended for evacuation and
because of our uncertainty over the existence of life-support systems in
the subways.
26. The shelters the Soviets have built are designed to withstand,
overpressures of 100 to 200 kilopascals (14 to 28 pounds per square inch)
on the basis of a "sure safe" criterfon. According to our analysis, 50
percent of these same shelters would withstand overpressures of 350 to
1,030 kPa (50 to 150 psi). The hardness range is the 50-percent
probability of achieving at least severe damage from a I-megaton
weapon; the range results from our uncertainty about the actual shelter
construction techniques.
27. We estimate that 75 to 90 percent of the people in urban
shelters would be adequately protected from the blast and other prompt
effects of a nuclear attack that was intended to maximize damage to
industrial and military targets. On the other hand, evacuation of the
bulk of the urban population would be necessary in order to achieve a
marked reduction in the total number of urban casualties.
13
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28. Soviet writings state that the order to evacuate cities would be

given during the "special period"-a period of high tension and
increased risk of war. The order to evacuate would be issued through
dedicated civil defense communications networks and disseminated to
the public via the mass media. Individual installations would use
available means to notify personnel of the time and place for staging
their evacuation. Factories, offices, schools, or bus and train stations
would serve as embarkation points. According to Soviet planners the
population would have only a few hours to prepare for an evacuation
following the order to do so. On their arrival at assembly points people
would board buses or trains, or begin walking toward their previously
assigned relocation areas. Those persons destined for remote ·areas
would be evacuated first to intermediate point~, where they would rest
and be fed by local authorities. There is no evidence that evacuation
exercises in large cities involving the actual movement of people have
been practiced. There is evidence that small-scale evacuations are
practiced. Where planning exercises primarily involving civil defense
staffs for large cities have been conducted the results have apparently
been mixed. In an exercise of elements of the Moscow staff in early
1977, the performance of those involved was found unacceptable by
city civil defense a uthorities.
0

29. Theoretical studies indicate a range of times necessary to
accomplish evacuation, depending primarily on the availability of
transportation. For evacuation employing motorized transport-buses,
trucks, trains, and cars-one to four days would be required for the last
group of evacuees to reach their relocation area. If the evacuation was
carried out on foot, a week or more would be required to evacuate the
larger cities. Using some combination of motorized and foot transport
would reduce the required time to less than a week. Unusually severe
weather conditions could slow the pace of evacuation and affect a local
decision to evacuate. On balance, an average of two or three days would .
probably be required to evacuate the major portion of the Soviet urban
population.
30. Soviet planning recognizes that the evacuated portion of the
population must be provided fallout protection. Plans and some
materials exist for upgrading existing structures and constructing hasty
shelters in rural and exurban areas. However, as a practical matter, we
estimate that the bulk of the evacuated population would have about
the level of protection afforded by upgraded basements and interior
rooms of standard Soviet rural structures. Under ideal circumstances,
with a week or so to evacuate urban areas and to modify existing
structures and construct hasty shelters, the evacuated population could
be afforded high levels of protection.
14
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Oxeroll Effectiveness

31. We have calculated the effects of civil defense on the levels of
damage and casualties the Soviets might sustain from a US-Soviet
nuclear exchange with 1977 forces. We have deliberately chosen to
analyze important and sensitive variables-economic damage and
casualties-that can be evaluated quantitatively, and have made
arbitrary assumptions to deal with the inevitable uncertainties
.regardi!!g preparations for and conduct of an actual nuclear exchange.
This type of analysis involved trading on the realism of the war scer.ario
adopted to gain detail in calculating the consequences-the more
detailed our analysis for purposes of calculations, the less likely the
calculations would apply to another, perhaps more believable scenario.
32. For example, we assumed a single spasm of weapons launched
by US strategic forces from day-to-day alert following a Soviet strike on
those forces. This allows us to estimate the level of damage a weakened
US retaliatory force could inflict in th_e Soviet Union under various
states of preparations. For purpose of these calculations we have also
assumed that in its retaliatory strike the United States would not
deliberately target the Soviet population but would choose instead to
attack high-value military and economic targets. In our analysis, about
2,200 US weapons were used in an attack optimized against critical
Soviet economic targets. These weapons were in addition to those used
against military targets and those held in reserve. Vje assessed the
industrial damage and casualties resulting from the attack on military
targets as well as from the attack on economic targets.

~

33. This approachC

ttends to establish a
lower limit for the level of casualties such an attackwould inflict on the
Soviet Union. In effect, it tends to present a ··worst case" for the United
States, especially if Soviet population casualties are a major criteriop.
34. Those command posts and relocation sites that we have
identified and located would be vulnerable to US attack.[

.:J

We estimate that, with several hours to make final preparations, a large
percentage of leaders and communications facilities would survive.
35. Those measures we have described for protection of the
economy could not prevent massive damage. The attack used in our
analysis destroyed 80 percent of the economic value of the critical
industrial installations in the selected target list. The specific damage
levels shown by our analysis are subject to some uncertainty due to the
structural damage criteria we used for assessing economic loss. Even
15
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with a week or so of preparations, there would be little reduction in the
amount of prompt damage to facilities inflicted by blast Our analysis of
the hardness of shelters at industrial installations and their locations
relative to likely weapon aim points indicates that a large percentage of
the essential personnel would survive a US attack designed to maximize
damage to economic facilities. The Soviet measures for protecting the
work force, critical equipment, and supplies and for limiting damage
from secondary effects could contribute to maintaining and restoring
production after an attack. We have not, however, analyzed the Soviet
potential for economic recovery.
36. Th~ extent of losses to the population would depend primarily
on the time the Soviets had to prepare for an attack and whether or not
they chose to evacuate their urban population (see figure S-2):
-

With a minimal period of preparation (two hours or less), a
massive attack could result in casualties from prompt nuclear
effects and fallout in excess of 120 million, including 60 million
to 70 million fatalities.

-

With limited preparations (a day or less), the Soviets could
reduce the number of {atalities about 5 to.10 percent. Total
casualties would still be in excess of l 00 million people, of which
the fatalities could be more than 50 million.

-

With a moderate period of preparation (two to three days)
during which the Soviet civil defense authorities implemented
plans for evacuation of urban areas, . fatalities of levels cited
above could be reduced to about 15 million to 20 million.
Casualties,· including fatalities, could be more than 50 million.

-

Extended preparation (a week or more) could further reduce the
level of Soviet fatalities and casualties. With time to complete
urban evacuation... and to protect the evacuated population,
fatalities from prompt nuclear effects and fallout could range
from 5 million to 10 million people, with total casualties in excess .
of 20 million.
.

37. The above figures serve to point out the important fact that, in
the preparations for an attack, the critical decision to be made by the
Soviet leaders, in terms of sparing their population, would be whether
or not to evacuate their cities. The cost of not evacuating could be in the
neighborhood of 100 million casualties.
38. There are of course many combinations of preparation times
and attack assumptions which would increase the level of casualties over
those shown above. For example the attack could be directed against
the population, carried out over an extended period, or timed so as to
16
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Effects of Civil Defense Preparations

Figure S-2
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come while the Soviets were in the process of evacuating their cities. In
addition, the United States could use a larger portion of its weapons
inventory than that postulated above.
39. We are unable to make a confident assessment of how effective
Soviet civil defense would be in rescue and recovery operations
following an attack. Our tentative estimate is that, under the most
favorable circumstan~es, stocks of essential supplies would be adequate
to .sustain the surviving population for weeks and perhaps longer, but
the distribution of these supplies would be ~ critical problem. Under
worst conditions, we believe the chances would be poor thllt the SD'.'!~t~
could effectively support the surviving population with supplies and
services.
40. The Soviets almost certainly believe their present civil defenses
will improve their. ability to conduct military operations and will
enhance the USSR's chances for survival following nuclear exchange.
They cannot have confidence, however, in the degree of protection
their civil defenses would afford them, given the many uncertainties
attendant to a nuclear exchange. We therefore do not believe that the
Soviets' present civil ,defenses would embolden them deliberately to
expose the USSR to a higher risk of nuclear attack.
Future Implications

41. We estimate that the Soviets will continue to emphasize the
construction of shelters for the urban population. If this resulted in a
pace of construction matching that since 1968, they would, by 1985,
increase the number of shelters in the Soviet Union by roughly twothirds, over the present estimated total. This would increase the
minimum percentage of population sheltered in urban areas (with a
population of 100,000 or more) from 10 to 20 percent to an estimated
15 to 30 percent. This increase takes into account the projected growth·
in urban population ..
42. We estimate that over the next 10 years, the percentage of
population sheltered will increase, but the absolute number. of people
that would have to be evacuated will also increase because of growth in
the urban population. To avoid an increase in the number of people to
be evacuated, Soviet shelter construction would have to be higher than
the rate we have projected. Thus, the Soviet leaders' critical problem of
deciding whether to evacuate, and when to do so, will not change
substantially over this period. They may, however, be able to achieve
some reduction in the time required to evacuate by increasing the
available .transportation.
18
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43. Prospects for improvement in measures to protect the economy
against attack are mixed. The increase in the number of shelters will
probably enable a larger proportion of the work force to be sheltered.
But the continuing concentration of economic investment in previously
existing plant sites, together with an absence of construction-hardening
techniques, suggests that a US countereconomic attack would be about
as destructive as at present. We do not believe that the protective
measures the Soviets are likelv to undertake during the next IO years
would significantly reduce damage from a large-scale US attack
designed to maximize destruction of economic targets.
44. Prog;ams for protection of the leadership are solidly established
and well advanced. We are confident that this aspect of the program
will continue to receive attention, with better protection for leaders at
all levels. The continued growth in the numbers of leadership
.
facilities[.__

. ..:Jwill increase prospects of survival of a large number of Soviet
leaders.
45. We have no present reason to believe that in the foreseeable
future there will be any significant change in the Soviet leaders'
judgment that civil defense contributes to war-fighting and warsurvival capabilities, nor do we believe that their uncertainties about its
actual effectiveness would be lessened. Thus, we have no present reason
to believe that their perception of the contribution of civil defense to
their capabilities for strategic nuclear conflict will change significantly.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
.A

Scope

attention to the effectiveness of civil defense preparations for survival and recovery during the first few
weeks following a US retaliatory attack. It does not
cover measures to protect military forces, nor does it
attempt to define the longer term capabilities of the
USSR to reconstitute its political, economic, and
military institutions after a nuclear exchange.

l. This report describes Soviet concepts, plans, and
objectives for civil defense; explains the extent, pace,
and characteristics of civil defense preparations;
evaluates the effectiveness of Soviet civil defense; and
estimates the future course and implications of the
·
Soviet program.

5. This report supersedes the Interagency Intelligence Memorandum on Soviet civil defense (NIO IIM
76-041) published in November 1976. It does not
attempt to duplicate the previous IIM in form or
detail, although much of the basic ·intelligence
information provided in the previous paper remains
valid. All of the findings of last year's report have been
reevaluated in light of new information and analysis.
This IIM notes those principal findings in the 1976
IIM which subsequent intelligence efforts have either
confirmed or refuted.

2. In audition to these areas, several basic themes
underlie the report, including the relationship, on the
one hand, between warning (or the time available to
make final preparations) and Soviet civil defense
programs, and, on the other hand, between observable
civil defense preparations and Soviet civil defense
plans. These themes and others are carried through the
report but are specifically addressed in the sections
dealing with the effectiveness of the Soviet civil
defense program.
3. The judgments and analyses of effectiveness
pertain primarily to the capability of Soviet civil
defense to protect the leadership, reduce population
casualties, permit the continuing functioning of
essential industrial facilities and equipment, and
conduct rescue and recovery operations. We also
attempt to judge the effectiveness of Soviet peacetime
organizations and programs to complete the preparations called for in Soviet plans. When feasible, the
report gives both quantitative and qualitative measures of Soviet ci vii defense, but they do not constitute
a comprehensive net assessment of Soviet capabilities
to recover from the effects of a large-scale attack by
US strategic forces. Our judgments and analyses of
civil defense effectiveness provide approximations of
the impact civil defense preparations could have in
reducing casualties and damage. Neither we nor the
Soviets could be confident about absolute levels of
damage from a large-scale nuclear attack with or
without civil defenses, or about the effectiveness of
various types of preparations for conducting rescue
and recovery operations.
4. The report covers all activities encompassed in

the Soviet concept of civil defense, with special

B. Sources and Methods
6. The analyses for this report drew on all available
intelligence sources and reflect an extensive interagency research and analysis effort. This effort was
guided by a special collection and production strategy
developed after the completion of the. UM in late
1976. Under this strategy, responsibilities for taking
the lead in research an:d analysis on the various aspects
of Soviet civil defenses were apportioned among the
participating agencies.
7. To allow for an in-depth analysis of Soviet civil
defense activities, intelligence efforts were concentrated on selected geographic regions and industrial
categories. The regions were selected on the basis of
geographic location; political, economic, and military
importance; and availability of collection opportunities. Industrial categories were selected according to
their military significance and importance to postattack recovery.
8. The report also relied heavily on information
available from broadcasts and through the open press,
including textbooks and newspapers. The 1977 edition
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of the civil defense manual and the monthly
publication Military Knowledge (Voyennyye Znaniye), which is published jointly by the civil defense
organization and the Soviet preinduction training
organization DOSAAF, have made a significant
contribution to understanding of Soviet civil defense
methods and programs. It now is clear from other
sources that much of the information contained in
Soviet civil defense literature is an accurate reflection
of ongoing programs. Thus. these sources provide a
standard for measuring Soviet progress in implementing the programs. It is also recognized, however, that
.the goals and activities described in Soviet civil
defense literature may be somewhat distorted. Such
literature contains propaganda and does not cover
details of the civil defense program considered
classified by the Soviets. (See Bibliography, annex F.)
9. Human sources have provided a large body of
information on almost all aspects of the civil defense
program. Collection was aimed primarily at former
residents of the USSR with backgrounds which gave
them access to details on civil defense activities. Their
debriefings have provided some insights on hl:iw the
plans described in Soviet literature work in reality and
have given important descriptions of civil defense
facilities which provided signatures for use in
photointerpretation.
10. At the same time, we continue to have
reservations concerning some information from these
sources on the Soviet civil defense programs. Aside
from attendance at lectures, relatively few sources
participated directly in the activities of the civil
defense organization at their places of work or study.
Unless they held supervisory positions, or their
professional responsibilities brought them into contact
with specific aspects of civil defense such as shelter
construction, their information often tended to be
superficial. In addition, by reason of their backgrounds, these sources were apt to be more negative
regarding the program than might be true of the
general population. Where specifically queried, however, most agreed that if a real crisis arose, civil
defense directives would be complied with despite any
public apathy or the tendency of the sources to
ridicule the program.
11. Information from attaches and visitors has also
helped in confirming or negating leads from other
sources, although, as foreigners subject to stringent
travel restrictions, they were unable to report in any
depth on civil defense activities. Clandestine sources
have also provided valuable inputs in terms of their

experiences with the program and identification of
important civil defense facilities.
12. Satellite photography dating from 1968 to the
present was used extensively in the identification of
the ·most visible aspects of civil defense, and made its
most important contribution in the identification of
shelters. For many of the areas, most of the detached
shelters were identified. However, a significant
number of existing basement shelters in many of the
areas studied wPrP probably not identified. While
overl1ead photography is ideally suited for identification of shelters and other externally visible aspects of
the civil defense program, it has been of little use in
determining what protective measures have been
taken within industrial facilities.

13. Knowledge and understanding of Soviet civil
defenses by the Intelligence Community increased
substantially during the past year. While there are still
gaps in the data base and deficiencies in understanding some aspects of the programs, there is now an
improved basis for assessing the current extent, pace,
and effectiveness of the civil defense effort. Programs
for the protection of the population are better
understood than programs to protect the economy
(especially with respect to the impact on long-term
recovery). There are also uncertainties about Soviet
motivations and intentions and about the likely
progress of the Soviet civil defense effort over the next
decade.

C. Attribution
14. This Interagency Intelligence Memorandum
was approved by the Director of Central Intelligence
with the concurrence of the National Foreign Intelligence Board on 1 November 1977. It was prepared
under the auspices of the National Intelligence Officer
for Strategic Programs, National Foreign Assessment
Center. Its preparation was a joint undertaking of the
Central Intelligence Agency; the Defense Intelligence
Agency; the National Security Agency; the Bureau of
Intelligence and Research, Department of State; and
the offices of the Assistant Chief of Staff for
Intelligence, Department of the Army, of the Director
of Naval Intelligence, Department of the Navy, and of
the Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, Department
of the Air Force. The Memorandum was drafted by
the Central Intelligence Agency, based on research
conducted by the participating intelligence agencies.
The working group was assisted by the Command and
Control Technical Center, Defense Communications
Agency, through the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
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Programs Analysis and Evaluations, and by representatives of the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency
and the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. Mr.
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Chapter II

CIVIL DEFENSE IN SOVIET STRATEGIC POLICY .
1. In Soviet writings on military doctrine and
strategy, civil defense is integrated into a general
scheme of the likely origins, course, and consequences
of nuclear war. In that scheme, Soviet deterrence
relies on convincing potential enemies that they
cannot· win a nuclear war against the USSR. Should
deterrence fail, civil defense would play a dual role in
contributing to (1) maintaining a functioning logistical
base for operations by regular armed forces to .. win"
the war and (2) enabling Soviet recovery from war
damage.

A. Military Strategy and Requirements
2. Civil defense has origins dating from the
beginnings of the Soviet regime and especially from its
experience in World War II. Currently, Soviet
planning for civil defense is driven primarily by the
possibility of war with the United States, rather than
by contingencies such as a Chinese or other thirdcountry attack. While Soviet civil defense writings
discuss US motives and capabilities at length, references to China are rare. The Soviets probably
recognize that a civil defense capability against US
strategic forces would also serve against any thirdcountry attack.
3. Soviet strategists regard nuclear war as possible,
although they do not assign a specific degree of
probability to it. They are uncertain whether war with
the United States could be contained short of a largescale nuclear exchange, but their public commentary
generally disdains limited uses of strategic nuclear
weapons as envisioned by the United States. It has
been the Soviet view that initial nuclear strikes would
attempt to destroy as much as possible of the other
side "s retaliatory capability and to disrupt mobilization, economic activity, and command and control.
These strikes have been considered likely to exert a
decisive influence on the outcome of the war, although
a ground offensive would probably be necessary to
secure "victory." Because of the importance attached
to the initial nuclear strikes, Soviet strategists have

emphasized the value of preemptive attack. They
believe an initial nuclear attack would be preceded by
a ..special period"-a period of high tension and
increased risk of war, d~ring which final preparations
for conflict would be made.
4. There is additional evidence that links Soviet
civil defense to strategy for the conduct of military
operations following an initial nuclear attack. Soviet
strategists expect the ground offensive against NATO,
and associated sea and air operations, after a nuclear
. exchange, to be characterized by rates of advance and
levels of intensity exceeding previous warfa,.:-e. The
logistical requirements for the Soviet offensive led the
Chief of Civil Defense, General of the Army A. T.
Altunin, to observe in 1974 that .. in contemporary
war, destruction of the functioning of the logistical
base has become one of the main war goals."
Accordingly, one of the civil defense program's main
tasks is described as ensuring "the continuous functioning of the economy" in support of the Soviet
offensive. Thus, the civil defense program links all - .
aspects of the national economy to Soviet economic
mobilization plans for conversion to wartime requirements.

5. Soviet program choices for civil defense have
been affected by shifts of emphasis in Soviet military
strategy, because of the supporting role envisioned for
civil defense in military operations. Change in
military strategy, for example, was the reason for the
change in emphasis on urban shelter construction as
compared with city evacuation measures for population protection. Between 1962 and 1970 Soviet civil
defense officials repeatedly described evacuation
measures as "the most effective method for protecting
the most important industrial-economic and administrative centers." During this period the Soviets were
confident that NATO mobilization and US strategic
force activity would provide enough warning to
permit urban evacuation. but technical improvements
to strategic forces made many Soviet strategists
concerned that the warning or special period might be
very brief. Moreover, evacuation, which would be
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subject to observation by US reconnaissance, might
signal an impending Soviet preemptive strike. Shelters
were therefore preferable to evacuation measures
under such circumstances, as they could be occupied
on short notice; movement into shelters would also be
much less noticeable.
6. Soviet civil defense officials argued against this
new approach-giving priority to shelters for population protection-by demeaning the importance of
surprise in nuclear war. Nevertheless, the military
strategists' perception of the role of surprise and their
preference for shelters over evacuation, prevailed after
1979. A Soviet history of the civil defense program
explained in 1975:
In the recent past, evacuation and dispersal
were considered the main means of population protection. Now, when missile-nuclear
weapons and strategic aviation have undergone fu,rther development and improvement, the aggressor may be tempted to try a
preemptive nuclear strike. In these circumstances, time for implementing civil defense
protective measures may be extremely limited, especially time for evacuation and
dispersal. Consequently, today the plan for
sheltering the population in protective structures is given the first place as the most
reliable way of preserving people's lives
from missile-nuclear weapons.'
7. First priority in implementing this new approach
went to constructing shelters in economic installations. 2 This began in the late 1960s and is continuing.
General Altunin reaffirmed this priority in 1974 when
he explained that "the scope and character of civil
defense measures" would depend .. on the economic
and defense significance of individual installations."
Nevertheless, Soviet civil defense planners continue to
rely on evacuation of the urban population and
dispersal-relocation of workers to sites within commuting distance of their work places-in addition to
shelters as a means of protecting the population.
B. Immediate National Survival and Recovery
Requirements
8. The Soviet civil defense program has for years
included a comprehensive, broadly based effort to
1
Kotlukov, Ogloblin, and Sgilevskiy, Civil Defense. In the Past
and Present, Moscow, 1975.
' As use<! in this memorandum the term .. e<:Onomic installations ..
refers to industrial facilities, design bureaus, research'and development installations, and utilities engaged in the production of goods
and services.

convince people that nuclear war is survivable, and to
instruct the population on how to survive. As Altunin
emphasized in his first public statement as Chief of
Civil Defense:
The task of propaganda is to see to it that
every Soviet person believes firmly that
there is a defense against any weapon, even
the most modern.
This emphasis on programs to inform people about
nuclear war to offset widespread doubts concerning
survival is consistent with US research findi~g:; ~~;:;.~ :.n
informational program is essential to effective disaster
response. Human reporting evinces wide~pread skepticism about surviving nuclear war. Resistance to
propaganda may be stronger among our sources, who
have left the USSR, than among those who remain.
Nevertheless, reminders in Soviet civil defense literature {for example, ..a serious attitude toward training
is demanded from all trainees") reinforce the impression that public attitudes remain skeptical.
9. While the Soviets do not discus5 the aftermath of
nuclear war in any detail, a phrase used by Altunin in
his first public statement as Chief of Civil Defense
about continuing .. leadership by party, military, and
economic Soviet organs" implies an effort to preserve
the existing internal political order. Indeed, as will be
described later, protection of the leadership is
probably better developed than any other aspect of
civil defense.
10. As for economic survival, Soviet civil defense
writings concentrate on immediate support to the war
effort and the interaction of economic mobilization
and civil defense planning. Coordination of the civil
defense plans and economic mobilization plans is
effected by the directors of enterprises . who are
responsible. for both; the civil defense posture of an
enterprise will def>end on the role envisaged for it in
its mobilization plan-that is, whether it will convert
to wartime production schedules for both military and
essential civilian needs. According to their writings
and civil defense planning, the Soviets do not envision
a need to continue full production to satisfy their
wartime military production requirements.

C. Other Factors Influencing Civil
Defense Policy
11. Other factors influence the Soviets' choice of
means for achieving civil defense objectives. They are
influenced .by bureaucratic conflicts stemming from
the decentralization of civil defense funding among
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the many ministries, industries, and plants and among
regional and local government elements. Beyond
bureaucratic conflicts, actual resource scarcities complicate the civil defense program. It is difficult to
.judge the scope of such problems, however, because
the Soviets tend to discuss them in generalities or to
give individual examples. Reinforcing factors enhancing the civil defense program include the perception
of the Soviet leaders that civil defense strengthens
social morale and is important for disaster relief.

14. Conflicts between civil defense and other
military requirements were in pari: responsible for the
Soviet decision to plan for evacuation of some
residents on foot. Soviet planning for the period prior
to a nuclear exchange envisages mobilization of some
transport assets into military units, some for military
shipments, and some for civil defense. Planning
requirements exceeded available transportation resources during the 1960s, as one civil defense writer
noted:

12. The special bureaucratic interests inherent in
industrial activity and in military programs present
obstacles to Soviet attainment of civil defense goals.
Civil defense efforts to disperse industry are still
hampered by opposition from economic officials.
While civil defense manuals recommend building
numerous small plants duplicating each other's production, Soviet planners, in the interest of centralized
control, prefer large projects such as the Kama River
Truck Plant. A regulation has reportedly been adopted
by the Council of Ministers forbidding construction of
new factories or expansion of existing plants within
city limits, in part for civil defense reasons. Yet, Soviet
factory directors have opposed locating additional
facilities away from the home plant because of
difficulty of administration and have presumably
obtained exceptions from the regulation. In some cases
reconstruction of existing plants has been more
economical than new construction, a practice also
contrary to dispersion.
13. Similarly, Altunin's 1974 recommendation for
"heightening the self-sufficiency of economic regions
and republics" is incompatible with Soviet centralized
planning and the political commitment of integrating
regional economies into a national unit. Other
documentary sources suggest that Altunin's concern
relates to the difficulty of interregional delivery of raw
materials and semifabricated goods along transportation routes damaged by nuclear attack. The development of "territorial production complexes" (TPKs)
intended to overcome the peacetime inefficiencies of
unnecessary interregional shipments has moved the
Soviet economy toward Altunin's objective (see chapter V, section B), but patterns of interregional
dependence continue to exist and are not likely to be
eliminated. Another example of a bureaucratic obstacle to the civil defense program is the incentive
structure for Soviet industrial managers, which emphasizes current production and makes them reluctant
to divert resources for civil defense training and even
causes them to delay shelter construction and other
expenditures for civil defense for as long as possible.

The experience of e:::;rc::;:!S sho·.'l:; that
possibilities of obtaining [any kind of transportation] resources are sharply curtailed,
and considerable difficulties arose.
As late as 1970 thi~ resource conflict had a negative
effect on the quality of planning. As an example of a
wider problem, one Soviet author noted that the
locally developed plan for military rail shipments and
for industrial and civil defense rail shipments around
one medium-size city demanded more than twice as
many trains as the rail net could carry. Consequently,
senior civil defense officials pressed vigorously for
larger transport allocations.
15. The Ministry of Defense takeover of the civil
defense program, however, led to an alternate solution
of the problem. Between 1965 and 1973, walking was
not usually included in Soviet lists of the means of
evacuation. In 1973, however, Altunin, as new Chief
of Civil Defense, wrote:
We have been teaching an oversimplification: gather your things and wait to be
transported out. This is not to be taught
now .... The population should be evacuated by combined means: on foot and by
various means of individual and public
transportation.
He stated that this change would allow a faster
evacuation than total reliance on available transportation. While we have not conducted movement analysis
to confirm Altunin's assertion, we believe the emphasis
on foot movement, either because of transportation
shortages or limited capacity of roadways, reflects a
Soviet decision to give priority to military movements
over urban evacuation. In any case, we believe that
the change to the combined method also gave military
planners greater flexibility in road traffic control,
probably reduced the incidence of unrealistic planning for tran~portation, and improved the chances that
transport allocations to .civil defense would be
available. Although it is evident that the evacuation
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and dispersal plans of some civil defense organizations
specify automotive and rail transport, the 1977 Soviet
civil defense textbook reiterates reliance on the
"combined means" of evacuation.
16. Civilian formations and regular military and
military civil defense units have been used to cope
with natural disasters and industrial accidents. Some
Soviet spokesmen have cited this activity as justification for the expansion of the civil defense program.
These assertions are false, because the nature, scope,
and rate of expansion have exceeded that necessary for
these limited ends. However, the participation of civil
defense personnel in disaster relief is seen as beneficial
to the civil defense effort. In his 1976 book

Formations of Civil Defense in the Struggle Against
Natural Calamities, Altunin wrote that, in coping
with natural disasters:
Formations of civil defense acquire in
peacetime practical work experience in
complex conditions; therefore, participation
of the personnel of formations in liquidating
the consequences of natural disasters and
industrial accidents is a school of combat
training for them.

D. Civil Defense Programs and Priorities

mentation is consistent with Soviet priorities if viewed
in perspective (see figure II-1).
19. It is apparent that the Soviets view the saving of
human resources-the leadership, essential personnel,
and the population generally-as the key to all other
civil defense objectives. It is also clear that the Soviets
have designed and are implementing a program in
which effort and resources are divided among the
priority areas stated in Soviet writings. Within each of
these areas, effort and resources are further divided
among a :iumber of intermediate tasks. This results in
a situation in which progress is made in all priority
areas, but at different rates for intermediate tasks
within the major areas.
20. In the first priority area of population protection, programs for the protection of various levels of
leadership have been undertaken concurrently, with
emphasis gradually shifting from more to less "critical" elements. Similarly, the extent of allocation of
resources to sheltering personnel at economic installations has depended on the criticality of both the
installation and its per:;onnel to postattack military
operations and national recovery. The Soviets implement programs in the other two broad priorities in a
similar fashion. Also, programs to carry out the three

17. We have attempted to determine how Soviet
statements about civil defense priorities accord with
actual priorities suggested by evidence on civil defense
preparations. Soviet statements have consistently listed
the priorities in order of importance as:
-

Protection of the population.

-

Maintaining. continuity of economic activity in
wartime.

-

Liquidation of the consequences of an enemy
attack.

Figure II-1
Objectives and Priorities of
Soviet Civil Defense
Program Objectives

Priority Tasks

Protection Of Human
Resources

Sheltering · and relocation of the
leadership
Sheltering and. dispersal of essential
workers
Sheltering and evacuation of the ur. ban population
•' 'Stockpiling food. and medicil supplie5

18. Using evidence on the implementation of the
Soviet civil defense program available up to publication of the 1976 IIM on Soviet civil defense, we listed
the following priorities:
-

Protection of the leadership.

'integration of civil def~nse ~ eco-'
riomic mobiliZation plaru · ·
Rapid shutdown of industrial facilities
Permanent and hasty hardening of
installations and equipment
Crisis relocation of economic enter-

-

Protection of industry and the essential work
force.

Stockpiling reserves of materials
Geographic dispersal of industry

-

Protection of the general population.

Continuity of Ecorioinic
Activity in Wartime

prises

""Liquidation of Conse-. Pre~r~tion of"ihilitar(aruf'ti.;;l :d;." ·
quences of Eneiny"At~:;· !·;.·,cease fonriitio"iis':'-'· •" ·•.i<(-j:-1'·-,. ·:;i ,;
tack..
·Training in .rescue· and· re&very: ·;1 ~
Preparations· for distributiq*_,~f · foo:d./.)
" and ,essen~ suppli<;s._,.1].:i·:,.,,,, ,~~r]

Further evidence and. analysis during the past year
have clarified our understanding of Soviet stated
priorities. We now believe that the program imple28
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categories of civil defense preparations intermesh or
complement each other. As Altunin wrote in 1973:
Successful solution of this problem [continuity of production] depends primarily on
successful solution of the problem of population protection.
Thus, the priority given to protection of the population derives in part from its importance for the
ob_iective of industrial protection.
21. Overall, in efforts to "maintain continuity of
economic activity in wartime," the Soviets have made
most progress in sheltering workers and have accomplished least in dispersal of industry-a costly and
long-term endeavor especially vulnerable to considerations external to civil defense. Meanwhile, the Soviets
have a continuing program to construct urban shelters
intended, 'in conjunction with evacuation, to protect
the population.
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22. In view of the related nature of the three main
priority areas described by the Soviets, it has been
decided not to organize the material in this IIM
around Soviet priorities but to focus on the following
four areas."

-

The organization of a nationwide staff with
adequate personnel and resources to plan and
implement civil defense programs, including
necessary training.

-

The protection of leadership by construction of
urban shelters, hardened relocation sites, and
-communications facilities.

-

The protection of economic assets by sheltering
and dispersing workers and training them to
repair war damage, as well as by dispersal and
hardening.

-

The protection of the population by blast and
fallout shelter construction in urban and rural
areas, and by evacuation.
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Chapter Ill

ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS
l. The Soviet civil defense organization is composed
of staffs responsiLlt:: for the planning and supervision
of civil defense activities during peacetime and for the
direction of the operating elements charged with
carrying out civil defense tasks during wartime. The
work of these staffs is controlled by the military at the
national level through the military districts.

Before that the role of the military districts' "sections
for civil defense," headed by an "assistant to the
commander, .. had been restricted to control of the
military civil defense units. As a consequence of the
expansion of the authority of the military district
commanders, by 1973 the former "sections" were
upgraded to "directorates" and the "assistants" to
A. Organizational Structure
"deputy military district commanders." The directorate for civil defense of the military district has
National• Organization
probably become the main link between the national
2. Since 1971 the "Civil Defense Staff of the USSR"
staff and the territorial staffs at the republic, oblast,
has been a component of the Ministry of Defense;
and lower governmental levels. For 13 of the 15 Soviet
since 1972 it has been headed by A. T. Altunin,
republics, boundaries of the military districts coincide
promoted to General of the Army in 1977. The
with republic bo~ndaries. In these republics the
internal structure of the national civil defense staff
territorial civil defense staffs probably function as
appears to resemble that of main directorates of the
subordinate to the military district deputy commander
Ministry of Defense. At least 12 general officers have
for civil defense. However, the Russian Soviet
been identified at the national civil defense staff level;
Federated Socialist Republic (RSFSR) and the Ukraimany of them were reassigned from command or staff
nian Soviet Socialist Republic contain more than one
positions in military districts in connection with the
military district. As late as 1972, the RSFSR territorial
subordination of the civil defense program to the
civil defense staff administered subordinate territorial
military in 1971 and 1972.
staffs through intermediate organizations called "oper3. Subordinate Staffs. Soviet civil defense staffs
ational zones." There is evidence that subsequently, in
are of two kinds: territorial and functional. Territorial
connection with the expansion of their authority, the
staffs, subordinate to the civilian territorial administramilitary district commanders in these two large
tive authority, are found at the national, republic,
republics took control of the operational zones. It is
oblast, city, and rural and urban rayon echelons.
unclear what the current relationship is between the
Functional staffs are attached to each all-union and
military districts within the Ukrainian SSR and the
republic ministry in the Soviet Union. Also, there are . RSFSR and the territorial civil defense ·staffs.
functional staffs subordinate to the directors of
S. Details of the 1971-72 resubordination to the
factories, schools, educational institutions, research
military
districts of the territorial civil defense staffs
institutes, farms, administrative agencies, hospitals,
below
the
republic level show that this was a
and similar bodies. The functional staffs are also
controversial move engineered by the military in
referred to as "installation staffs," a translation of the
defiance of a Central Committee decision to delay a
Russian term obektovye shtaby. Figure III-1 shows the
final resolution on the overall structure of civil defense
relationship of the territorial and functional or
until
the end of 1972. A Ministry of Defense proposal
installation staffs to each other and to other important
made
as early as 1969 recommended organizational
elements in the civil defense hierarchy, particularly
changes
because of disputes with Chuykov's staff over
the military districts.
command relationships, access to transportation re4. Military Districts. In 1971 and 1972 the 16
sources in event of war, and military suggestion for
Soviet military districts received operational control
changes in civil defense policy. The determination of
over the territorial and functional civil defense staffs
the Ministry of Defense to resolve these disputes in its
as well as military civil defense troops in their areas.
favor was one factor leading to the reorganization
31
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Organization of Soviet Civil Defense

Figure 111-1

Ministry of Defense

Ministerial Civil
Defense Staffs

Civil Defense Staff

Military Districts
Military
Civil Defense Units

Directorate for
Civil Defense

Republic*
Civil Defense Staffs

Republic/Ministerial
Civil Defense Staffs

Oblast
Civil Defense Staffs

City
Civil Defense Staff

Rural Rayon
Civil Defense
Staff

Urban Rayon
Civil Defense
Staff

Civil Defense Staffs of Installations

Civil Defense Civilian Formations
*Two of the 15 Union Republics (the RSFSR and the Ukraine) extend geographically across the boundaries of several Military Districts.
In these cases the precise relationship of the republic civil defense staffs to the Military District is uncertain.
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which subordinated civil defense to the MOD, the
replacement of Chuykov's deputies by officers from
the military districts in early 1972, and finally to the
replacement of Chuykov himself by Altunin in July.

administrative structure provides a forum for coordination between civil defense officiais and local
government. The mission and functions of the
territorial staffs are as follows:

6. Role of the Territorial Staffs. Territorial civil
defense staffs at republic, oblast, city, and rural and
urban rayon levels are components of the respective
civilian administrative authorities (from oblast down,
these authorities are the "executive committees of the
Soviets"). The territorial staffs are manned by a
mixture of active-duty military and civilians, many of
whom are reservists or retired. In practice these staffs
form a chain of command through which they report
primarily to the military district directorates for civil
defense. The staffs are the main operating bodies for
civil defense in their territories. At each level the
integration of the civil defense staffs with the local

Planning and supervising the construction of
shelters and training sites in their areas and
conducting inspections.
Seeking compliance by other officials and
installation staffs with civil defense requirements: for example, for location of new industry,
procurement of equipment, and preparation of
civil defense plans.
Maintaining plans and records for evacuation
and dispersal at the city and rayon levels, in
conjunction with local evacuation commissions.
(These commissions are headed by a deputy
32
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chairman of the local executive committee and
have members representing the local party
committee, the public services, housing authorities, the police, and the military commissariat.')

7. Figure III-2 shows the relationship of an oblast
civil defense staff to the other local authorities. Most of
the functions of the oblast and other territorial civil
defense staffs involve much coordination and persuasion of officials from other bureaucratic hierarchies to
do things that they regard as secondary to their
principal functions.

Evaluating civil defense exercises at installations
in their areas, running "socialist competition ..
between civil defense teams, organizing territorial nonmilitary civil defense formations, and
organizing .civil defen~ ~~urses for the ieaders
of civil defense formations.

8. Role of the Party in Civil Defense. As the civil
defense staffs are not subordinate to the officials with
whom they deal, conHicts often result in arbitration of
disputes by the local party committee according to the
usual Soviet "pattern. As the military newspaper, Red
Star, noted in January 1977,

Organizing activity in response to natural
disasters, industrial accidents, and other local
emergencies.

One cannot manage here without party
influence on those who are cool to problems
of civil defense or who consider them
secondary....

' The military commissariat is part of a system to administer
manpower mobilization and to determine the wartime assignment
of all those liable for military service.

Relationship of Oblast Civil Defense Staffs to Other Local Organizations in the USSR
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Analysis of open Soviet sources suggests an increase in
party involvement in civil defense matters during the
last few years. One source said that when factories did
not participate in civil defense training in L'vov, the
directors came under pressure from party organizations. Similar· pressure occurred in Leningrad when a
rayon party secretary threatened to reprimand a
factory director whose newly built shelter did not
meet specifications.
9. Military Commissariats. Certain of the responsibilities of the territorial civil defense staffs substantially ov-:-!"!':!.~ those ·:if th<! rr.ilitary commissariats. Both
are concerned with manpower and economic mobilization problems inCluding allocation of transport. The
commissariats are subordinate to the Ministry· of
Defense and, like the civil defense organization, they
parallel the civilian administration at every echelon.
Before the transfer of civil defense into the Ministry of
Defense in 1971, failures of civil defense staffs to
coordinate effectively with the military commissariats
were apparently common. Since the transfer, the
integration of civil defense plans with local mobilization plans has probably improved significantly.
10. Role of Functional Staffs. The functional civil
defense staffs attached to ministries responsible for
segments of Soviet economic or social programs are
engaged primarily in planning civil defense programs
for these ministries. They correlate civil defense plans
with the periodic plans of the ministries (for example,
the quarterly, yearly, and five-yearly plans for
economic sectors).
11. The director of each Soviet installation is also
designated "chief of civil defense" for that installation.
In peacetime practice, however, he delegates his
responsibility for civil defense to a "chief of staff of
civil defense," who may do this job either full- or parttime and may or may not have assistants. The number
of personnel in the "installation civil defense staff" is
determined by the ministry to which the instl!-llation
belongs.• The number of full-time staffers is usually
proportionate to the size of the installation, although
this pattern varies also according to the significance of
the installation. Normally the members of the
installation staffs are retired military officers, judging
by both human reporting and overt Soviet sources.
Retired officers may be given these positions to take
advantage of their military experience and to provide
employment for individuals who would otherwise be
unemployable at their accustomed status and income
level. Moreover, the average reported wage of a civil
defense staff member in institutes and industrial
facilities is less than that of the average industrial
worker. The persons with an adequate educational

level most iikely to take these jobs are therefore retired
military officers who are also collecting pensions.
12. The functions of the chief of the civil defense
staff at an installation are to prepare installation plans
and to supervise the training of civil defense civilian
formations and other personnel. The chief of staff
oversees the installation's evacuation· commission,
consisting of representatives of the party organization,
the trade union committee, the personnel department,
the civil defense staffs, and the workshop heads. He
makes plans for the evacuation and dispersal· of
workers and, in those cases where the installation has
associated housing, their families. The chief of staff is
also responsible for access to and maintenance of any
available shelter or supplies.
Operating Elements

13. The operating elements of the Soviet civil
defense program-organizations which will actually
carry out postattack recovery operations-may be
divided into two general categories: military civil
defense units and civilian civil defense formations.
14. Military Civil Defense Units. Civil defense
regiments' and independent battalions (see section C
for a description of their number and manpower) are
stationed near large cities but outside the zone of
prompt nuclear effects from strikes on likely targets.
Among the missions of the regiments are to establish
communications, reconnoiter and mark contaminated
zones, perform decontamination, open blocked transportation routes, and participate with the civilian
formations in emergency rescue and repair work:___
15. Training of enlisted personnel in civil defense
regiments is according to standard Soviet Army
practice. These conscripts, serving for two years, may
undergo specialist/NCO training for six months at one
of at least five known civil defense training battalions,
or they may go directly to operational units for basic
training and subsequent low-skill assignments. The
curriculums of specialist training are reportedly nearly
identical to similar specialties in other Soviet armed
forces units.
16. Unit training is carried out in "training sites"3
erected at most, if not all, garrisons. The sites are used
' '"Training site .. is the correct translation of uchebniy gorodok, a
term that has sometimes been rendered '"training village.·· Training
sites are the most elaborate of Soviet training facilities for civil
defense. Soviet civil defense literature also identifies two less
elaborate kinds of training areas: ..simulation grounds .. (natumiye
ucha.stki) and '"training centers .. (uchebntye tsentry). One example
given in a Soviet journal of a simulation ground was a construction
project to which civil defense teams were sent to combine work on
the project with a civil defense exercise. A training center is often
simply a shelter in which lectures are given or the wearing of gas
masks and protective clothing is demonstrated.

'Yegorov. Shlyakhov, and Alabin. Civil Defense, 1977 ed .. p. 18
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example, there is little evidence of training or
involvement of the formations in preattack hasty
hardening of facilities.

to simulate conditions after a nuclear attack, including
fires, damaged buildings, rubble, and broken water
mains and powerlines to be reconstituted. Training
while -wearing gas masks and protective clothing is
emphasized. Personnel of the civil defense re<giments
also participate in joint exercises at factories in their
areas with civilian formations and, to some extent, in
disaster relief and industrial accidents. A former NCO
of a civil defense regiment of the Turkestan Military
District reported that as of April 1976 his unit
participated, along with civilian formations, in training exercises simulating wartime deployment.

20. Soviet texts and human sources describing the
organization and functions of the formations identify
two types: territorial and installation. The territorial
formations are directly subordinate to the territorial
staffs and are drawn from workers of ci~y services such
as utilities, construction trusts, and medical facilities.
In addition, according to Soviet regulation, tc., i<01·ial
formations include those organizatior.s ·· w·ho~e p.·oducti ve activity in wartime will not be essentially
different from their peacetime activity and may be
drawn upon for civil defense tasks in their existing
production structure."• This regulation applies to
communication, health, transport, retail, supply, food
services, and veterinary and agrotechnical organizations.

17. Officer candidates for the civil defense regiments attend a four-year course at a commissioning
school in Balashikha near Moscow. The contents of the
course are unknown, but it can be assumed to deal in
depth with the missions of the civil defense regiments,
leadership training, political education, and general
military subjects. For officers scheduled for promotion
to regimental or deputy regimental commander, there
is an advanced course at Novogorsk near Moscow.
There i~ also a senior NCO school at Noginsk.

21. Installation formations found at educational
institutions and economic installations are also of two
types: services and general. Each formation is supposed to be drawn from a relevant division of the
plant; for example, the formation for communications
service for civil defense is based on the installation's
peacetime communications division, the service for
"maintenance of public order" on the guard force,
and the "firefighting service" on the volunteer fire
squad. In addition, "each work shift is organized into
a ... formation or subformation by workshop, section,
or brigade. "s Recent reports have tended to confirm
the adaptation of the existing plant organization in
creating civil defense formations. Rescue, medical,
and firefighting detachments are the most common ____
types, although others such as reconnaissance groups
and decontamination squads exist. While the formations are intended for postattack operations at their
own installations, the territorial authorities are empowered to allocate installation formations as necessary throughout the area of recovery activity.

18. Effectiveness of Military Civil Defense
Units. The extensive experience of the Soviet arn~ed
forces in training, particularly in narrow occupational
specialties, implies that the civil defense troops are
well trained to perform effectively within the limits of
their duties. Officer training is also according to
standard Soviet Army practice. Graduates of Soviet
commissioning schools are acknowledged in the Soviet
military press to need further training and seasoning
once they enter operational units, but it is likely that
their professional preparation is adequate for their
duties.
19. Civilian Formations of Civil Defense. The
formations are teams made up of selected personnel at
all installations and facilities of the national economy,
educational institutions, and communal services such
as utilities and hospitals. Trained and organized in
peacetime, these formations have the following
missions:

22. The Soviets may have overcome a deficiency
referred to in the writings of the 1960s that military
mobilization would withdraw members of the civil
defense formations. In plants that would continue to
produce during a war, reservists reportedly receive
exemptions from mobilization; in other plants, reservists are not required to join the formations. The
number of people designated for participation in these
formations is uncertain. Applying guidelines issued by
Altunin in 1975 to the total work force, the number
should be upwards of 16 million. An extrapolation of

Preparations in the period before an attack for
the protection of workers and other segments of
the population.
Reduction of losses to plants and equipment.
Emergency rescue and repair work following an
attack, to aid wartime operation.
In practice, the Soviets appear to regard these
formations as primarily intended for postattack
emergency rescue and recovery operations. For
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• Yegorov et al., op. cit. pp. 22-23.
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estimates by human sources generally supports an
overall estimate in the tens of millions. However, some
percentage of these formation members participate
only in a perfunctory way.

Table III-I
Human-Source Views on Effectiveness of
Nonuniformed Civil Defense Formations

23. Training of Civilian Civil Defense Formations. The training schedule for the formations consists
of the standard 20-hour civil defense cour5e outside of
working hours, four days' practical training during
working hours, and one eight-hour .. tactical-specialized" exercise during working hours each year.. In
addition, every three years the formations participate
in integrated exercises at their installations (begun in
1975) .or at the district level (begun in 1976). The
quality of this training varies widely. Unclassified
Soviet writings cite examples of well-trained formations, but only five human sources have given positive
evaluations of the formations, and two of them
restricted their comments to a firefighting team and a
sanitation le.pm, respectively. These sources consistently ascribe a higher priority to maintaining indus- ·
trial output than to civil defense training and
exercises. As a result the civil defense staff ·has
accepted the principle of combining civil defense .
exercises with repair work on an installation or other
useful work, insisting only that a tactical scenario be
followed. Both unclassified documents and human
sources detail frequent abuse of this practice by
factory directors who place the emphasis on repairs
rather than in the civil defense content.

24. In addition to the training sites at civil defense
regimental garrisons described above, some sitesr
economic ins\anations and other areas in the U§R. According to the
journal Military Knowledge, there were 27 training
sites in Moldavia in 1975, and according to Radio
Vilnyus, 47 in Lithuania in 1976. Because of the
limitations in our search for training sites, we cannot
yet judge with confidence the scope and rate of
implementation of this program.

1t

Attitude Toward Formation
Eff ectivencss
Relation.ship
To Civil Defense
Active participants
Nonparticipants -··-Total
•••••000000000••0

Positive

Negative

No~
Reported

Totab

4
l

13
12

7
24

24
37

s

25

31

61

fighting forest fires and other natural disasters as well
as in repair work following major industrial accidents,
although human and overt reporting suggests that
specialized territorial formations have primarily reacted to these emergencies.
26. Shortages of specialized civil defense equipment would hamper the effectiveness of some
formations. Evidence on civil defense equipment in
factory inventories is ambiguous, and knowledgeable
sources on the subject are rare. Although many sources
report the presence of gas masks and protective
clothing at industrial installations, the evidence varies
as to how much of this equipment is available. For
example, a Soviet newspaper article concerning
medical detachments from a large area of central
Russia indicated that basic items of centrally procured
equipment were missing from inventories, although
simple, locally produced items were abundant. Civil
defense equipment which is in common use during
peacetime, such as firefighting equipment, trucks.
bulldozers, cranes, and handtools, would be more
readily available. In addition, heavy equipment
available to civil defense regiments would offset
shortages in civilian formations.
27. The existence of organized civil defense formations at Soviet industrial installations and other
facilities, regardless of their state of training, provides
some capability for postattack recovery, but their
existence cannot always be assumed. For example, an
inspection of a factory in Bryansk Oblast in 1974
revealed that, despite the presence of training plans,
designated formation members, and reports on exercises, the factory actually had no effective civil
defense organization. Workers in the workshop which
had .. won" the competition of civil defense formations
for the previous two years did not know what their
assignments were or, in the case of one squad leader,
who the members of their teams we.re. Formation
members assembled for tactical-specialized exercises

25. Effectiveness of Civilian Formations. There
are conflicting indications of the likely effectiveness of
the formations. Human sources' evaluations of the
formation training with which they were familiar are
tabulated in table III-1. About half of the sources
expressed views about the effectiveness of the
formations. Among them, negative evaluations
outweighed positive by a ratio of 5:1. On the other
hand, despite the evaluations of these sources, many
formations during wartime would be performing
familiar functions in a familiar setting. Some of the
formations have also gained practical experience in
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had been used to move fuel and raw materials.
a formal requirement for students who fail the final
Although this factory is probably not the normal case,
exercise to repeat the course.
there are 16 reports from human sources of similar
30. As late as June 1976 the civil defense leadership
situations, in addition to the 61 reports in table HI-I.
was extremely dissatisfied with the operation of the
For example, one source, who had been an engineer at
courses. Open documentary sources noted, for exama plant in Armenia, asserted that 80 percent of the
ple, that in one oblast the courses had stopped
plants in that republic lacked civil defense formations,
operating for three months, that in another only 48
including his own. A former resident of Leningrad
percent of the students were in attendance on the day
reported that as of 1973 his institute, apart from
of
inspection, and that poor attendance was a problem
appointing a part-time chief of the civil defense sta.ff,
throughout
the country'. A human sou:-ce reported
had done n0th!ng to· organize the appropriate formathat, in Leningrad, factory directors refuse permission
tions. An investigation by the city civil defense staff
for their .employees to repeat the courses when they
uncovered this fact and ordered the management to
fail. While Dyatlenko's 1976 indictment doubtless
create formations and send the leaders to a week's
began a campaign to improve the courses, its success is
training course. When the source left eight months
unknown. Furthermore, Soviet officials at lower levels
later, however, the new formations were still largely
often respond to pressure from above by collusion to
inactive. It may be significant that none of these
conceal information from higher echelons. Pressures
reports have dates of information later than 1975. A
from above also result in actual improvements.
Soviet statement that a reorganization of the formaDescriptions by individuals who have attended these
tions occurred in that year suggests that control over
courses indicate they leave much to be desired. In an
the formations has probably been tightened. Neverexercise of the Moscow staff in early 1977, the
theless, . the reluctance of factory and other Soviet
performance of those involved was found unacceptofficials to divert manpower for civil defense probably
able
by city civil defense authorities.
has hampered the reform. The lag in our acquisition
of information on the reorganization of the formations
31. Emphasis on practical activity and the subseprevents our knowing how successful it may have
quent participation of leadership personnel in combeen.
mand exercises and "integrated installation" exercises
are positive features of Soviet training for civil defense
Training of Civilian Leaders
cadres. The Soviet practice of designating as low28. Since Altunin's appointment as Chief of Civil
echelon leaders those persons already in authority in
Defense, civil defense training has concentrated on
peacetime takes advantage of existing skills and
preparing territorial and installation leaders for actions
habitual patterns of authority at the local level.
in a poststrike environment The Soviet view of the
Overall, the evidence suggests that the leadership
importance of such training was expounded by the
training program has not been very effective.
Deputy Chief of Civil Defense for Combat Training
Lieutenant General V. Dyatlenko, in 1976 when he
B. Command and Control
noted that:
Some leading civil defense workers who have
32. Our evidence indicates that· civil· defense
not undergone training courses, especially at
command, control, and communications facilities
economic installations and in the districts,
follow the military pattern: alternate command,
have proven incapable of effectively solving
control, and communications facilities within hardincreasingly complex tasks or leading inteened or dispersed command posts. We expect the
grated installation-wide exercises....
national civil defense communications systems will
continue to emphasize redundancy and hardened
29. Leadership training for civil defense occurs at
communications facilities as a key to their surso-called courses of civil defense, organized at district,
vivability.
city, oblast, republic, and national levels. These
courses are intended for and normally restricted to
33. Communications requirements for alerting civil
civilian commanders of nonmilitary civil defense
defense leaders across the eountry have been estabformations and above. As Altunin emphasized in 1973,
lished. During the period following an attack a large
the training focuses on practical activity. Normally
volume of communications would be required to assess
lasting from five days to two weeks, the lower level
the damage sustained and to direct postattack civil
courses typically end with a lengthy exercise. There is
defense operations. However, it appears likely that the
37
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Soviets could maintain or quickly restore at least the
most essential communications links. We have not
analyzed the ability of the surviving Soviet communications system to support the long-term operation of
the government and the recovery of the national
economy.

36. The civil defense communications centers in the
republics have been located some distance from the
administrative civil defense headquarters of the
locality. Their emergency communications facilities
are in underground command posts. Reports from
human sources and other intelligence data indicate
that these centers possess, in addition to dedicated
radio facilities, landline capabilities whi~h in some
cases are reported to afford them direct access to
military commands other than the military district. It
is likely, in view of stockpiles of military R-series radio
equipment (some van-mounted) reported to be in the
"untouchable reserve" category at these centers, that
projected requirements for short- and medium-range
tactical support for local emergency operations can be
met.

34. In wartime, the military district commanders
would apparently assume direct control of all civil
defense activities through their deputies for civil
defense. This role for the military districts suggests
that undc1 overall political guidance from MosC'Ow,
the military would . administer aii the essential
activities in the Soviet Union immediately before and
after a nuclear attack. Evidence of the operation of
civil defense staffs in exercises suggests that civilian
governmental authorities would continue to function
but under military control. The designation of the
peacetime head of each Soviet organization as the
"chief of civil defense" also suggests that during
wartime the administrative and governmental structure would become part of a civil defense chain of
command. Furthermore, the 1977 textbook stipulates
that the directors of installations are under the
operational control for civil defense purposes of local
authorities.• However, the wartime role of civil
defense authorities in two republics whose territories
contain more than one military district-that is, the
ci vii defense staffs of the Ukrainian and Russian
republics-is unclear.

37. In addition to this communications structure,
human sources have regularly reported the presence of
radio and landline communications in industrial
shelters and at relocation sites and alternate command
posts for industries. These communications connect
plants that would continue to operate during a war
with the territorial civil defense staffs and through
them to th~ national command authority. Thus the
Soviet Union possesses an integrated wartime communications structure, comparable to that of the military,
from the top civilian authority to the industrial firm.

C. Manpower
38. The current estimate of full-time military and
civilian civil defense personnel is about 117,000 1
which more than doubles last _year's estimate. Last __ _
year's estimate of civil defense manpower was
expressed as a minimum figure, because full-time civil
defense personnel associated with schools and economic installations were not included. In addition, the
number of people in staff organizations and military
units is now believed larger than was estimated last
year. It is emphasized that this year's higher figure
does not represent a real increase in manpower.
Rather, it is a reevaluation of our earlier estimates.
Our best judgment on the trend in manpower is that
total Soviet manpower devoted full time to civil
defense has grown about 5 percent since 1968. (See
table III-2.)

35. The civil defense organization is supported by
dedicated communications networks which are reported to link the civil defense headquarters in Moscow
with major territorial headquarters throughout the
USSR. Available evidence indicates that the communications centers of at least republic and oblast civil
defense headquarters are manned by military communications units. Human sources report that the
personnel in these units receive their signals training in
units subordinate to various civil defense troop
headquarters before assignment to units deployed near
the major communications centers of the territorial
staffs. We estimate, on the basis of firmly reported
figures for the Armenian and Lithuanian republics,
that some 900 communications personnel in this
category operate the communication centers in the
republics. The facilities of these centers would be used
to transmit warning messages to subordinate territorial
staffs and to control reconnaissance and rescue
operations following a nuclear attack.

Staff Organizations

39. Our estimate of the number of personnel in the
civil defense staff organizations has increased from
about 16,000 to about 41,000. This is accounted for in
' See annex A for methodology of manpower estimate.

'Yegorov et al., op. ciL, p. 17.
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Table 111-2

Table IIl-3

Estimated Full-Time Soviet Civil Defense Workers

Identified Soviet Civil Defense Troop Units

Military

Civilian

Total

Staff organizations
National-··························-Republic ····························Oblast ····················-········-City ······················-··········-··
R~yon ····················-··········-

250
2,250
4,600
l,660
l,C80

50
450
4,600
ll,130
15,100

300
2,700
9,200
12,790
16,180

Total ················--············

9,840

2!,~0

4!,170

80

Military academy ······-······

400
26,500
900
400

480
26,500
900
400

Total ························-······

28,200

80

28,280

3,000

33,500
2,700
2,700

33,500
2,700
5,700

2,100
3,500

2,100
3,500

3,000

44,500

47,500

41,040

75,910

ll6,950

Military units
Milita ry districts ................
Civil defense troops units
Communications troops ....
0

Regiments
L"vov-Drogobych
Volgograd
Tau rage
Chirchik
Leningrad (2 regiments)
Sosnovo
Kolpino
Vorsha
Minsk
Moscow (4 regiments)
Khimki
Noginsk
Solnechnogorsk
Odintsovo
Khar"kov
Dnepropetr< vsk
Donetsk
Kohtla-Jarve

Nonmilitary organizations
Factories ········-··--------Scientific institutes ............
Schools -··············--··········-Coop and public organiza·
lions ·•······················-····Housing and public utilities
Total -······-······················
Total civil defense
personnel ................

Military Units

40. The increase in manpower serving in the
military units or organizations of the civil defense
system is due primarily to increases in the numbers of
civil defense regiments identified, and improvements
in our understanding of their staffing. Table III-3 now
lists 36 regiments compared with the 26 carried in
1976 (see figure III-3). Thus we have increased the
strength of these units from 17,000 to 26,500.
Additional personnel are assigned to military district
staffs, communications units, and military academies,
bringing the total estimate of military manpower to
28,200. This is a conservative estimate since it does not
include additional regiments that we are reasonably
certain are in existence but which we have not yet
identified. Human sources with previous service in
these units consistently state that civil defense troop

Ukraine
RSFSR
Lithuania
Uzbek
RSFSR

RSFSR
Belorussia
RSFSR

Riga
Kazan"
Chelyabinsk
Voroshilovgrad
Kemerovo
Zorino
Tbilisi
Kiev
Nor Gekhi
Johvi
Suzhi
Karaganda
Tashkent
Gor"kiy
Alma-Alta
Dushanbe
Mary
Kovalok
Pereyaslav-Khmel"niskiy

Ukraine
Ukraine
Ukraine
Estonia
Ukraine
Latvia
RSFSR
RSFSR
Ukraine
RSFSR
RSFSR
Georgia
Ukraine
Armenia
Estonia
Latvia
Kazak
Uzbek
RSFSR
Kazak
Tadzhik
Turkmen SSR
RSFSR
Ukraine

Battalions

Military
Districts

Odessa

part by the 20-percent across-the-board increase at
each level to cover support and administrative
personnel. In addition, recent human-source reporting
has provided a much better basis for judging the size
and composition of territorial staffs, particularly at the
city and rayon levels.

Location

Chernovtsy
Dubossary
Kuchiyery

Carpathian

Odessa
Odessa

units are found near all significant industrial or
politico-administrative centers.
41. Furthermore, this estimate does not reflect the
wartime strength of the civil defense regiments.
Information obtained over the past year confirmed
that existing civil defense troop units would be
expanded in wartime through assignment of reservists.
Most reports indicate that the units would be
upgraded to the next higher echelon and be augmented accordingly.
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Identified Civil Defense Units in the USSR

Figure 111·3
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Nonmilitary Organizations

42. By far the most significant change in our
manpower estimates arises from inclusion of full-time
members of civil defense staffs at individual economic
installations, educational ·institutions, and other elements of Soviet society. Whereas in the 1976 IIM no
effort was made to quantify this aspect of civil defense
manpower because of lack of data, new information
and analysis now permit us to estimate the numbers of
people involved full-time at the installation level. The
figures for this category contained in table III-2 are
based on the size of a given facility and the regulations
governing the appointment of a full-time chief of civil
defense staff, plus assistants as appropriate. For
example, analysis of available data indicates there is at
least one full-time civil defense worker at factories
having between 300 and 1,000 employees, whereas
plants with more than 10,000 employees would have
10 full-time civil defense employees. The nearly
50,000 factories in the USSR were divided into
categories according to work force size. Using this
base, we arrived at a figure of 33,500 full-time civil
' defense workers in factories, or a ratio of one civil
defense worker per 1,000 industrial workers. This
same ratio, which is consistent with human-source
reporting, was applied to institutes and other installations and provided an additional 14,000, for 47,500
full-time civil defense workers.

D. Costs

for the bulk of the costs of the program, we were
unable to cost other items such as stockpiles of
strategic reserves or dispersal and hardening of
industries. If such programs exist on a national basis as
part of the civil defense program, substantial additional costs would be invplved.
Costing Method

45. The methoclnln~!' used to develop these estimates involves identifying and describing programs
and activities in detail and applying appropriate prices
to them. The estimated costs-expressed in both rubles
and dollars-are stated in constant prices. This is done
so that changes over time will reflect only variatio~s in
the activities themselves and not in the price levels,
and to facilitate comparisons with other economic
aggregates. The ruble costs are expressed in 1970
prices and the dollar costs in 1976 prices. The ruble
estimates are expressions of the costs as the Soviets are
likely to perceive them. They should be used to assess
the internal composition of the costs (for example,
costs of manpower compared with shelter construction) and their relationship to other economic aggregates such as total defense spending. The estimates of
the costs of the program expressed in dollar terms
show what it would cost in the United States to
duplicate the Soviet program and activities using t~eir
manning levels and construction practices. These costs
provide an appreciation of the magnitude of the Soviet
program in familiar terms.

43. As explained in last year's IIM, the US
Intelligence Community does not have precise estimates of the costs of Soviet civil defense. The USSR
regards civil defense costs as classified information;
therefore, only very fragmentary financial data on
civil defense appear in published budgetary data.
Moreover, according to Soviet decree, financing of
ci vii defense is from republic or local budgets and
from administrative and operating funds of selfsupporting enterprises and organizations.

46. The effort to estimate manpower associated
with Soviet civil defense is limited by the body of
information available. The estimate which has been
developed, about 117,000 full-time workers in mid1976, is subject to some uncertainty. This estimate
includes both military and civilian personnel in
governmental staff organizations, military units, and
other organizations.

44. In the absence of budgetary data on civil
defense, this year we have estimated the cost of three
major elements of the Soviet civil defense program:
namely, civilian and military manpower, operation of
military units, and shelter construction. In addition to
methodological uncertainties in our cost calculations,
the accuracy of our estimates would be most affected
by uncertainties in the estimates of civil defense manpower and the extrapolations by which estimates were
made of the Soviet shelter program nationwide. While
we believe manpower and shelter construction account

47. Estimates of Soviet civil defense personnel costs
include expenditures for pay, allowances, and food for
military personnel and wages of civilian civil defense
workers. Military personnel in Soviet civil defense
units were assigned the average ruble pay and
allowances and food rates estimated to apply to
personnel in cadre motorized rifle divisions. Military
personnel at civil defense staffs and at schools were
assigned military ranks and were compensated according to Soviet practice for paying men of these ranks.
Ruble pay rates for full-time civilian workers in civil

41
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defense were developed from the 1970 Narodnoye
khozyaystvo SSSR (USSR National Economy). Civilians employed at factories, schools, scientific institutes,
public utilities, and other enterprises where full-time
civil defense workers are found were estimated to
receive average pay rates for workers at these
organizations. The use of these average wages is
supported by human-source reporting.
48. The total personnel costs for the civil defense
program expressed in rubles are about 170 million
rubles for 1976. The personnel costs anti the manpower level are only about 5 percent gieaier than in
1968. To assess the cost jn the United States of
duplicating the Soviet programs, dollar pay ·and
allowance factors were applied to these same personnel levels, ranks, and positions. For military units, the
average 1976 rates of personnel compensation and
benefits for active-duty US Army and Marine Corps
personnel were used. Total pay for civilians serving on
Soviet civil' defense staffs was estimated by assigning
US Civil Service grades and pay scales to them. Soviet
civilian civil defense workers in industries and. public
service organizations were assigned pay rates of US
manufacturing, public utility, and transportation
employees. This results in costs of about $1.4 billion
for 1976.
Operation of Military Units

49. All military civil defense units are assumed to
have been fully equipped since their deployment in
the 1960s. The only costs logically associated with
them, therefore, are for replacement of expendable
items, normal replacement of equipment, and standard costs for spare parts, fuel, and other maintenance
items. The same generalized cost factors developed to
cover these activities for other army units in the
estimates of Soviet defense costs were used here and
appear to be reasonable approximations. The result is
an annual cost of about 40 million rubles.
Construction Costs

50. The cost of construction for each type of civil
defense shelter described in this report was estimated
according to its design type using dimensional data
from photographic interpretation reports and .. estimate costs" (in rubles) which are published in an
extensive series of Soviet handbooks. These handbooks
provide factors for every aspect of construction. We
increased these "estimate costs" from Soviet handbooks by 20 percent to adjust for the fact that these
factors routinely understate actual costs of Soviet

construction. There is good evidence to support this
adjustment factor from numerous Soviet sources.
51. The ruble cost estimates are then converted into
dollars with dollar-ruble ratios developed from a large
body of US and Soviet cost data. The dollar-ruble
ratios developed through this methodology have been
checked by costing selected US construction projects
directly using Soviet cost factors. This validation
process has ·heightened our confidence in the dollarruble price relationship developed for Soviet construction activity.
52. For costing purposes, data on Soviet civil
defense shelter construction were drawn from the
surveys made of industrial facilities and urban areas
and extrapolations described elsewhere in this IIM.
This approach provides an estimate of 2.9 billion
rubles for the entire program, some 1.7 billion of
which was expended in the period 1968-76. When
expressed in dollar terms this figure amounts to $7.0
billion for the entire program and some $4.2 billion for
the 1968-76 period.
Total Costs

53. Our cost estimates (see table III-4) are the
product of the first attempt to cost elements of the
Soviet civil defense program in some detail and should
therefore be considered as rough approximations and
not precise estimates. Much additional work needs to

Table 111-4
Costs of Soviet Civil Defense
Manpower, Operation of Military Units, and Shelter
Construction*
Ruble Costs at 1970 Prices (Billions)
Before
Totlll
1968
1968-76
Manpower ........................"-······--··-··
Operation of military units -····-Shelter construction ············-··---Total ------··---------------

1.51

0.35
1.16
1.16

1.70

3.56

Dollar Costs at 1976 Prices (Billions)
Before
Total
1968
1968-76
Manpower ...................·-······------Operation of military units ----Shelter construction -----········--Total ················-········---------

2.80
2.80

12.20
0.83
4.20

17.23

1976
0.17
0.04
0.19
0.40

1976 .
1.39
0.09
0.47
I.95

*These estimates should be considered rough approximations
because they are affected by uncertainties both in the quantitative
data on civil defense programs and in estimates of prices.
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be done in order to increase our confidence in the
estimates.
54. Manpower costs and the costs of operating the
military units currently amounts to a total of slightly
more than 200 million rubles per year. The cost of
shelter construction for the entire period 1968-76
amounted to an estimated 1.7 billion rubles, or an
average of 190 million rubles per year. This total of
400 million rubles represents less than l percent of
estimated ~oviet defense spending-between 57 billi0n and 62 billion :-:;~!~~ for 1976..
55. When these programs and acti-vities are expressed in terms of US cost, it is the high US
manpower cost which drives the estimate upwards.
These costs amount to roughly $1.4 billion per year.
Construction costs add an average of $470 million a
year. These figures result simply from the fact that
wages are much higher in the United States relative to
construction costs than in the USSR. The dollar costs
do help gain an appreciation of the magnitude of _the
program, but the ruble values are the oniy useful
measure from l·he Soviet point of view.

E. Effectiveness of the Soviet Organizational
Structure
56. Studies prepared under contract to the Defense
Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA) have established
organizational criteria for determining effectiveness of
disaster relief in the United States by studying
responses to natural and other disasters.• Although the
transferability of the results of these studies across
cultural boundaries and to a different political system
adds uncertainties, we believe that the criteria in the
DCPA studies can be used to elucidate the effectiveness of the Soviet civil defense organization if cultural
and political differences are taken into account.
Moreover, many of DCPA's findings. parallel the
results of Soviet studies, as discussed in their writings
on civil defense. These results emphasize the value of
the following:
-

Planning and research.

- Communications and dissemination of information.
- Suitability of organizational structure.
-

Accurate beliefs about
disasters.

human behavior in

57. The data for evaluating the Soviet organization
against these criteria come from the examination of
civil defense organization, and from fragmentary
reports of the Soviet civil defense program's responses
to natural disasters and industrial accidents.
Planning and Research

58. The DCPA studies consistently emphasize the
value of planning and supporting research in improving disaster responses. At the same time, they warn
that highly detailed legalistic plans are likely to be
difficult to implement in an emergency. The Soviet
civil defense organization plans extensively, and strives
to continuously update its plans and achieve realism.
The rigidity and degree of detail which characterize
Soviet military and civilian civil defense planning,
however, could be a negative factor in the wartime
effectiveness of the civil defense organization.
59. According to the DCPA studies, it is not only
necessary to plan well, but also to persuade both the
public and officials outside the planning process to
accept the plans. If this educational effort does not
succeed in producing publi~ confidence in civil
defense authorities, the plan will be implemented with
reduced effectiveness. The skepticism of much of the
Soviet public toward civil defense, and the reluctance
of some national and local industrial officials, might
have a negative effect on the implementation of civil
defense plans. On the other hand, on the basis of
studies of popular behavior during crisis situations and __
confirmed by human sources, we believe that the
Soviet population would follow the instructions of civil
defense officials in the event of a nuclear attack.
Communications
60. Rapid communications and dissemination of
accurate information to civil defense task organizations and to the public are vitally important in disaster
response. The Soviets recognize this requirement and
have established the necessary communications infrastructure. Keeping the population informed of the
progress of a disaster to encourage willing compliance
with instructions may be less important in Soviet
society, where coercive means of ensuring compliance
are better developed and more readily used. The
Soviets, however, have used all media and the
telephone system to keep the public informed during
past natural disasters.

Suitability of the Organizational Structure
•These studies are summarized in .. A Perspective on Disaster
Planning,"" Disaster Research Center Report, Ohio State University,
Series l l, 1972.

61. DCPA studies stress the requirement that there
be a suitable organizational structure for effective
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control of operations during and after a disaster. The
planned wartime structure of the Soviet civil defense
organization would appear to satisfy this requirement.
The peacetime effectiveness of the civil defense
organization suffers from the fact that it must share
control and supervision over most of the operating
elements whose actions are essential in making
preparations according to civil defense plans. In
disaster recovery operations in wartime, however,
civilian officials and the population likely would
accept the centralized control of the military districts,
and respond to military direction at lower levels of
org<>nization.

Beliefs About Disaster Behavior

62. The beliefs of the leadership about the likely
behavior of the population during a disaster affect
peacetime civil defense preparations, perceptions of
the likely effectiveness of those preparations, and the
conduct of wartime operations. The Soviets are clearly
concerned about population behavior in an emergency, and place great importance on psychological
conditioning in training and indoctrination programs
to persuade people that survival in nuciear war is
possible and to improve discipline and performance.
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Chapter IV
PROTECTION OF THE LEADERSHIP
l. The Soviets have an extensive program for the
protection of the national leadership and of key party,
government, and economic personnel down to local
levels, for the purpose of maintaining the continuity of
the Soviet system during a period of nuclear conflict.
The program consists of a system of in-town shelters
and alternate command posts in exurban and rural
areas designed to provide protection against nuclear,
chemical, and biological attack. Emergency operations
of the party, government, and civil defense forces
would be directed from these command post shelters.

knowledge of its wartime locations and US targ:::ting
policies and practices. However, we have only limited
knowledge of such wartime locations especially for
leaders below the. national level. The ability of
surviving civilian and ·military leaders to direct
postattack operations would depend, among other
things, upon the means of communications and upon
the effectiveness of plans for alternate authorities to
assume control should control by primary headquarters be lost. We have few details about such
contingency planning.

2. We believe that the program to protect the top
national political and military leadership is independent of the civil defense program. This is evident in
the program to harden military command and control
facilities and to provide KGB protection and communications support for the top civilian leadership. When
we speak of measures for the protection of the
leadership in this paper, we refer not only to the top
leadership, but also to some 5,000 party, government,
and ministry officials at the national and republic
level. In addition, we include party and government
leaders at kray, oblast, city, and urban rayon level.
The peacetime size of party and governmental
elements varies at each of these echelons depending on
the importance of the geographic area. Here we are
concerned with those key individuals at each echelon
whose functions are essential to operations of civil
defense. They include chairmen of local soviets, their
deputies and the heads of vital directorates and
departments such as the KGB, militia (police), health
services, and utilities. To this group of approximately
63,000 we have added some 2,000 managers of key
economic installations as well as some 40,000 full-time
civil defense staff personnel. We estimate that some
110,000 individuals make up the leadership essential
to postattack operations.

4. We are unable to judge Soviet longer term
prospects with respect to the effectiveness of the
leadership or other post-nuclear-attack capabilities.
The Soviets themselves are probably uncertain about
whether the present program would ensure the
continuity of government operations and Communist
Party control over the longer term. The continuity of
Soviet government beyond the period immediately
following a nuclear attack would depend upon factors
which are largely unknowable, such as the effeetiveness of the military in postattack recovery operations,
leadership succession, the impact of ethnic se~ratism,
and the overall progress in recovery and
reconstitution.

3. The degree of planning and level of resources
allocated to protecting this leadership are indicative of
Soviet concern about maintaining control of the
national activities in a postattack period. What portion
of the leadership survives would depend in part on US

A. Shelters
5. Many shelters for the protection of the leadership
at all levels above have been constructed since the late
1960s. There are indications, however, that a program
for leadership protection was under way as early as the
mid-1950s and construction of shelters for the
leadership is continuing.
Number, Type, and Location

1

6. On the basis of recent intelligence, we have been
able to confirm the existence of a pattern of structures
for the protection of leadership in areas beyond
Moscow. This pattern consists of hardened in-town
' The figures presented in this section appear in chapter VI as part
of the aggregate total for shelters in urban areas.
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shelters, matched by alternate command posts and
facilities at relocation areas outside the cities. (See
figure IV-1.)
7. Human sources frequently report on the existence of in-town shelters, many of them underground,
multistoried structures, for national, republic. oblast,
city, and rayon government and administrative
leaders. These shelters have communications equipment installed and are reported to be well stocked
with food, water, and other sup~lies.C ·

8. We are unable to quantify on the basis of direct
evidence the total number of shelter spaces for the
leadership in urban areas. The pattern so far revealed
of a large number of shelters in and around
government facilities reflects Soviet capability to
shelter key party and governnent workers with
minimum warning.
9. The subway systems in many major cities play an
important role in providing urban shelters for
leadership cadres. Many sources have reported that
the multilevel shelters within urban areas as described
above are connected directly with the subways, thus
affording additional protected access to the shelters.
(See chapter VI, section A.)
10. The Soviets have constructed elaborate alternate bunkered command and control facilities for use
by top civilian authorities at national, ministerial,
republic, and oblast levels.

C

J

There are at least two relocation sites around
Moscow for the top national political and military
leadership-Chekhov and Sharapovo. A third, Chaadayevka, is located near Penza, 648 kilometers
southeast of Moscow.

..

11. At least four ministries 1 have been reported to
have relocatinn sites around Moscow.

C

I
\

J3omc of these facilities are examples of the
Soviet "dual purpose" concept, whereby installations
which serve a civil defense function in wartime have
other uses in peacetime, such as schools and rest
homes.C

L

_J

12. At the republic and oblast levels, relocation sites
have also been provided for party and government

' Power and Electrification, Gas Industry, Radio Industry. and
Nonferrous Metallurgy.
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leaders and civil defense cadres. The alternate
command post for [
tfor example, is a
multilevel installation contai~g the support and
communications facilities needed to direct wartime
civil defense operations. Similar republic-level command posts have been identified elsewhere. This
description also fits the Leningrad Oblast alternate
command post for civil defense. At these command
posts civil defense troops provide communication links
with other civil defense headquarters within the
reoublic nr nhlast :>r•J w:th the military district
headquarters.

:J

total shelter floorspace in alternate command
posts near Moscow and at Chaadayevb is about
139,000 square' meters.

13.c

17.[

J We believe that such facilities
are available for arleast the leadership olf _]
republics and major oblast centers. In addition':there
have been reports that cities with a population
between 100,000 and l million also have alternate
command posts.
14. For the economic and industrial leadership of
urban areas, command post shelters have reportedly
been located 20 to 40 kilometers outside the city.
These shelters reportedly contain communications
eciuipment to maintain control over ongoing operations in the installations in urban areas. Human
sources from Kiev and Leningrad, with backgrounds
in design of communications systems, have confirmed
the existence of this type of shelter.
Capacities

l

15. In-town shelters for the leadership vary widely
in size. The size of shelter complexes varies with the
importance and function of the installation served. For
example.c

16.c.
(·

18. In determining the capacity of. these shelters,
we have used US planning factors because we lack
information on how much of the shelter floorspace
will i:>e taken up by equipment. The US factors allow
as much as 10 square meters of floorspace per person
at national and regional command posts, including
space for equipment, supplies, and furnishings. Since
floorspace requirements at lower levels could be much
lower given the smaller magnitude of the effort in
such jurisdictions, we have allowed 5 square meters
per person. On this basis, shelters in town and in___ _
exurban areas for which sufficiently precise data exist
to permit measurement, add up to about 205,000
square meters. On the basis of 10 and 5 square meters
per person, they could accommodate between 21,000
and 41,000 people. This represents only those shelters
that have been identified and whose siZfS have been
estimated. Roughly an equal number have been
identified whose sizes cannot° be estimated. If we were
to apply the same calculations to those shelters whose
sizes have not been estimated, the total would be
doubled. Since wt> have examined only a small portion
of all the cities i~ the Soviet Union, the overall Iota!
would be much greater. From the evidence available
we conclude that the majority of the leadership
elements could be accommodated. in shelters prior to
an attack if several hours' warning time were
available.
19. H ardneu. The shelters available for the lop
national leadership, those at Sharapovo, Chekhov, and
Chaadayevka, are estimated to be the hardest. Our
best estimate of shelter hardness ranges from about

•Shelters ._nalyzed in this section do not include those at
economic irutallatioru which would be available for the economic/indwtrial leadership.
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dWe have not been able to calculate the
hardness ·~ alternate command posts at the republic
and oblast levels. The built·in or "detached shelters
available to the leadership in town have been assessed
as being 350 to 1,030 kPa (SO to 150 psi) hard, which is
the same hardn'ess we estimate for other shelters of
these types. (See chapter V, section A for an
explanation of how these hardness values were
derived.)
20. Leadership shelters within urban areas and
those at f.lternate sites would also provide a high
degree of personnel protection against such nuclear
weapons effects as initial nuclear and thermal
radiation. Adequate information on electromagnetic
pulse (EMP) protection is lacking.
Supplies and Equipment
21. Human sources have reported that shelters in
urban areas and at relocation sites have adequate
stockpiles of food, medicine, protective equipment,
communications, and other supplies for their prospec·
tive occupants. The exact level of supplies is not
known.

B. Warning, Relocation, and Exercises
22. Within minutes after warning that a nuclear
attack was under way, many in the leadership could
take shelter in available detached and basement
shelters in urban areas near their headquarters or in
other available shelters, including subways. If the
Soviets believed an attack would not come for several
hours or more, a large portion of the leadership at all
levels would probably evacuate to relocation sites and
bunkered shelters in rural areas. With a longer period
for final preparations or as a precautionary move a
portion of the leadership could be relocated prior to
the notification and evacuation of the general
'The dynamic response of a target is dependent on the applied
impulse, which is_3-function of both the magnitude and duration of
the applied loadj_

=l

Thus, a larger weapon will deliver a given
impulse load to a target at a lower pressure than will be delivered by
a smaller weapon.

-----population. Most of the relocation sites for the high·
level leadership are within an hour of Moscow and
other major cities by car. Subways and other
transportation resources would be available on a
priority basis to facilitate the relocation process. Below
the national level, a portion of the leadership probably
would be sheltered in cities to direct the civil defense
efforts.
23. Since the late 1960s there have been numerous
references from all sources to civil defense exercises at
all administrative levels in which high·level officials
participated. Exercises have included such activities as
evacuation to relocation sites and practicing operation·
al roles under simulated conditions. These exercises
served to detect weaknesses in the leadership protection program, to familiarize Soviet leaders with their
responsibilities, and to build confidence in their ability
to react effectively in a crisis situation.
24. Emergency relocation procedures are known to
have been tested recently for some key ministerial
officials at the national level. Evidently the Soviets see
a continuing requirement for leadership participation
in civil defense exercises, and civil defense officials
have expressed a need for increasing the number of
practical exercises at oblast, city, and rayon level.
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C. Program Effectiveness
25. Although the Soviets have constructed many
shelters for the leadership in major cities and at
relocation sites in rural areas, those shelters which
have been identified are vulnerable to direct attack.
Such shelters would provide effective protection only
in the event that these facilities were not directly
targeted by the United StatesC
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1 Considering
the number ot shelters likely to be avaifa°tle to protect
the leadership at all levels and the communications
support for civil defense, we estimate that with several
hours to make final preparations a large percentage of
leaders and communications facilities would survive a
large-scale nuclear attack.
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Chapter V
PROTECTION OF THE ECONOMY
L The Soviets' civil defense plans and programs for
protection of the economy, as reflected in their
publications and reporting from intelligence sources,
encompass several complementary measures. They
include geographic dispersal of industry, sheltering
and dispersal of essential personnel, relocation of
certain installations or equipment to exurban zones
where operations will continue, the physical hardening
of some facilities using permanent construction
techniques, hasty hardening measures, and rapid
shutdown proc~dures.
2. The. way in which any combination of these
procedures is implemented depends on the civil
defense category to which a given economic installation belongs. Such classification has been a key
element of all Soviet civil defense plans since 1961,'
and relates both to the installations themselves and the
areas in which they are located. This categorization of
enterprises probably explains the variations we have
observed in such things as shelter allocation or the
degree of hardening at economic installations. We are
now beginning to acquire some information on the
types of installations in each of the categories. Yet, our
data base is still too limited to permit us to identify
patterns of civil defense preparations at economic
installations from which we could infer the types of
industries and measures associated with the three
categories. Confirmation that a categorization system
1

The 1961 Resolution of the Central Committee and Council of
Ministers of the USSR establishing the civil defense statute states
.. The scope and time limits for carrying out civil defense measures
in towns and other centers of population are determined . . . in
accordance with their administrative-political, economic, and
defensive significance. For this purpose large administrative centers
and large industrial cities are divided into cities of the special 1st,
2nd, and 3rd groups for civil defense. The most important
installations of the national economy are divided into installations of
special importance and the 1st and 2nd category... The 1977 civil
defense textbook and reliable human sources confirm the existence
of categories for urban areas and individual installations and have
provided some examples of how the application of this system
determines the extent of civil defense measures.

is being used, however, should aid us in understanding
how economic protection is practiced and may help in
future analysis of data on this subject.
3. All sources indicate that the survival of a
sufficient number of management personnel and
skilled workers is the key factor in maintaining and
restoring production after a nuclear strike. This
emphasis has been confirmed by the large number of
hardened shelters at economic installations identified
in photography during the past year. Protection of
personnel is . also reflected in the reporting by
numerous human sources who state that their places of
employment have plans for dispersal or relocation.
4. While many sources have reported that the
Soviets have employed special construction techniques
such as the use of underground structures to protect
production facilities, there has been limited confirmation in photography. We have a few reports of
geographic dispersal of industry for civil defense
purposes and preparations for hasty hardening measures. Rapid shutdown, which is emphasized in Soviet
civil defense publications, has been reported by
human sources as a key element of the civil defense
procedures and training at their places ,of work.
5. While many sources refer to the existence of
strategic reserves for industrial use as ~ell as the needs
of the population (see chapter VI, section C), we are
still unable to develop evidence which would provide
some indication of the magnitude of these reserves and
any steps the Soviets have taken to protect them
against nuclear effects.
6. In this chapter we report what we know about
protection of personnel, dispersal, relocation, hardening, rapid shutdown of economic installations, and
stockpiles of supplies and equipment. We have made
no effort, however, to evaluate Soviet economic
recovery capabilities in a postattack period. The
effectiveness of Soviet programs for protection of the
economy addressed herein provides an appreciation of
the levels of industrial damage the Soviets may sustain
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in a full-scale retaliatory attack by the United States. It
does not, however, provide an estimate of the overall
Soviet ability to recover as a major economic and
military power following a nuclear exchange or to
support a protracted war.

shelters, they all believed that the requirement for the
inclusion of shelters in new construction was most
rigorously enforced. Detailed descriptions of individual shelters by these sources supported this
contention and provided photographic signatures
which greatly assisted analysts in their search for
shelters.

A. Protection of Essential Personnel
7. In their programs to protect the economy, the
Soviets have given first priority to protection of
personnel at economic facilities. Their plans for
protecting the work force are related directly to the
importance of the place of ""'rk both in terms of its
output and its contribution to postattack recovery.
Some industries and other enterprises will continue to
function on a two-shift basis, with one shift dispersed
to exurban areas and the other protected in shelters at
or near its installation. Employees of enterprises which
will stop operations or are considered nonessential will
be evacuated. In this section we have concentrated on
protectibn for personnel at industrial facilities considered essential to defense production and postattack
recovery.
8. The measures described for protection of personnel at these industries are also applicable to other
economic installations. Civil defense equipment ·is
available at these installations for personnel protection,
rescue, first aid, and training. Information from all
intelligence sources confirms that apart from leadership protection the Soviet program for protecting
essential personnel has received the most emphasis.
Types of Shelter at Economic Facilities

9. The 1976 IIM on Soviet civil defense noted the
decisions in the late 1960s by the USSR Civil Defense
Headquarters and the State Committee for Construction (Gosstroy) stipulating that shelters be included in
plans for all new buildings. Recent reporting from
several sources with experience in the design and
construction of industrial, administrative, and institutional facilities has provided further insight into these
resolutions, the manner in which they are implemented, and the technical specifications used in adapting
shelter designs to new construction. These sources all
confirm the existence of standard shelter designs and
requirements which are coordinated with the appropriate territorial civil defense staff. In particular, they
have discussed the administrative procedures for
implementing shelter construction and the manner in
which civil defense staffs monitor this construction to
ensure adherence to approved specifications. While
none of these sources could provide the precise
guidelines used by the civil defense staffs in allocating

l 0. These standard designs are of. two basic types,
detached and built-in. The latter, often referred to as
"basement" shelters, are constructed as an integral
part of new buildings or may extend from the
foundation area of a structure into adjacent open
areas. While they resemble basements in the early
stages of construction, their actual specifications are
geared to civil defense requirements for blast and
fallout protection. Several human sources with experience in civil defense construction have stated that
built-in shelters are the most common because
construction costs are understandably lower. In addition to new basement shelter construction, these same
sources report that older, pre-1968 basement shelters
are being brought up to current civil defense
standards, particularly with regard to life support
systems. Detached shelters, on the other hand, are
constructed in open areas such as courtyards and
normally do not form an integral part of the
surrounding buildings. In some cases. these are
semidetached in that there are underground passageways which provide protected access to the shelters.
Capacities of these standard shelters vary widely.
Soviet literature categorizes shelter sizes as: small (up
to 150 persons); medium (150 to 450); and large (over
450). Human sources and photography confirm these
capacities and have identified large shelters which can
accommodate 3,000 persons or more.
11. In an effort to reduce the cost of shelter
construction, provisions are of ten made in the design
for their use in peacetime as garages, classrooms,
storage areas, or other purposes. Such dual use should
not inhibit the use of the structure as a shelter. Human
sources and photography confirm this practice. All of
the foregoing pertaining to shelter design standards,
construction methods, capacities, and dual use relate
not only to shelters at economic facilities but to all
shelters in urban areas.
Analysis of Shelter
Industries 2

Programs at

Selected

Soviet

12. Data Base. As part of the effort described
above, a detailed study was made of civil defense
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measures at 150 Soviet industrial plants selected from
17 key recovery industries. In addition, 113 plants
from five E"litary-related ind1L•trial cate~ories were
examined.

force at each plant is to be divided into two shifts. one
to be dispersed to locations within commuting distance
of the enterprise, the other to continue work. We
believe the shelters at economic facilities are intended
for that portion of the essential labor force at work
during a crisis-which we have designated the ··crisis
work force." The size of the crisis work force would
vary, but could be no more than 50 percent of the total
labor force at some enterprises. If an occupancy
factN • of 1 square meter or more per worker is
applied, less than 8 percent of the plants (11 out of
150) surveyed could accommodate the entire crisis
work force. At a factor of 0.5 square meter per worker,
21 percent of these plants (30 _out of 150) could protect
the total work force. Assuming a much smaller crisis
work force, as many as 62 percent of the plants (87 out
of 150) could shelter this crisis work force.

13. Limitation.s of the Data Base. There are
several limi1a1ions anci restrictions on the me and
interpretation of the data available for estimating the
total number of shelters at economic facilities:

-

Imprecision in the estimates of the available
shelter area and the size of the work force to be
protected limit the strength of the inferences to
be drawn.

15. Combini~g all the key recovery industrial
categories for which there is sufficient information1hat is, 15 out of 17 categories-a minimum of 48
percent of all crisis workers would be sheltered at 0.5
square meter per worker; and a minimum of 24
percent. ii the occupancy factor were I square meter
per worker. These estimates do not take into
consideration the unknown number of shelters within
a reasonable distance from a plant. Estimates including such shelters would, of course, result in an increase
in the above percentages.

.J
-

The small number of plants sampled within each
category lessens the degree of confidence that
can be placed on the estimates of civil defense
activity at all plants in these categories in the
USSR.

-

Some categories of the sampled 1-'l"'nts ::.re not
representative of the totality of all such plants in
the USSR.•

-

Projections from the sampled plants can be made
only for those key recoverv industries included in
the survey.

16. Comparison of Military and Key Recovery
lndu1trie1 With Shelters in the USSR. Having

C.

:l

For some categories, [
listing is incomplete.

J

These limitations reduced th~ usable data base on
industries considered to be key ~nomic recovery
categories from 17 to 10 and military-related cate·
gories from five to three.

14. Percentage of Crisi& Work Force Protected
in Plar.t1 Surveyed. Soviet plans do not call for
sheltering the entire labor force. They plan to close
nonessential industries entirely and to evacuate non·
essential workers from those industries that are to
continue production. The remaining essential work

surveyed 10 of the categories (see table Y-3) we
estimate that 46 percent of all plants in those
categories in the USSR have at least one shelter with a
total shelter area of 365,820 square melers. In the
three military-related categories sampled completely
(table V-2) 70 percent at the missile production plants,
53 percent at the ball-bearing plants, and 57 percent at
the suspect biological warfare plants had shelters.
Overall, the percentage of plants with shelters in those
three military categories in the USSR was 67 percent,

'For example. a ~.mple of only lorge planu in a porticul>r
category will bi:u any projcclioru made lo all such planls., if 1he •ize
of a plant u related lo the pre><:nce and kvd of civil defen!.<C

•Sheller ··occup:.n<")' faclon- are ba.scd on the figures me<>t often
quoted by the SovieU in their publicalioru 0< 0.5 square meter per
person !or the lower bound. The lower bouod of 0.5 >qu.are me1er u
lhc minimum currently recommended by European nalioru which
have had wartime experience and which have conducted OCCUf'20CY
lt::Sll al this allotment. l1>e upper bound ol I square meler is based
on an average of space allocation figures provided by knowledgeable hum•n >OUrces; the>.= range from 0.5 square meter to 2 square
meteu per person. These figures >re consb1ent with DCPA studies
which rCCQmmend I square meter >-'a desirable gO:ll bul allow 0.5

activily.

!1-qu:ue meter 2.l a practiC21 minimum.
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Table V-1
• Survey of 17 Key Soviet Recovery Industries

Category
Aluminum ··············-····-······.. -Bearings ··················-······-··········
Cement ··············-······················
Chemical ....................................
Communications equipment ··Computers ---··········-····-··········Electrical equipment ................
Electrical power {w/o hydro) ..
Engines ··················-··--············
Iron and steel ···-··-··-··········-·····
Machine tools ............................
Motor vehicles ················-········ ..
Nonferrous {w/o aluminum) ....
Pharmaceuticals
Petroleum ·······--------·-·······---·
Synthetic rubber -····-················
Transportation {w/o motor
vehicles) ..................................

-----------····

Total ················-····-··········

No. or
Plants'
in USSR

Fraction or
Total Capacity Sampled

5
5
15
18
9
6
11
10
5
12
13
5
7
3
12
4

14
19
96
Unk
74
Unk
Unk
410
12
87
103
24
28
Unk
46
14

.47
.39
.24
Unk
.27
Unk
Unk
.08
.88
.51
.28
.32
.45
Unk
.38
.40

10

Unk

Unk

No. or
Pla11ls
Surveyed

150

927

c.

Available
Floorspace •
(sq meters)

Area Per
Worker•

6,531
3,200

1.06

.17
.20
.78

l.~9.7

J

41,136
5,602
0
4,634
4,697
2,802
23,595
1,186
46,938
1,570
881
5,790
2,695

Unk
.13
.43
.12
.12
.04
.36
.13
Unk

9,285

.09

161,869

.24

.~O

.17
.29

'We have allocated two-thirds or the total floorspace o shelters for personnel, since we know: that roughly a third of the floorspace is taken
by life support equipment and supplies.
' Calculated using estimated number or crisis workers.

Table V-2
Survey of Five Soviet Military-Related Industries
'!:::=4-~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Industry

No. or
Plants
Surveyed

No. or
Plants'
in USSR'

Fraction of
Total Capacity Sampled

Available
Floorspace •
(sq meters)

••

Area Per
Worker'

LO
LO

77
15
Unk

Unk

LO

7

'We have allocated two-thirds or the total floorspace of shelters for personnel, since we know that roughly a third or the floorspace is taken
by life support equipment and supplies.
'Calculated using estimated number or crisis workers.
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Table V-3
Available Shelter Area and Estimate of Plants With At Least One Shelter for IO Industrial Categories
Estimate 0£ Shelter Area (sq m)

Estimate of Number 0£ Plants With
At Least One Shelter

903 Confidence Bounds

903 Confidence Bounds

Pooulation
Category
Aluminum

-*•·-··-··················

Bearings ······-························
Cement u••••••-••••o•oooo.o•••••••••
Communication
equipment -····················Iron and steel
Machine tools ····-················
Motor vehicles .......................
Nonferrous •.....•.....................
Petroleum ...................................
Synthetic rubber .................
••--•ouuooooo•-

Total

··-····--···· .. ········-

-~

L.

~

all 14
all 19
all 96

29
22
all
all
all
all
all

largest
largest
103
24
28
46
14

395

Lower

Upper

13,911
8.160
8,448

6,499
3.184
1,760

24,597
15,107
15.135

27,076
46,420
10.221
225,300
3,457
15.120
7.707

3,716
30,398
1,186
46,938
1,570
5,762
5,313

365,820

150,000'

Best

Best

8
II
32

(603)
(60%)

Lower

Upper

\3'.'0:~

3
4
12

12
16
6i

50,700
62,442
27,475
438,000
6,514
27,880
10,100

18 (633)
22 (100%)
16 (153)
24 (1003)
8 (29%)
27 (58%)
14 (100%)

8
18
2
12
2
14
7

28
22
50
24
19

582,000'

180 (46%)

145

38
14
I

215'

' Appro<imate 00.percent confidence bounds for the total (that is, not merely the sum 0£ individual 00.percent confidence bounds).

a moderate but significant increase over the 46
percent for the key economic recovery categories.•

-

17. Pace and Scope of Industrial Shelter Construction. Data on 12 of the 17 industrial categories•
were analyzed to determine the pace and scope of
shelter construction. It was found that:
-

Plants which were recently constructed or had
been expanded since 1968 are more likely to
have shelters than plants which have not
expanded since 1968.

-

About 80 percent of the plants with a major post1968 expansion have at least one shelter; of plants
without a major post-1968 expansion, only 45
percent have at least one shelter.

-

More large plants have
ones; 76 percent of the
least one shelter, while
smaller plants have at

shelters than do smaller
.. large" 1 plants have at
only 40 percent of the
least one shelter.

' One of the more disturbing results of this analysis, however, is
the large variance 0£ the estimates. Often the upper 90-percent
confidence bound is more than twice the projected USSR total.
These confidence intervals reClect only the error due to sampling,
not those due to misclassi£ication or other sources. Thus, the true
uncertainty is probably larger. Hence, most conclusions based on
this sample should be considered tentative.
' Aluminum, bearings.. cement, communications equipment,
electric power (without hydro). engines, iron and steel. machine
tools. motor vehicles, nonferrous metals (without aluminum),
petroleum. and synthetic rubber.
' .. Large- is defined o.s a plant whose ca pa~ £~1ls in the upper
25 percent
·___..Coe its otegory.

L

·

Combining these two analyses. 89 percent of
those plants that are "large.. with post-1968
expansion have at least one shelter. Alternatively.
only 25 percent of the plants that are small with
no post-1968 expansion were found to have at
least one shelter.

18. Two additional statistical analyses were conducted to determine if any differences in civil defense
activity among industrial categories and across geo- ---graphic regions of the USSR could be due to sampling
error alone. Using total shelter area as the measure of
civil defense activity, only the chemical industry had a
significantly higher average shelter area. There did
not appear to be any gross regional effect on civil
defense activity at industrial plants.
19. In summary, the analyses of the data on Soviet
industries indicate that within key economic recovery
and military installations, there exists a broad and
comprehensive civil defense shelter program. That
portion of the crisis workers (SO percent of the total
work force) who could be sheltered at 15 out of 17 key
recovery industrial categories surveyed ranged from
24 to 48 percent.
Protection Afforded by Shelters

20. Soviet manuals state that shelters at economic
enterprises in general are designed to sustain overpressures of 100 to 200 kilopascals (14 to 28 pounds per
square inch). These are the design criteria ("sure safe"
survival) applied by the Soviet construction industry.
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(The hardness values of 100 to 200 kPa [14 to 28 psi]
do not apply to any particular weapon yield.)
Technical analysis of these same shelters was conducted

reports, it would appear that most shelters have been
provided with at least water supplies and· emergency
medical kits, but are not normally prestocked with
food. Some reports indicate that protective clothing,
gas masks, and dosimeters were stored in these
shelters, but others state that while such civil defense
equipment was available it was generally stored
elsewhere in the plant. If. as indicated, many of these
shelters have not been prestocked with food, their
adequacy to sustain the occupants would depend
largely on the amo•mt of time the Soviets have prior to
;in attack to complete the outfitting of shelters.
Shelters are inspected periodically by territorial civil
defense staffs, which could improve the overall level
of preparations. Nevertheless, there are continuing
reports of deficiencies in shelter readiness.

L

.
J These
analyses indicated a range of 350 to l,030 kPa (SO to
ISO psi) for a SO-percent probability of severe
structural damage. (These are estimates of blast
resistance for two different Soviet designs.) Table Y-4
and figure V-l demonstrate the r~n~p of hardness
estimates associated with the J.()30 kPa {lSO psi) Soviet
shelter.[
"]In addition to
providing a moderate level of protection against blast,
l hese shelters would also provide very good protect ion
against other nuclear effects such as thermal and
prompt radiation. The hardness levels attributed lo
these shelters assume that other shelter components
such as doors and ventilation equipment are also
designed .and built to withstand blast and other
prompt nuclear effects at a level at least equal to that
of the structure itself.
21. Many kinds of blast closures to protect ventilation openings and entranceways have been Jesigned
and built since about 1950. Several countries besides
the United States manufacture blast closures, and the
state-of-the-art is considered to be excellent and well
known to the Soviets. Numerous tests of closures have
been conducted by the United States to overpres.sures
in e.i:cess of 1,380 kPa (200 psi) in full-scale nuclear
field tests, and no blast door failures were reported.
The closures portrayed in Soviet manuals are much
like those used in the United States and European
countries, and there is no reason to believe that their
closures have lesser capabilities than those which have
been tested elsewhere.
22. Reports on stocking of these shelters present a
mixed picture on the type and level of supplies and
civil defense equipment. From many human-source

L

Disper~I of

Essential Personnel

23. The 1977 Soviet civil defense textbook describes
dispersal of. essential personnel as follows:
Dispersal is the name given to the organized
withdrawal and quartering of employees in
an exurban zone for those enterprises and
organizations which [will] continue to operate in the cities. . . . In the category of
dispersed persons are also the employees of
the installations which support the vital
activities of a city (for example, utility
workers).
:\mong the installations to be dispersed are those
whose production lines will shift to wartime schedules,
which will continue operations up to the time of attack
in order to minimize loss of production, and which
will attempt to resume operations as soon after an
:it tack as possible.
24. The plan as described in the 1917 Soviet civil
defense textbook is to resettle employees in the
exurban zone or "outside the limits of the zones of
possible destruction," yet close to roads or rail lines
from which they can be transported to and from the
city in a few hours. Available transport will be used to
move personnel between the dispersal site and the city
in order to provide for uninterrupted production :it
their enterprises.

_J

ZS. Human sources have confirmed that such plans
existed at their place of work, although many did not
know the details. We also know of dispersal plans from
references to exercises mentioned in the Soviet press
and by human sources. Some sources have participated
in dispersal exercises staged by their enterprises and
have indicated that the level of preparation at these
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sites was adequate-that is, there was housing and
food available. Others have observed minimal preparations. Dispersal sites can be small towns and villages
or special facilities such as rest centers operated by the
enterprises and by other organizations. Most of the
sites referred to by human sources have permanent
structures, such as residential or administrative buildings, or have been provided with some type of
expedient structures, such as tents or hasty shelters.

plants, workers have practiced donning their gas
masks and clothing or operating other equipment such
as dosimeters. Some sources, however, report that they
were measured for protective equipment but that
no equipment was subsequently provided. From
human sources and other intelligence data we find
that Soviet economic enterprises must acquire such
equipment for their employees and include its cost in
their civil defense budget
27. We conclude that the individual protective
equipment and supplies available depend on the civil
defense priority category of the industrial facility and
on the emphasis placed on civil defense by its director:
Each industrial enterprise probably has at least a small

Othef" Protective Measures

26. Protective civil defense equipment such as gas
masks and special clothing is reportedly available
at many enterprises. In civil defense exercises at some
57
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number of protective masks and suits for training and
demonstration purposes, and many have sufficient
equipment for those civil defense teams that have
been organized. We are unable to estimate what
percentage of the essential work force would have
protective equipment available in an emergency. It is
doubtful that the availability of individual protective
gear would pose a serious problem in important
economic installations. because most of this equipment
consists of standard models manufactured for general
rr..:!:~::.~~· ~!1C industrial use.
Ef fee liveness

28. Calculations and estimates of shelter capability
to withstand specific nuclear weapons effects are not
the only measure of effectiveness of Soviet capabilities
to protect essential personnel during the days and
weeks following a nuclear attack. The adequacy of
shelters in protecting the work force depends on such
other factors as their equipment, facilities, and
supplies. To date, our overall estimates of shelter
capacity at industrial facilities indicate that at a
minimum 24 to 48 percent of ''crisis workers" could
be accommodated in shelters. This is based on the
arbitrary assumption that the crisis work force would
comprise one-half the total work force. It is possible
that in some instances all those on shift could be
sheltered.

figure V-2). The 30-rad level is below threshold of
noticeable symptoms of radiation illness of 50 rads,
while the 80-rad level is well below the 200-rad level
which would result in illness to about 50 percent of
those exposed. To calculate the overall radiation dose,
fallout radiation that the shelter occupants may
experience must be added to the prompt radiation. It
is difficult to define with precision the fallout
radiation environment. If the attack were at optimum
height of burst to achieve structural damage to
industrial facilities, the Soviet shelters would prcbab!y
provide fallout protection adequate for survival of the
occupants. If the attack utilized ground bursts, the
radiation from fallout would be greater but determining the exact levels would require target analysis on a
case-by-case basis.
31. Figures V-3 through V-6 depict the probability
of the overall survivability of the work force. Figure
V-3 presents the results of analyzing the probability of
survival of workers in a given type of shelter at the
time of an attack which is located essentiallv at the
aim point. of the factorv.[_

\Figures
V-4, V-S, and V-6 present the probabilityol survival
of workers actually in shelters at the time of an attack
located at various distances from the weapon aim
point.

29. In any case, it is reasonable to assume that the
Soviets would have to depend on the evacuation and
dispersal of off-duty workers away from- expected
target areas. This assumption is consistent with Soviet
statements that nuclear war would most likely occur in
a period of rising tension during which the risk of a
nuclear attack would be recognized. If it is assumed
that shelter equipment and supplies are adequate,
then the probability of survival of the critical work.
force would be a function of shelter hardness against
prompt effects and fallout.

32. A question now arises as to what shelter -·-hardness might be required to provide a very· high
level of probability of survival for personnel in a
shelter at a weapon aim point. This calculation has not
been performed but it would be estimated that shelter
hardness of about 7,000 kPa (l,000 psi) or greater
would be required to provide such eapability. The
construction costs of such shelters would be substantially more than construction costs of the shelters
studied here. Considering the overall probability of
survival of the work force as presented in figure V-3,
this may not be a reasonable or wise expenditure of
resources.

30. It is appropriate to consider worker survivability primarily as a function of shelter hardness
against blast, because analysis indicates that if the
shelter survived the blast it would also provide
adequate protection from prompt radiation.C

33. In general, there are many uncertainties associated with the overall effectiveness of shelters at
industrial enterprises. For example:
-

lln a typical Soviet shelter located at these
distances ~m the burst point the initial radiation
within the shelter would range from 30 to 80 rads (see
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The adequacy of equipment such as doors,
ventilation systems and sanitary facilities needs
to be analyzed further. The equipment described
in Soviet manuals and by knowledgeable human
sources appears to be technically capable of
meeting minimum survival requirements. Some
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____J
reports, however, indicate that necessary equipment in some shelters was either missing or in
poor condition.
-

The habitability of these shelters is scenario
dependent and is a function of the level of
supplies and the number of people who would
occupy these shelters. With adequate warning,
supplies and equipment could be provided and
nonessential personnel would be evacuated.
Without sufficient warning it would be difficult
to carry out preparations and maintenance
activities, and the number of workers to be
sheltered could exceed available capacity.

attack, then shelters at industrial enterrn-ises would be
highly effective in reducing the number of total
fatalities among workers at these installations to very
low levels. In the absence of these preparations,
available shelter capacity and the length of time these
shelters could be occupied would be reduced, but we
are unable to estimate what impact this may have in
terms of the increased number of fatalities and injuries
which would occur. The radiation environment
generated under various attack assumptions could
require a shelter stay in some areas which could last as
long as two weeks.
35. As mentioned above, workers at industrial
enterprises could be dispersed to exurban areas in one
or two days following the initiation of a special period.

34. If the preparations describe<f above ~ere in fact

carried out during a period of tension prior to an
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Their dispersal alone from major urban areas could
reduce the number of fatalities and injuries by half or
more. If fallout protection were also provided, the
number of fatalities could be reduced to low levels.

developed regions in the west which possessed
relatively well-established transportation and communications networks. This dispersal, however, has not
significantly lessened the overall concentration of
Soviet industry in dense, urban areas. The labor
surplus upon which Soviet planners based the viability
of the concept is largely nonexistent and, even more
importantly, diseconomies in dense, industrial areas
have not become great enough to stimulate large-scale
dispersal.

B. Geographic Dispersal of Industry
36. Most recent Soviet plans continue to call for the
dispersal of industry on several levels.
-

-

-

National Dis~1,,,.:: A long-term, evolutionary
µrog;o.r.; to bu!!d new industrial plants, complexes, and associated towns in areas of low
industrial concentration, aimed at equalizing
productive capacity of the various economic
regions of the USSR.
Regional Dispersal: The concept of limiting
growth in old, established industrial centers by
siting new production facilities in exurban areas
within a region. Regional dispersal is often
characterized by the presence in a given region
of a large plant, such as a motor vehicle assembly
plant, supported by small, highly specialized
enterprises which are geographically dispersed in
small towns as well as in urban settlements.
Urban Dispersal: Locating new ~Ian ts in lesser
developed parts of urban areas and siting new
buildings and storage areas away from existing
ones within plant perimeters to reduce the
collateral effects of a nuclear strike.

Soviet Economic Development

37. Development of industry in remote areas of the
USSR has historically been one of the goals expressed
in Soviet economic doctrine. In the last 20 years the
need to reduce congestion in urban industrialized
areas by restricting construction of new plants there
has received increasing attention, albeit undermined
by regional political motives. During the past decade
the Soviets have taken limited steps in this direction by
locating some new plants in the eastern part of the
country. Most of these have been sited there to take
advantage of the abundance of critical raw material or
energy resources. By contrast, the Soviets have not
established a large number of plants producing either
finished capital or consumer goods in remote areas.
These remain concentrated in western urban areas,
also for economic reasons.
38. Economic development during the past decade
also has been characterized by a substantial increase in
the number of light industrial plants. For the most
part, this effort occurred in the most sparsely

39. All available evidence indicates that, despite
Soviet guidelines, the regional distribution of industry
. has remained virtually unchanged since the mid-1960s
(see table V-5). Growth in remote areas has been
balanced by continued expansion of urban-industrial
concentrations and, in some cases, even outpaced by it.
Thus, the construction of new plants and the expansion
Table V-5
Regional Distribution of Industrial Production
in the USSR
(Percent) 1
Region•

1965

1970

1974

8

7
16
4
2
8
5

RSFSR:

8
Northwest• ---··-····-··--17
Central ··---------··----3
Volga-Vyatka ----··--··--2
Central Chernozem -----7
Volga ---··--------··--··5
North Caucasus --··----9
Ural -··-------··--------5
West Siberia-----------3
East Siberia -----··-----3
Far East --------··----··22
Ukrainian SSR ----------3
Lithuanian SSR ---··--··---2
Latvian SSR ------··-----3
Estonian SSR ------------Georgian SSR -------··---··Azerbaydzhan SSR -------- ·
Armenian SSR -----····---Uzbek SSR -------------Kirgiz SSR ----------··--··Tadzhik SSR ··-··-····-········-··
I
Turkmen SSR -----··-····--··
Neg!
I
Kazakh SSR --········---··-····Belorussian SSR ---······-··-··
Negl
I
Moldavian SSR -----······---

16
4
2
8
5
9
5
3
2

22
3
2
•3

8
5
3

2
22
3

2
3

. 1
1

Neg!
1
Neg!

Neg!

I

I

Neg!
I

Because of rounding components may not add to 100 per~nt.
' The regioru.l breakdown on which this percentage distribution is
based as follows: the first 10 areas named aa-e economic regions
within the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic. The
remaining 14 are other republics of the USSR.
• Includes Kaliningrad, administratively under the RSFSR but
included in the Baltic Economic Region with the Lithuanian,
Latvian. and Estonian republics.
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?f existing facilities in developed areas generally have
mcreased the number and size of plants, as well as the
value of their output, by at least as much as new
facilities in remote areas, despite the unusually large
scale of industrial construction in remote areas.

sources of the Volga Region, and its size represent a
victory for Soviet planners who argued for the
economic benefits resulting from its configurationgreater efficiency and economies of scale-and the
incidental benefit of dispersing motor vehicle production away from the traditional, large urban areas. In
terms of regional dispersal, however,· Kama and
similar plants offer little protection from nuclear
attack. In contrast to other plants in the motor vehicle
industry, virtually all components are manufactured
on site, rather than being shipped in from specialized
plants throughout the country. Thus, even a small
nuclear attack against Kama could eliminate the
production of a number of parts essential for truck
assembly.

Size and Location of New Facilities

40. Soviet literature indicates that civil defense
considerations should be an important factor in
determining the location of industrial plants. The
purpose is to improve th~ ~df-suffidency of economic
regions in the production of products critical for both
immediate survivability and to lay the ground work
for postwar rebuilding. For example:
Measures may be taken nationally to
limit the concentration of industry in certain
regions. A rational and dispersed location of
industries in the territories of our country is
of great national economic importance,
primarily from the standpoint of an accelerated economic development but also from .
the standpoi;lt of organizing protection from
weapons of mass destruction. A uniformly
dispersed distribution of plants may be
accomplished gradually by developing industry in underdeveloped regions and limiting the construction of new plants in highly
industrialized regions. a

43. Soviet industrial development has, especially
since 1968, been characterized by gradual growth in
the size of new plants. This reflects the Soviets' idea
that .. bigger is better," but also incorporates their
belief that true economies of scale can be obtained
from large plants. Horizontal integration is becoming
increasingly widespread in the Soviet economy-particularly in manufacturing-and, to the extent that it
eliminates a number of small, dispersed plants, is
increasing the vulnerability of Soviet industry. We
have little information on instances where civil
defense considerations alone determined the siting of
plant facilities. However, we have three reports where
civil defense considerations were known to be a factor
in selecting plant sites.

41. Our analysis of the patterns of growth of Soviet
industry shows little evidence that actual Soviet
practice in siting new plants, either in light or heavy
industry, includes civil defense considerations. Most
important is the reluctance of ministries to locate new
facilities in remote areas which, although rich in
natural resources, may pose considerable transport,
labor, and climatic problems. To ·the extent that such
problems can be overcome, ministries have agreed to
build new plants in remote regions, but only if they
can be assured that such siting will not be detrimental
to plan fulfillment.

44. Near urban areas, new plants often have been___ _
built adjacent to major existing plants. These new
facilities, which often provide specialized parts or
services to the main plant, have been sited, regardless
of dispersal considerations, to facilitate production.
This has occurred frequently in the European USSR,
particularly in the largest cities such as Leningrad.
The trend toward such agglomeration may be
considered a type of vertical integration and, as such,
increases the vulnerability of the plant using intermediate goods from other facilities located in close
proximity.

42. Since 1968 the Soviets have built some plants
which appear to satisfy the requirements for national
dispersal as well as the more important economic
considerations. A prime example is the huge Kama
River Truck Plant and its associated new town
Naberezhnyye Chelny. This plant, which covers a~
area of 98 square kilometers, is located about 1,000
kilometers east of Moscow in a relatively isolated
region. The location of the plant, near key power

45. In numerous cases new plants have been sited
on the outskirts of urban areas to lower industrial
density while also taking advantage of transport and
communications facilities. This phenomenon typifies
the development of the area around Moscow as well as
most other large, well-established industrial cities. For
example, the area between the important urban
industrial centers of Lyubertsy (steel structures,
refined petroleum products, optical instruments, and

'Yegorov, Shlyakhov, and Alabin. Civil Defense, Moscow.
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Se CR Etresearch institutes), Mytischi {subway, rolling stock.
motor vehicles, and chemicals), and Moscow is
gradually being industrialized. As a result, there is
little distinction between the city limits and surrounding areas, thus increasing the size of the potential
target area.
46. Regional analyses and analyses of plants in key
industries indicate that, within these categories, there
appears to have been a seriQus attempt to disperse
facilitiP.s in only four categories: synthetic rubber,
petroleum refining, aluminum production, and trans. portation equipment manufacturing. The USSR's
largest synthetic rubber plant, for example, which
started production in 1970, is located in a rather
isolated area in the Volga - Ural mountains region, the
new Mozyr Petroleum Refinery is in Belorussia away
from urban centers and · other plants, the Regas
Aluminum Refinery was sited in isolated Central Asia,
and the Kama River Truck Plant is in the Upper Volga
region. We do not know what role, if any, civil defense
played in determining the location of these plants.
Expansion of Existing Facilities

47. The Soviets also have deviated fr~m civil
defense requirements when they have expanded
existing plants and complexes. Surveys of 17 key
recovery industries reveal that virtually no effort has
been made to increase the spacing between buildings
or to locate additions in areas that would minimize fire
hazards in the event of a nuclear strike. In many of the
cases examined, expansion has occurred within a
plant's perimeter, actually increasing building densities. In particular, previous open spaces in petroleum
refineries have been filled with highly flammable
storage tanks and processing units; the latter have
become progressively larger over time. The reason for
this trend probably centers on transportation and
logistical and general efficiency criteria, the importance of which evidently outweighs the desire to
conform to civil defense codes.

Territorial Production Complexes
49. An important element in Soviet economic
planning is the concept of territorial production
complexes (TPK in Russian). According to the Soviets,
a TPK is an .. interrelated combination of establishments in a particular industrial center or in an entire
region ... based on physical and economic conditions
and its economic-geographic and transport situations.··
(See figure V-7.) As such, TPKs have been the major
means to develop the unique and abundarit national
resources of the remote areas of the USSR, although a
few are located in the more industrialized areas of the
country.

SO. Because most TPKs fall within the boundaries
of a single economic region, they are often thought of
as administrative subunits of these regions. At present,
however, they are more accurately described as
planning devices to overcome the traditional problems
of poor industrial siting and neglect of accompanying
infrastructures by industrial ministries. In either case,
the size and composition of industry in given TPKs
reflect economic resources of an area. Whatever the
usefulness of the TPK as a civil defense measure, it is
incidental to these factors and plays little, if any, role
in either the composition or location of TPKs.
SL Some TPKs have increased the degree of
industrial dispersal in the USSR to the extent that they
are located away from highly industrialized urban
areas that are likely to be targeted with nuclear
weapons. Nonetheless, the establishment of TPKs--represents neither a surge nor a locational shift in
economic activity that would not have occurred in the
absence of civil defense requirements. Discussions of
future TPKs reflect the Soviet policy of continuing to
plan for greater economic efficienc~es and more
rational development, although military organs probably also approve of these efforts. Moreover, the
interdependency of individual plants within TPKs and
the common use of central services make them more
sensitive to disruption through loss of a key installation, such as a powerplant. Some industrial centers,
despite their location away from high-density urban
areas, are vulnerable targets because of their
concentration.

48. The continued expansion of existing plants has
increased the value of productive capacity proportionally more than plant density in urban areas. This
pattern of expansion has tended to increase the overall
vulnerability of industries which often are located in
an urban environment to serve consumers, provide
inputs to other manufacturing processes, or to utilize
inputs from other enterprises. Examples of industries
most likely to be affected in this way include
electronics, machine tools, bearings, synthetic rubber,
and· electrical equipment.

S2. Finally, in a few cases, TPKs have been
established by bringing the direction of existing
industrial plants in a given territory under one central
authority, without planning to build more plants
within the complex. This is done for organizational
and political reasons, such as in the case of the
Leningrad Regional Production . Complex, which
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includes Leningrad City and Oblast. TPKs such as this
one have had little impact on the Soviet civil defense
program.

physical characteristics. More recent Soviet manuals,
for example, still call for:
- Constructing wide roads so that rubble from
buildings will not impede transportation.

?3. In sum, widely dispersed TPKs make the overall
task of destroying Soviet industry more difficult, but
concentrations of industries within regional complexes
make them as vulnerable as if they were part of
established urban areas. To the extent that TPKs
increase regional self-sufficiency, they could ease the
ta~k cf long-term reconstitution of the Soviet economy
following a nuclear attacK.

-

- Creating green belts (forest areas) to separate
industry from other activity.
- Creating water reseryofrs.
-

Urban Planning

54. In the broadest sense, Soviet urban planning for
establishing new towns and expanding industrial areas
of existing cities is largely dictated by the needs of
associated industrial plants and complexes. The Soviets
distinguish !l.mong types of new towns: 9
-

Industrial cities, with between 30,000 and
150,000 persons, are the most important. Each is
near a specialized industry, such as petroleum
refining, machine building, or metal processing.

-

Central cities of administration and service for
agricultural regions. The primary theoretical
criterion for the siting of these cities is the
availability of rail transport to ship raw materials
to processing points. Some of these regional cities
service areas as large as an entire republic.

-

Transportation cities, which are built to capitalize on a favorable location at the confluence of
rivers: railroads, and roads.

- Scientific production centers, which focus on
scientific research, higher education, testing, and
series production of newly developed items.
Scientific centers- often are formed on the outskirts of large cities.
-

Cities that are centers of recreation and tourism.
These are scattered throughout the USSR in areas
of moderate climate.

Reducing building densities and creating satellite
cities.

Building circumferential highways to help maintain the transportation network.

These criteria also are to apply to urban planning in
areas of expansion of existing cities or in rebuilding old
sections.
56. Studies of various regions of the USSR indicate
that, where possible, the Soviets have built streets wide
enough to prevent rubble from buildings from
blocking them. In Novosibirsk, for example, locations
were selected for thoroughfare analysis. 'i'he analysis
showed that many streets are at least as wide as the
average height of buildings on both sides, plus 15
meters, as stipulated in civil defense manuals. Satellite
cities, such as Akademgorodok and Agrogorodok, have
also been developed outside of the city. (See figure
V-8.) Reservoirs and artesian wells have appeared
rather frequently in photography of various oblasts,
but it" is difficult to ascertain their capacities, intended
use, and the influence of civil defense in their·-construction. Other parts of the program have been
carried out less frequently. -Building densities in many
cities, and in some cases even new towns, for example,
have not been reduced substantially. ln such cases,
economic efficiency and spatial considerations evidently outweighed the desire to adhere to civil defense
criteria.
Crisis Relocation

57. The 1977 Soviet civil defense textbook refers to
enterprises which will "shift their operations to the
exurban zone." The open literature provides no detail
on this program however, since the relocation of
essential industrial plants and scientific institutes
during a crisis period is tied to economic mobilization
for wartime production, a classified subject. Nonetheless, both historical precedent and numerous human
source reports indicate that the Soviets probably would
relocate key facilities if they were afforded the luxury
of sufficient time. Between July and November 1941,

SS. Although economic, transportation, and labor
considerations for the most part determine the size and
location of new towns, 10 civil defense factors apparently are to have more influence in determining their
' In some cases, a town may fit more than one categorical
description.
0
'
To the extent that new industrial complexes are sited for civil
defense reasons, the location of their associated towns may be
viewed as determined by civil defense.
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for example, the Soviets moved 1,523 enterprises,
nearly all of which were war plants, from the
European USSR to the east, using rail cars. For many
plants, only several weeks were required to resume
production, although overall output dropped sharply
for a year following the relocation.
58. Human source reporting indicates that current
crisis relocation plans have been designed to conform
more closely with the threat of a nuclear strike rather
tha!1 to escape the broad· acquisition of territory
characterized by World War II. The mobilization plan
of the L'vov Lenin Industrial Technical Union near
the Polish border, which calls for the relocation of
plant, equipment, and personnel to a site about 40
kilometers southwest of L'vov, was described in last
year's IIM on Soviet civil defense.
59. This year, other reporting from human sources
on crisis relocation suggests that this program encompasses those elements of the economy which could be
moved with relative ease to new areas and continue to
function. Installations named by human sources have
included design institutes, research facilities, and
production shops of the optics and electronics indµstries. Relocation of heavier industries would pose
problems and we do not know to what extent such
moves are planned or would be undertaken.
Effectiveness

60. We do not believe that the Soviets are carrying
out a nationwide industrial dispersal program for civil
defense purposes. Policies concerning the general
pattern of economic development now and in the
future will determine the extent and character of
industrial dispersal. As a result, civil defense benefits
can be realized only if economic development is
characterized. by growing dispersal of all types. Urban
growth and the expansion of industry generally have
made the task of destroying a given percentage of
Soviet economic facilities more difficult; however, the
vulnerability of many individual industrial complexes
has increased because of the growing density of
manufacturing processes.
61. The Soviets could effectively achieve rapid
dispersal of some enterprises in a warning period
through crisis relocation, but only through great effort.
We believe the Soviets would undertake such an effort
only under special and unlikely circumstances. Because of the scale of such a program, we believe Soviet
leaders would have to be convinced that a nuclear
conflict was probably unavoidable but not imminent
before production were disrupted and transportation

and other resources committed to such a move. If war
appeared imminent the Soviets would not have
sufficient time to complete a massive industrial
relocation.

C. Industrial Survivability
62. In their literature, the Soviets prescribe a
number of engineering-technical measures to help
increase the survivabilily of industrial facilities. In
addition to increasing the physi;:.;! "!.a • .!11..:~s'' of
structures and equipment the Soviet concept of
increased survivability also encompasses such elements
as rapid shutdown of industry, passive fire prevention
measures, and improving the stability of production
by stockpiling or protecting supplies and spare parts.
Among these measures are:
- Construction of personnel shelters (see section A
of this chapter).
- Hardening by use of stronger structural materials, embanking, reinforcing walls, and burying.
-

Protecting valuable equipment by hasty hardening and storage in underground structures.

- Providing for
installation.

a

rapid

shutdown

of

the

- Maintaining a stable source of power and water
by diversification, burying utility lines, and
installing rapid shutdown equipment.
- Preventing fires and secondary damage by using
fireproof materials in construction, removing
flammable materials, creating firebreaks, and
burying combustible and toxic substances.
- Stockpiling supplies and materials and preassembled articles, scattered over an area to be less
vulnerable to destruction.
- Preparing to resume disrupted production by
drawing contingency plans to remedy slight and
medium damage.
63. Of the measures outlined above, we have
concentrated in this section on those which we feel are
the most important in terms of protection against US
attack-mainly, permanent hardening by construction
methods, hasty hardening, and rapid shutdown.
Construction Methods

64. The Soviets' approach to hardening is heavily
influenced by economic considerations and by their
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assessments of nuclear weapons effects on buildings.
They readily admit that:
The raising of the resistance of the
existing production buildings and structures
as well as their resistance to the effect of the
shock wave, in the first place, entails
significant expenses, and secondly, still does
not completely guarantee their survival in an
area of nuclear destruction. In thi.s regard,
the carrying out of work to strengtheu
various structures can be planned and
implemented only in the aim of protecting
particularly valuable and specially made
equipment, or in those instances when
individual important structures possess significantly less strength than the remaining,
and it is possible to bring their strength up to
• the average values of the plant without
major outlays. 11

Although one type of detached shelter has been
identified with a long ramp (see figure V-3), this may
be to facilitate stockpiling of essential provisions for
human accommodation. Some of these structures
probably are used on a daily basis· to store supplies,
equipment, and even semimanufactures. This is
consistent with the Soviet "dual purpose" concept of
adapting shelters to peacetime needs; In a crisis
situation, these structures would have to be emptied
and· their readiness for shelter use checked.
67. There is little evidence to indicate that a
comprehensive program for hardening economic
installations is under way. In general, what evidence
has come to light is as follows:
- Numerous human sources report the existence of
underground facilities at economic enterprises
which contain both life-support systems and the
specialized equipment necessary to permit
operations to continue in a nuclear environment.
These underground facilities reportedly include
industrial production shops, research laboratories, design bureaus, and other facilities associated with military and civilian industries. In
some cases, these facilities have been reported to
be completely underground while others form
part of larger aboveground complexes. Although
some of these reports are tenuously based on
hearsay and rumors, the large number of sources
reporting on underground facilities suggests that
such facilities probably exist.

65. According to Soviet writings hardening measures should be carried out in the process of
construction or repair work, or in coordination with
other measures necessary to improve conditions at
installations. In general, the Soviets design and
construct their industrial facilities beyond the criteria
for structural strength called for by Western building
practices. This has been attributed to both an
inferiority in the quality of construction materials and
such factors as climate and soil conditions. More
massive Soviet construction, however, may increase
the expected level of damage to equipment and
machinery. Soviet manuals, for example, recommend
that valuable machinery not be "located in the basic
production building but rather in sepa'rate standing
ones which have light, fire-resistant structural elements the collapse of which will not destroy this
equipment."

- Bunkered POL and water storage facilities have
been identified at many industrial facilities.
While such structures may be required to protect
their contents from freezing or contamination,
they also serve a civil defense hardening purpose.
- Tunnels and underground conduits are extensively employed at Soviet industrial facilities to
carry utilities and supplies. Again, these structures may be required for other reasons, but they
do serve a civil defense purpose as well.

Underground Structures

66. At many industrial facilities, subfloors and
basements could be used to ~ect critical machinery,
equipment, and supplies. L
.
=11arge
underground rooms at a variety of installations which
play no apparent role in the production process but
also are not equipped to accommodate people.
Detached and basement shelters per se could also be
used to protect equipment and supplies, but we
believe relatively few would be used for this purpose,
given the emphasis on survivability of key workers.
11

68. There are, however, numerous examples where
construction hardening guidelines have been ignored.
As noted in the previous section, increased expansion
of industrial capacity at existing facilities has in many
cases reduced the open space between industrial
buildings. Certain industries such as steel production
and petroleum refining are not easily hardened and
the advanced technology of other industrial processes,
particularly in the chemical industry, has in some

Yegorov, Shlyakhov, and Alabin, Civil Defense, Moscow.
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cases increased the vulnerability of these facilities. In
many cases utility lines are aboveground both within
and outside plant perimeters. While bunkered POL
facilities have been observed, other unprotected POL
tanks have also been built. Other methods which may
be subsequently implemented, such as equipment
mountings and interior walls, cannot generally be
detected by photography but are largely dismissed in
human reporting.
69. Available F-vidPnce on the implementation of
construction hardening methods indicates that the
Soviets have not engaged in a large-scale, compr~hen~
sive program to upgrade the physical hardness of
industrial facilities and equipment through construction methods. The Soviets realize the difficulty and
high cost of such a program and they have explicitly
stated that such measures are to be carried out only
when they are economically feasible. One aspect of
hardening which is not addressed in this study-the
inherent hardness of Soviet industrial equipment,
much of which is rugged and relatively unsophisticated compared with comparable US equipmentcould have a more significant impact on the overall
vulnerability of Soviet industry than construction
practices for industrial facilities.
Hasty Hardening Measures

70. Soviet civil defense manuals prescribe expedient measures to protect buildings, machinery, and
equipment from the effects of a nuclear strike. These
measures would be implemented during the period
preceding an attack either to supplement permanent
hardening or, more often, to provide the sole means of
protection for an economic installation and its
machinery. According to Soviet textbooks, the civil
defense plan for a typical installation dictates hasty
hardening (as well as other) measures that would be
taken if a special period were declared. They are
relatively simple actions such as:
-

Reinforcing structures with metal supports and
beams.

-

Earth mounding of low buildings, pipelines, and
other structures.

- Cable supports for towers, columns, and derricks.
- Sandbagging
structures.
-

of

equipment

and

various

Fireproofing with paints and special coatings.

- Sealing windows, doors, and other openings.

- Covering vital equipment with special protective
structures.
- Removing valuable equipment and dispersing it
within the plant or transporting it to relocation
sites.
71. Soviet civil defense plans at industrial enterprises give much more detailed consideration to rapid
shutdown methods which include:

- Shutting off gas and power lines.
- Banking and sealing kilns and furnaces.
- Stopping moving equipment.
- · Draining tanks and reservoirs.
72. Evidence from human sources tends to substantiate the indications in unclassified writings that the
Soviets have given greater emphasis to rapid shutdown
than to hasty protection of buildings, machinery, and
equipment. There are two {>')ssible explanations for
this: first, the overall effectiveness of the hasty
hardening measures is questionable, particularly in
some key industries with vulnerable, high-technology
plants; second, rapid shutdown is easier to achieve and
requires few material inputs. The civil defense plan of
some plants, however, calls for both types of measures,
and in no case does the implementation of one prevent
the other.
73. Table V-6 portrays those hasty hardening and
rapid shutdown methods which, if implemented,
would be useful for increasing the hardness of various
industrial installations. These methods can be implemented in one or two weeks as opposed to construction
methods which might be undertaken ·during plant
construction or renovation.

74. Some measures such as burying machinery and
rapid shutdown of industry could result in significant
changes in vulnerability for selected critical facilities
and equipment. Other methods such as bracing and
cabling would have only a small impact on decreasing
the vulnerability of various structures. Even if such
methods do not significantly alter the hardness of
industrial installations against primary nuclear weapons effects, such as blast, they would provide
improved protection against secondary effects, such as
fire and radiation. In addition, some forms of rapid
shutdown could dramatically increase the longer term
ability of various industries to recover and initiate
production again following an attack.
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Table V-6
Matrix of Hasty Hardening and Rapid Shutdown Methods
Shutdown

Hasty Hardening

Other

Industrial Elements That
May Be Hardened By

Buildings

Storage tanks ········-··---········Pipelines ······-····-··-··········-··-Processing towers ··--····-········Powerplants
Generators and motors ··----· X
Boilers and reactors ------··- X
Transformers and switch ---- X

x

x

xx x

x

x

x x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x x
x

x

x

x x

x

xx

x

x
x

x x x
x

x x

x x

x

x x x x
x
x x
x x x x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x

X

x

x

x x

x

x

x

x x
x

Dams and canals

Oil ········--················-····--········
Natural gas ··············-······--····-

x

x

x

Railroad -··--------------··-- X
Automotive and farm --··---Ships -····--······---··-······-··---Aircraft -··-··-----··-··---··--- X
Mills and smelter.s
Blast furnaces ······-········-··---- X
Pot lines --········--····-····-··--Cement kilns ---····-----··--··
Acid vats and leaching

Coal ··-······················-············--

x
x
x

x

x
x

x x

Powerlines ············~--··----··-··
Communication tower/lines ---·
Processing machines
Precision instruments ····----- X X
Cutting tools ··-······---······-··-·· X X
Heavy equipment -····-··-········ X
X X
Electronics -··········---··-··----X
Office equipment --······-····-··
X
·Mobile equipment

Locks ··········-··························-··
Pumping stations ····-················
Inlets/spillways -························
Fuel storage

x x x
x x

x x

Walls ························--··········-·· X
Ceilings and roofs -··········-··-Towers and smokestacks -··-Windows -----····---··-········-Refineries (all types)

x x
x
x

x x
x
x x
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x
x

x
x

x x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x x x
x x x
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75. Construction methods advocated by civil defense officials appear to have had little impact, if any,
on reducing the overall vulnerability of Soviet
industry. The limited implementation of these measures reflects Soviet concern over the cost and difficulty
that such a program entails.
76. Hasty hardening measures, on the other hand,
could be implemented during a crisis. Such measures
would not assure the survival of any facility or
equipment that is specifically targeted. On the other
nand, hasty hardening measures wouid increase
survival of those facilities that lie on the periphery of
selected aim points. If such measures were known to
exist at any particular facility they could be offset by
an attacker through refinements in targeting and
weapon selection and allocation.
77. If, however, the Soviets were able to implement
their plans for hasty hardening and rapid shutdown on
a comprehensive basis throughout their industries they
would reduce their recovery time following a major
nuclear attack. Studies of IIiroshima and Naga~ki, as
well as of selected German and ·Soviet industries
attacked during World War II, suggest that such hasty
hardening measures as those described above would be
useful in reducing the overall level of damage and
thus shortening overall recovery time for the economy.
Protection of Electric Power Sources

78. In Soviet plans for the restoration of services
and industrial production, the capability to produce
and distribute electric power in a nuclear environment
is as important as stockpiles and transportation. Recent
evidence suggests Soviet civil defense authorities have
made progress in this area through application of
various civil defense measures. A survey of 13 selected
electric powerplants in the USSR .identified 13
personnel shelters at eight of the plants. A human
source with extensive experience in the power industry
reported that as of June 1977 the regional power
station at Khar'kov had shelters for all plant personnel,
plus remote c;ontrol equipment permitting operation
of the plant from the shelter.

radio and telephone (via buried cables) through which
power distribution grids would be operated in an
emergency. The grids would cover not only the USSR
but the East European nations as well. Several of these
emergency power distribution centers with civil
defense shelters have been identified in the Ukrainian
SSR and others at points as widely separated as
Karaganda in the Kazakh SSR and Vladivostok in the
Far East. In the case of one center, the shelter facilities
reportedly had water and food stocks suff!'.'!~nt to
support 60 persons for several wet:ks. The centers have
been confirmed in photography. (See discus5ion in
chapter VI on availability of other fuels.)
Reserve Production Capacity

80. The average age of the capital stock in many
civilian industries remains high, reflecting the Soviets'
desire to use all their available productive assets in
order to fulfill plan goals. There is some evidence,·
however, both from human sources and in the open
literature, which supports the existenc~ of at least
minimal unused capacity. Reports indicate that plant
officials not only frequently overstate the utilization of
existing capacity in . order to discourage higher
production quotas, but also attempt to acquire more
new machinery and equipment than is necessary to
meet planned goals. Thus, there is some excess
capacity which could be used in a national emergency.
There is little evidence, however, to indicate either its
extent or distribution among industries.
81. In contrast to the production of nonmilitary
items, the Soviets have deliberately constructed excess
capacity in their defense industries. The Soviets"
capacity to produce military goods can be increased
by converting from production of nonmilitary items.
At the Vilnyus Microelectronics Plant, for instance,
production for nonmilitary use was to stop as soon as a
"special period" was declared, and only essential
military items made. As reported in other cases,
quality control standards are to be reduced
concomitantly.
82. The Soviets do not appear to have embarked on
a program to establish redundant facilities to produce
items essential for either immediate survivability or
for the longer term recovery of Soviet society, except
to the extent that such redundancy is provided by low
economic concentration. For some military items,
however, the Soviets have also built redundant plants.
Tanks and armored personnel carriers, for example,
are produced in several plants, each of which probably

79. In addition, other reliable sources have reported
on the construction during the period 1970-75 of a
network of power distribution centers under the
Ministry of Power and Electrification which would
function in wartime. The centers, which are located
outside large cities, contain transformer yards, powerline connections, and shelters with space for operating
personnel and for communications terminals, both
73
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regions to reduce their interdependencies for supplies
and raw materials. At the same time, they have
continued to develop their transportation network in
an effort to facilitate the distribution of material. Still,
economic, political, and geographic faetors continue to
militate against autonomous economic regions, while
the size and extensive development of the USSR
present Soviet planners with major transportation
problems. To help offset deficiencies in distribution of
industrial and cons:.:~:!!" goods, the Soviets have
stockpiled bridging equipment, steam locomotiv~.
and railroad rails and ties in excess of that required for
regular maintenance. They have also built shelters for
the protection of essential railroad operations
personnel.

could increase its output significantly above current
levels.
Strategic Reserves

83. The Soviets' capacity to continue production in
the postattack period also depends on their on-hand
inventories and reserves of raw and processed
materials. Some rough e~timates of the amount of time
production could continue by drawing down inventories are possible. As indicated in a 1966 input-output
model of the Soviet economy using Soviet data, none
of the industries in the model could continue at
prewar production levels more than several weeks
without access to additional raw materials and
manufacturing components. It is difficult to extrapolate these results, which are based on 1966 data, to the
present time. We continue to receive reports concerning the existence of stockpiles and strategic reserves of
industrial materials, but we still have little new
evidence on their location and magnitude. Such
evidence as we have suggests that some inventories are
erratic, especially in those sectors heavily dependent
on agriculture. On the other hand, the Soviets place
great emphasis on preparations for the wartime
continuity of industrial production, and the development of stockpiles and strategic reserves of materials
may be more extensive than the evidence suggests.

85. The inability to identify and locate major
stockpiles and strategic reserves of supplies and
equipment precludes a directed attack against these
resources. Attacks against industry in general would
reduce the overall level of supplies on hand, but it is
likely that supplies would be available at surviving
industrial facilities to allow production to continue for
several weeks following an attack. The adequacy of
strategic reserves for continuing production over a
longer period, however, would depend heavily on the
survivability and availability of the transportation and
electric power systems. The impact of deficiencies in
these areas can probably be reduced if the personnel
and equipment essential to the operation of these
systems can be protected.

84. In recent years the Soviets have publicly
espoused the balanced development of economic
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Chapter VI
PROTECTION OF THE URBAN PO PU LA TION
l. The most recent edition of the Soviet rr:.::~:.::i!

portico of their urban population within urban areas.
Evacuation away from !:kc+:· targets, therefore, remains a key element of Soviet civil defense.

Civil Defense, published in 1977, describes preparations for the protection of the population as follows:
The preparation for protective measures should
be carried out in peacetime on the entire territory
of the nation and in an obligatory procedure. The
scope and character of these measures are determined in each specific instance, considering the
particular features of the individual areas of the
country and the national economic installations,
as well as the probability of an attack on them
with nuclear, chemical, or bacteriological
weapons.

3. Since last year we have acquired much more
evidence on the number, size, and organizational
association of shelters as a result of an extensive
research effort by the Intelligence Community. Analyses have been made of the probable hardness of the
several types of shelters, allowing assessments of their
vulnerabilities. Although both the open literature and
human source reporting describe evacuation procedures, we still have only limited information about
certain aspects of Soviet capabilities to assemble, transport, protect, and support urban populati'ons at evacuation sites. We have evaluated the effect of evacuation
and sheltering on population survival; our findings are
most sensitive to assumptions about the warning time
available prior to an attack for the Soviets to complete
final civil defense preparations. The evaluations in this
section of the Soviet ability to distribute essential
supplies and medical services for their general population during a postattack period are largely subjective
judgments, but they too are sensitive both to warning
time and to the nature of the US attack.

Under today's conditions, the protection of the·
population is carried out by implementing a
range of measures including three methods of
protection: (1) protecting the people in protective
structures, (2) dispersal and evacuation, and (3)
supplying individual protective gear.
The basic method of protection is the sheltering
of people in protective structures, but the dependable and most complete protection is
achieved by combining all these methods considering the specific situation.
Such Soviet statements about protection of the population most often refer to all elements-the leadership
and the essential workers, as well as those elements not
essential to immediate post-nuclear-attack operations.
In previous sections of the IIM we discussed protection
of the leadership and essential personnel; in this
section we assess protective measures for the entire
Soviet urban population, including both essential and
nonessential personnel except where specifically noted
otherwise.

4. As stated in the chapter covering protection of
the economy, the Soviets have designed and constructed many built-in and detached 'shelters for the
protection of the urban population. Subways also have
been designed for civil defense applications, but are
not included in our analysis of shelter capacities. 1
Other structures (lower floors of multistoried buildings, basements not specially configured as shelters,
and the like) which would afford some blast and
radiation protection, also have not been included.

A. Shelters

5. In addressing the availability of shelter space for
the population as a whole, no attempt is made to

2. Since 1968, the Soviets have built a large number
of shelters, but most are at industrial, administrative,
and institutional facilities. Although shelter spaces for
the urban population have also increased since 1968,
we believe they could not presently shelter the major

' Only six Soviet cities have operating subway systems. Adding the
shelter space of stations and platforms would not change our
estimate of total shelter space. Adding the shelter space in track
tunnels would alter our estimate only slightly (less than 1 percent).
Use of tunnels would preclude use of the systems for transportation
purposes.
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separate those shelters which may be allocated for
essential personnel alone. Rather, we have evaluated
the overall Soviet civil defense shelter program in
urban areas. In some cases we have been unable to
associate shelters with specific installations, and we do
not know how available shelter space would be allocated in all circumstances.
6. In analyzing the overall Soviet shelter program,
we deal with the numbr-r< of shelters identified,
classify them according to type, consider the pace and
priorities of the program, determine shelter capacities
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and finally present our estimate of the total urban
population which could be sheltered. The data in these
analyses are derived from several collection programs,
and while other intelligence sources were used, the
bulk of the evidence comes from overhead photography, the limitations of which were described in the
Introduction.
7. The principal contribution to this analysis of the
shelter program involved coverage of several geog:-aphic areas and individual cities as described in
chapter I. (See table VI-I and figure VI-I.) In addition
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to studies of entire geographic areas and cities, several
categories of civilian and defense industries were also
studied as described in chapter V. To the number of
shelters identified in these regional and industrial
surveys we have added those shelters identified by
other intelligence sources.

analysis of all-source evidence on shelter construction
we conclude that there are more basement shelters i~
most of the areas than shown in our figures.
13. The insights we have obtained on Soviet
priorities for shelter construction offer interesting
parallels to the conclusions reached earlier in this
paper on the priorities-of the civil defense program.
Soviet emphasis on the protection of key officials is
supported by our f~ndings.c

Numbers Identified

8.c

the numbers of shelters identified to date,
evidenCly a nationwide shelter program.

~~:o~

Types of Shelters

9. In our analysis of the shelter program we have
divided shelters into pre- and post-1968 periods and
into the two standard construction types, detached and
built-in, as described in the previous chapter. In 1968
an important Soviet decree was issued, requiring that
civil defense shelters be included in all new
construction.
10. Many of the buildings constructed in the 1950s
and 1960s have basement shelters. Detached shelters
built prior to 1968, which appear more primitive and
may date from World War II, have also been
identified in many areas. The Moscow subway", which
was used as a bomb shelter during World War II, has
been subsequently expanded. Since World War II
subways were constructed in Leningrad, Kiev, Baku,
and Tbilisi which have some civil defense shelter
applications.
Pace and Priorities

11. The pace of shelter construction since 1968 has
not been uniform in the several regions and industries '
surveyed. Rates of construction varied widely among
cities from year to year since 1968. We do not know
the reason for this apparent unevenness in the pace of
shelter construction. It may be due to the categorization of Soviet cities for civil defense purposes, the
availability of resources in an area, or to our lack of
complete information.
12. In terms of total numbers, more built-in (basement) than detached shelters were found, although
detached shelters are more easily detected. Based on

Shelter Capacity
14. Our method for estimating the total urban
shelter capacity in the USSR
a whole, using the
sample data, was the same as that described in chapter
V for estimating shelter capacity at economic facilities. We estimate that two-thirds of the available space
in a shelter is for personnel and that the occupancy
factor range is 0.5 to 1 square meter per person. Of 32
cities surveyed, 15 were selected as a basis for our
estimate of the total shelter capacity for all cities with
over 100,000 population (see table VI-2). Our selection
was made on the basis of population and availability of
information. For three of the 15 cities selected, shelter
area was obtained by scaling up the available area
figures given for the fraction of the city actually
searched.

as

15. To estimate the percentage of the urban
population protected for cities of over 100,000
population in the Soviet Union, it would be necessary
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Table VI-2
Shelter Survey Results at 15 Soviet Cities

City

Available
Shelter Area •
(thousand sq m)
219.2
540.4
70.0'
113.0
26.8
174.0
41.6.
21.5
30.3
30.8'
27.3
70.1.
6.5
5.5
21.4

Leningrad ··············-············
Kiev ··························--····-.'. ·
Odessa .......... ············----····
Gor'kiy ······················----··Ufa ····························-··········
Riga ......................................
Khabarovsk .........·-··--······Irkutsk ····················--··········
Ulyanovsk ··············-··-······Ulan-Ude ··············-··············
Kornsomol'sk .......·-··--······Naberezhnyye Chelny -····Belaya Tserkov -····--··---··
Daugavpils ......... ·--------• Liepaja -········-··----------

1,398.4

Total -··········----------

1976
Population
(thousand)

Percentage of
Population
Sheltered'

4,372
2,013
1,023
1,305
923
806
513
519

10/5
54/27
14/7
18/9

436
302
246

;,;s

44/22
16/8
8/4
14/7
20/10

22/11

137
112
103

62/31
10/5
10/5
42/21

13,035

ZZ/11

225

L We have allocated two-thirds o
the total floorspace of shelters for personnel since we know that
roughly a third of the floorspace is taken by life- support equipment and supplies.
'At 0.5 square meter per person/at l square meter per person.
• Estimated.
• Scaled up estimate for entire city.

to assume that these 15 cities are representative of all
such cities in the country. This is not the case, since
these cities were not randomly selected. Furthermore,
such factors as population size, economic distribution
of industry (for example, heavy industry versus
agriculture), and geographic location may all be
important in determining the extent of Soviet civil
defense activity at a specific city. If, however, the 15
cities were representative, then one method for
estimating the overall fraction of population protected
would be to use the ratio between the total available
shelter area at the 15 cities and their total population.
This estimate is 1,398,400+ 13,035,000 = 0.11 (at 1
square meter per person). This approach yields an
estimate that a minimum of 11 percent of the Soviet
urban population can now be protected (or 22 percent
at 0.5 square meter per person). The 95-percent
confidence bounds on this estimate, based on sampling
error alone, indicate that the actual percentage lies
between 4 percent and 17 percent (at 1 square meter
per person). These confidence bounds do not take into
consideration factors such as the estimation errors in
scaling up available shelter area, errors in measurement of detected shelters, undetected shelters at each
of the cities, and any bias due to the unrepresentativeness of the 15 cities. Thus, the real confidence bounds

of the estimate may be considerably larger than those
given because of sampling error alone.
16. An alternative statistical approach to estimating
the fraction of population protected is the least squares
method. Area and population may be each plotted on
a logarithmic scale. The points on this log scale should
lie approximately on a straight line, indicating that the
percentage of population sheltered is about the same
in small and large cities in our sample. However, there
are wide variations from city to city. Using this
method, it is possible to obtain the best fitting line
through the 15 points. The least squares line
corresponds to a constant proportion of 0.13. Thus,
using this app~oach, the estimate of the percentage of
population protected is 13 percent (at 1 square meter
per person). This corresponds very well with the ratio
estimate of 11 percent discussed earlier.
17. Thus, we estimate that a minimum of 10
percent of the Soviet population in cities with more
than 100,000 people could be protected at an
occupancy factor of 1 square meter per person and 20
percent at 0.5 square meter per person. For a more
detailed discussion of the statistical methodology
involved in this estimative process, see annex C.
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Subways

with hermetic closures for sealing off subway station
platforms from surface entrances. A human source
with extensive experience in the Leningrad subway
system reported that similar closures were erected in
1969 in tunnels at either end of the stations to seal
station platforms from the track tunnels. All closures
could be sealed automatically by central control or
independently at individual stations. As of 1975 the
Leningrad subway management was experimenting
with b:dc;;ical filters, which would improve air
quality and also cope with toxic subst<inces which
might enter the ventilation systems. The foregoing
suggests that consideration has been given to use of the
station platform a_reas as shelters, perhaps in connection with the shelter structures described· below.

18. The role of the subway systems in Soviet plans
to cope with nuclear effects was alluded to briefly in
the 1976 IIM on Soviet civil defense. New information
received since then, together with additional analysis,
has provided a better understanding of the methods
whereby subway systems appear to enhance the
Soviets' ability to implement overall civil defense plans
for protection of the population in key urban areas. Six
systems are now operating and 11 more are in various
stages of planning and construction (see figure VI-2).
19. Although subways constitute an essential element of urban transportation resources of major cities
in the USSR and Eastern Europe, their civil defense
applications have been given high priority. Were this
not the case, urban transportation goals could have
been, met without incurring the additional expenses
creating those features of subway systems which seem
linked to civil defense requirements. According to
extensive human source reporting, facilities meeting
these requirements have certainly. received such
priority in the construction of the Moscow, Leningrad,
and Kiev subways. Although there is less information
from ·human sources on the Khar'kov, Baku, and
Tbilisi systems, it is likely that all systems presently
operating, and those planned for the future, will
incorporate some or all of the same technical concepts.

22. Several sources have reported on the existence
of underground structures adjacent to, and on
approximately the same level as, the subway stations
which could provide shelter for large numbers of
people. These shelters were built at the same time as
the deep subway stations. Access to these structures is
from the station platforms or tunnels near stations. A
reliable source has confirmed the existence of such
access in the Leningrad subway. These structures
reportedly have extensive sanitary facilities (unlike the
subway stations and tunnels), food, water, and medical
supplies. That they are intended as civil defense
shelters is indicated by a report from a former
member of the civil defense regiment at Kolpino near
Leningrad, whose company participated in an experiment in a Leningrad subway shelter structure to test
psychological reactions to a five-day stay under shelter
conditions. The shelter, measuring 40 by 20 meter~--
was one of the several in a complex which was located
just beyond the station platform. The same source
reported that these shelters had, filtered ventilation
systems which were inspected, maintained, and
o~rated by career NCOs of the Kolpino civil defense
regiment.

20. Chapter IV has referred to the interrelationship
between the subway systems and facilities for protection of the leadership. Moscow pioneered in the
construction of multistoried underground shelters and
their linkup with deep subway stations. Many of these
structures are accessed directly by special stairway or
elevator from offices above them, while the subway
system provides alternate access. Expansion of this
network has continued and has been noted in
photography as well as extensive human source
reporting. The most recent example is the tunnel
running from the new RSFSR Council of Ministers
building in Moscow to the Krasnopresnenskiy subway
station. In Kiev and Leningrad, where certain of these
underground protective structures existed before
completion of the subway system, the linkup was
accomplished as new subway construction progressed.

23. In addition to the use of station platforms and
adjacent structures as shelters, there has been speculation that subway tunnels would be used as shelter
space. While no knowledgeable source has supported
this speculation, its origins may be traced back to
World War II practices in Moscow and to civil defense
posters printed in 1969 which show individuals
seeking shelter entering tunnels on boards placed
temporarily over the tracks. (See figure VI-3.) It is
conceivable of course that the boarded section served
only to provide access to the shelter structures
described above. In certain circumstances it might be
possible to use tunnel space, but ventilation, sanitary

21. Facilities for protecting other elements of the
population in subway systems are less well understood
and it is sometimes difficult to separate such structures
from those intended for the leadership. Best known,
and the subject of considerable human source reporting and hand-held photography, are the heavy doors
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Subway Systems in the USSR

Figure Vl-2
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facilities, supply, and crowd control would pose
problems.

bring a three-day supply of food with them; therefore
it is likely that few shelters are prestocked with food'.

24. There is no consensus among human sources
concerning the procedures and priorities governing
use of subway platforms and adjacent shelters to
supplement other urban shelters. However, several
sources who participated in civil defense leadership
training courses were told by their instructors that the
subway ·system wullld provide fully equipped and
stoc~~ ~he!te!" facilities for thousands of people
Others, whose places of employment were scheduled
to relocate in a "special period" and who had no or
insufficient shelters of their own, were required under
their civil defense plan to proceed to a specific subway
station in the vicinity of their enterprise. This would
occur if they had no time to carry out their planned
relocation. These reports indicate that subway shelter
space will be allocated in advance. This view is
supported by some sources who claim that use of
subway shelters will be restricted to specific groups
and that the heavy closures are essential to control
access to the system, not only in its shelter mode but as
a protected transportation system as well.

28. With an occupancy of 0.5 to 1 square meter per
person, the factors that directly affect shelter habitability are as follows:
Soviet Specifications*
Factors

Normal

Allowable

Volume of air per person per
hour
Oxygen content
Carbon dioxide content

7.20 cu m
21%
1% maximum

2·cu m
15%
3% maximum

Temperature maximums
Humidity maximums
Toilet

23 c
70%
1 for 25 persons

30-32 c
90%
variable

•These data derive from Soviet documents and human source
reporting.

29. Most of the shelters now being built appear to
be of the type employing air regeneration facilities,
plus small amounts of outside air and backed up by a
supply of compressed air in tanks. This option allows
for periods of complete hermetic sealing and for
periods of temperature increase when supplemental
air may be needed. Shelters which obtain all air from
the outside have been reported. The allowable period
of hermetic sealing without backup air supply is a
factor particularly sensitive to overcrowding.

25. There is little information on the projected use
of subways to effect the concealed evacuation of key
personnel, either in the "special period" or in a
poststrike situation. It has been reported in general
terms by several sources, and recent efforts of various
subway systems to combine or link up with suburban
rail lines support the logic of this concept. (See figure
Vl-4.) It is evident, however, that if the systems are to
serve evacuation requirements and shelter needs, use
of track tunnels on a large scale for shelter is ruled out.

30. The per person allowance of 2 cubic meters per
hour of air is judged an adequate minimum. A shelter
occupant could survive with about one-fourth that
amount under resting conditions. The air regeneration__ _
system mentioned (superoxide), supplemented with
particle- and toxic-chemical-filtered outside air, plus
an internal emergency air supply, should afford
adequate protection under most nuclear attack conditions. Shelters in target areas using filtered outside air
as the sole air source may have to be hermetically
sealed in the event of a mass fire. Such shelters usually
can be sealed for several hours before carbon dioxide
levels rise substantially over 3 percent.

26. It is not possible to provide an accurate estimate
of the number of people who could be sheltered in the
six subway systems now operational. There are too
many variations in the systems (for example, the
number of deep, as opposed to shallow, stations). More
important, we do not know the number of subwayassociated shelter structures, nor how the spaces are to
be allocated. Nevertheless, the subways do constitute a
significant civil defense shelter resource. (See table
VI-3.)

31. Soviet ventilation specifications listed above as
allowable were stated to be adequate for sustained
periods (presumably several days) without harming
health or working ability. However, temperature,
humidity, and gas percentages would allow only for
short periods of minimum exertion. Under these
conditions, any overcrowding would be dangerous.
Soviet documents are to specify one toilet per 25
occupants. This would represent a minimum number

Habitability of Shelters

27. As indicated in the section on shelters for
essential personnel, we have limited information
regarding the adequacy of food and supplies and the
presence and condition of life support equipment in
these shelters. Soviet plans call for the population to
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Table VI-3
Shelter Capacity of Subway Stations '

City

Number of
Underground
Stations

Moscow ..............

92

Leningrad ..........

34

Kiev ....................

11

Baku ....................

12

.............

8

Tbilisi .................

9

Total 0••··-······

166

Khar'kov

Platform Area
(sq m less 300)

Total Usable
Platform Area

Shelter Capacity '

Percent of
Urban
Population '

2,652
(164 m x 18 m)
1,812
(157.6 m x 13.4 m)
l,125
(95 m x 15 m)
1,125
(95 m•X 15 m)
2.250
(170 m x 15 m)
1,125
(95 m x 15 m)

243,984

243,984/ 487 ,968

3.2/6.4

61,608

61,608/123,216

l.4/2.8

12,375

12,575iz4,750

0.6/l.2

13,500

13,500/27,000

l.0/2.0

18,000

18,000/36,000

l.3/2.6

10,125

10,125/20,250

l.0/2.0

359,592/719,184

2.0/4.0

359,.)92

' Since platform dimensions of some newer stations are not known, estimates of total usable platform area
are based on the largest category of stations for which dimensions are available.
'At l square meter per person/at 0.5 square meter per person.

and would present an increased danger of individu.al
toilet failure.
32. Soviet literature indicates concern about those
habitability factors which could contribute to limitation of shelter stay time, such as failure of air
regeneration systems, outside air filter failure, sewage
backups or leaks, overcrowding, spoilage of stored
food, or in the case of shelters using only outside air,
being forced to remain sealed for periods in excess of
those recommended. Thus, we believe two weeks at
capacity occupancy under the most favorable conditions probably would represent the maximum period
of reasonably safe use. However, since human sources
indicate that some shelters are poorly maintained and
the essential equipment such as doors and ventilators
are sometimes inoperable, the habitability of these
shelters may depend to a large extent on the length of
time available to prepare shelters for occupancy.
33. The use of subways as shelters would be limited
by many of the same factors described above. Soviet
subways have ventilation systems for normal operation, but it is not known if they are all now provided
with equipment for filtering air taken in from outside
or if the air intakes can be sealed to prevent the entry
of contaminated air. At the entrances of many stations
heavy doors have been installed, presumably for blast
protection but also capable of providing a thermal
barrier and protection from fallout contamination.

Subway stations themselves have no food and water
supplies or sanitary facilities capable of supporting a
large number of people for an extended period of
time. Human sources have reported that the shelter
structures constructed adjacent to the stations have
supplies and facilities. However, we have not confirmed this.
Hardness

34. As indicated in the section on shelters at
industrial enterprises, Soviet standard construction
specifications for built-in and detached shelters range
from 100 to 200 kilopascals (14 to 28 pounds per
square inch). These design specifications ("sure safe"
survival) are not weapons related. Our technical
analysis of these structures indicates a range of 350 to
1,030 kilopascals (SO to lSO pounds per square inch)
for achieving a SO-percent probability of severe
structural damage. (See table V-4 in chapter V for
shelter hardness against various US weapons yields.)
Depending on the thickness of the concrete roof and
earth overburden, these shelters could provide protection against radiation from a protection factor (PF) of
100 to a PF of 1,000 or more.
35. Subways would provide protection against both
blast and radiation. Many stations are 30 to 60 meters
underground but even the newer, shallower stations
would provide protection from both blast and
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Soviet Civil Defense Poster Showing Subways as Protection for People
"Subways have a capability for providing a high level of
protection and are a very modern means of collective
protection for people against weapons of mass destruction~
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radiation. (Figure VI-5 displays the probability of
producing casualties as a result of ground acceleration.) Ground acceleration is the factor producing
most damage due to the depth of the subways.
36. Other effects of a large nuclear attack, some of
which are not fully understood and cannot be
anticipated, could increase the overall vulnerability of
shelters and subways. For example, extensive fires
may impair the habitability of detached and basement
shelters; flooding of subway tunnels and stations could
occur; and the totality of primary and secondary
nuclear effects could combine in ways to degrade
shelter protection more than expected. These effects
cannot be quantified in terms of resulting casualties.
Furthermore, the hardness levels described herein
refer to the structural integrity of the shelter itself.
Shelter occupants could become casualties even
though the shelter remained intact.

Expedient Shelters

37. Soviet manuals provide examples of constructing expedient shelters both in urtlan and rural areas
for protection against fallout. The shelters described
include adapting existing structures such as basements
and storage buildings and constructing hasty shelters
using available materials. Many buildings in rural
areas could be adapted to provide additional fallout ·
protection, and given an adequate time in which to
make such preparations, farmhouses and rural storage
facilities are likely to be upgraded. The construction of
expedient shelters, however, is likely to depend
heavily upon a number of circumstances. Such factors
as climatic conditions, an adequate supply of tools and
construction materials, and the availability of plans
and instructions could limit the feasibility of constructing freestanding aboveground or underground expedient shelters.
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Program Effectiveness

38. The Soviets also have a program for the
emergency construction of blast shelters using available, prefabricated, reinforced concrete structural
components of the type commonly used by municipal
utilities. This approach was first described in a 1972
civil defense manual on methods for constructing
expedient blast and radiation shelters. (See figure
VI-6.) A source who worked at a plant in Leningrad
producing prefabricated reinforced concrete products
reports that,-:::.:; d ~he fall of 1973, officials from the
city civil defense staff vi!'ited the plant to inspect
components produced there for the public utilities.
The civil defense officials described Lheir i"nterest in
using these components to build blast shelters which
could be erected in a short period of time. A second
source from Odessa reported that as of 1976 his
construction firm was tasked to build rapidly erected
blast shelters during the "special period,'' using
prefabricated components normally available to the
firm. Upon declaration of a "special period,'' elements
of the firm would proceed to industrial sites previously
designated by the Odessa civil defense staff and erect
blast shelters with capacities of 40 to 120 persons. This
action required a maximum of 72 hours to complete.
Other human sources, with extensive experience in
construction projects using the components in question, have confirmed that these structures could be
erected in the time frame indicated (48 to 72 hours).

40. The Soviet urban shelter program would
provide adequate protection for 10 to 20 percent of
the urban population at a minimum, depending on the
occupancy factor assumed. In the event of a US attack
intended to maximize damage to military and
industrial targets; but without urban evacuation, the
shelter program alone would have only a marginal
impact on reducing the total number of urban
casualties. (See the section on evacuation, below, and
chapter VII for a discussion of the effects of shelters
and evacuation in reducing casualties.)
41. A detailed analysis was made of the survivability of shelters at industrial facilities in the Kiev
urban area. As weapons were employed in a simulated
attack on targets in the area to maximize damage to
economic facilities and military installations against
this type of attack, the analysis showed that:

- A large percent of the hardened shelters at
industrial facilities provided a high level of
protection for the occupants against the prompt
nuclear effects.
- More than 80 percent of the shelters at industrial
facilities would have survived even if all shelters
were rated at their design level of hardness
discussed in Soviet writings.
- At our estimated hardness for these shelters-350
kPa (50 psi) or more-more than 90 percent of
these shelters could be expected to survive with
little or no damage.

39. Soviet intent to supplement permanent blast
shelters in urban areas was highlighted in the 1977
textbook which stated: "With the onset of a threat of
attack. rapidly erected blast shelters are constructed to
provide complete protection to the population of
cities. These structures, in terms of their protective
properties, are almost as effective as shelters built
ahead of time." The capacities of various types of
rapidly erected shelters range from 65 to 200 persons,
at an occupancy factor of approximately 0.3 square
meter. Hardness factors, depending on components
used, are reported to range from 28 to llO kPa {4 to 16
psi) for one type and 200 to 310 kPa (29 to 45 psi) for
the largest units. We have not, however, conducted
vulnerability analysis on these structures. Imagery
confirms that these components are in general use in
many areas of the USSR and, in one case, shows three
of these structures at a civil defense training facility in
the USSR. It has not been possible to quantify the
additional blast shelters which would be available in
urban .areas through this program.

B. Evacuation
Concept

42. Soviet civil defense manuals and other publications state that those people not required to support
economic activity in potential target areas will be
evacuated to areas outside possible zones of destruction. These areas can be as far as 200 kilometers away
from cities, sometimes crossing oblast boundaries, but
generally within the same military district. There are
no time requirements set by the Soviets for the length
of stay in these areas.
43. Evacuation of the population is organized and
planned through the place of work, study, or
residence. Civil defense staffs at these facilities are
required to draw up lists of personnel and families to
be evacuated and their planned reception areas. This
information is then provided to the rayon evacuation
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Sketch of Shelters Constructed from Conduit Sections

Figure Vl-6

1. Shelter for 70 persons from three dimensional sections (OMK-2.4 x 2.4)
of main conduits, welded version (analogously from elements of RK-25,
TB-3 and other types).

2.Shelter for 65 persons from blocks of dry conduits.

2
emergency exit

3.Shelter for 200 persons from three dimensional sections
of main conduits (OMK-2.4 x 2.4).

4.Shelter for 100 persons from slabs (DP; OS) of dry conduits.

S7479l 1·11
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Soviet publications and human sources have described the use of prefabricated, reinforced concrete
structural components as emergency blast shelters to be assembled prior to an attack.
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commission, which is responsible for coordinating the
evacuation plan of the entire rayon.
Evacuatio~ Procedures

44. Theoretically, the order to evacuate could be
issued at any time. The 1977 civil defense textbook
refers merely to actions to be taken upon the
"announcement of a decision to carry out evacuation."
Most sources agree, however, that the order to
evacuate would be given in a period of threat of
attack. Some human sources have also noted plans for
evacuation after a nuclear attack as radiation levels
permit movement from available shelters. The evacuation order is given by the national leadership and
transmitted to local officials via the military districts,
military commissariats, and civil defense staffs.

49. Sources who have workeJ <ti motor vehicle
parks !!::.~·e sta~ed that a number of their vehiclP..~ wP.re
scheduled for civil defense use during mobilization. 3
Civil defense evacuation plans reportedly were practiced at least once a year, and included picking up
some civilians at designated assembly points and
transporting them to predesignated relocation areas.
Breakdowns of vehicles or lack of spare parts would
affect the total number of vehicles available, as would
the timing of an attack.

45. To carry out urban evacuation in the shortest
possible time, the order would be disseminated both
through dedicated civil defense networks and the mass
media. Upon receiving the alert, civil defense staffs
and individual installations .would implement their
evacuation plans, using available C:ommunications to
notify subordinate personnel of the time and place for
staging their evacuations. Factories, offices, schools, or
bus and train stations would serve as embarkation
points. According to Soviet planners, and confirmed
by human sources, the populations would probably
have only a few hours to prepare for the evacuation
following the order to evacuate. Upon arrival at the
assembly points, people would board buses or trains, or
begin walking toward assigned relocation areas.
People destined for more remote regions would be
evacuated to intermediate points where they would
rest and be fed by local authorities.
_46. The status of advance preparations for an
evacuation varies. Students and personnel at economic
installations are generally told about the existence of
evacuation plans, but only a few know details. Many
seem to know their evacuation areas, but are less
certain about the extent of preparations.
47. There is no evidence that large-scale evacuation
exercises involving the actual movement of thousands
of people have been practiced. There is evidence,
however, that small-scale evacuations are practiced
several times a year at schools and economic
installations in some urban areas. In a few instances,
personnel are evacuated to reception areas, but in most
cases they are dismissed after arrival at assembly
points.

48. The modes of evacuation most frequently
mentioned in Soviet sources are buses, trucks, trains,
and walking. Transportation problems in terms of
vehicle availability could arise, especially if a military
mobilization took place concurrently (as would probably be the case). The transport of military personnel
and equipment would require a large -number of
vehicles, although there is disagreement on the scope
of their requirements.

50. In general, there would be severe demands on
transportation resources during the period of an
evacuation. This was probably a principal factor in the
original Soviet decision to opt for the combined
method of evacuation including walking. The latter
method would also contribute flexibility to the task of
military traffic controllers in circumstances where
road congestion would also pose serious problems.
Preparations at Reception Areas

51. Soviet descriptions of preparations at reception
areas are rather general but indicate that material
requirements-food, water, shelter, and medical services-would be provided upon the arrival of
evacuees. Civil defense staffs reportedly are to
determine these requirements in formulating their
evacuation plans and to acquire the necessary supplies
and services for the evacuees. We have only limited
information on the actual status of preparations at
reception areas.
52. The Soviets intend to use all available space in
rural homes and other buildings, including public
buildings, recreational facilities, youth camps, and
farm storage facilities. One Soviet manual recommends a hosting ratio of two urban evacuees for every
rural inhabitant, although human sources had cited
higher figures. We have not quantified the total
amount of space available in existing rural structures
' The allocation of vehicles for an evacuation is the responsibility
of the military commissariats which work closely with civil defense
staffs in manpower allocations and in evacuation commissions.
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Distribution of Population in the USSR

Figure Vl·7
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near all large urban areas. From our analysis of some
areas, however, we believe that the availability of
rural floorspace is not a factor limiting evacuation,
particularly in most of the heavily populated regions
of the USSR. (See figure VI-7.) For example, in the
Kiev Oblast we found that the urban population could
be redistributed throughout the rural region at an
urban to rural hosting ratio of 2.2:1. At the same time,
in remote areas such as Noril'sk and Komsomol'sk,
where sufficient space is unavailable in existing rural
buildings, additional accommodations would have to
be provided. We have no information on steps taken in
these areas to provide facilities for evacuees..

factors which affect evacuation feasibility, such as the
availability and distribution of fuel and confusion
among the population, have not been evaluated.
56. The results of our studies indicate a range of
possible evacuation rates depending primarily on the
availability of different transportation mod.es. These
studies generally confirm the conclusions reached in
last year's IIM on Soviet civil defense concerning the
feasibility of Soviet urban evacuation and the rates at
which such an evacuation could take place. For
evacuations employing motorized transport-buses.
trucks, trains, and automobiles-we estimate that,
from the time the evacuation order was given until the
last group of evacuees reached reception areas, one to
four days would be required to evacuate most Soviet
cities of about 1 million people or less. Larger cities,
such as Moscow and Leningrad, would require more
than this time to evacuate, and cities with populations
less than 100,000 could be evacuated within the lower
bound above. Overall, we estimate that two to three
days would be required to evacuate a major portion of
the Soviet urban population. If, on the other hand, the
evacuation were to be carried out on foot, a week or
more could be required to evacuate the larger Soviet
cities. It is more likely, however, that some combination of motorized transport and walking would be
used, reducing the evacuation period to less than a
week.

Effectiveness

53. A number of studies have been completed over
the past year to evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of Soviet urban evacuation using various means of
transportation~ These studies attempt to combine Soviet criteria for evacuation with geographic and other
factors, in order to determine the extent to which
Soviet guidelines can be followed and the rates at ·
which the population can be evacuated. (See figures
VI-8 and VI-9.)
54. The basic assumptions for these studies include:
-

Twenty percent or more of the urban population
comprise the "essential" personnel and their
families who would be dispersed to areas within
commuting distance of their places of work.

- Seventy percent or so of the urban population
would be evacuated to points beyond the
dispersal areas.
-

Adequate housing in rural areas for evacuees
would be available.

-

Various modes of transport (buses, trains, automobiles, trucks, and walking) would be
employed.

-

57. This estimate compares favorably with the Soviets' statements concerning the time required for
evacuation. In 1970 their textbooks stated that
evacuation would require 72 hours to accomplish,
whereas the 1977 textbook reported time as 48 hours.
These times are given as guidelines and can vary from
place to place.•

C. life Support.
Availability a~d Distribution of Supplies and Equipment

Civil defense planning and training of cadres
would be adequate for directing the evacuation.

58. Food and Water.• We estimate that the Soviet
grain storage capacity is about 230 million metric tons
(100 million on-farm and 130 million off-farm).
According to Soviet. sources, the total on-farm capacity
of grain and oilseed storage facilities, which vary from
open-air platforms and pits to well-ventilated, covered
buildings, was about 100 million metric tons in 1973.
"At least 40 percent of Soviet grain is stored on the

55. Weather is also an important factor in carrying
out an evacuation. Unusually severe weather conditions could slow the pace of evacuation. These
conditions could be severe enough to affect a Soviet
decision on whether to evacuate some areas. Soviet
civil defense authorities in the areas affected would be
expected to take such conditions into account in their
plans and preparations. For example, they may
seasonably adjust the allocation of· transportation
resources and alter their evacuation timetables. Other

' It should be noted that the Soviets also refer to a 4S-72 hour time
frame for the construction of rapidly erected blast shelters.

' Most of the conclusions in this section are unchanged from those
in last year"s llM on Soviet civil defense.
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farms, and most of the remainder is probably kept in
rural areas. Off-farm storage was reported to be about
125 million metric tons. Off-farm facilities are usually
covered, frequently ventilated, and are able to hold
grain in good condition for several years. In the USSR,
food storage and food processing are activities
performed outside urban areas of greater than 50,000
population. While we have some information on other
foods, ,;:.: have concentrated our analysis on the
availability of grain, because it is the staple of the
Soviet diet.
59. Intelligence reporting consistently referred to
the existence of food reserves, some in underground
storage, throughout the USSR. Many buried or
semiburied food storage facilities outside urban areas
have been identified, but the number and capacities of
these installations are not known, nor do we know how
long the surviving population could be sustained on
the undamaged stores after an attack.
60.. In addition to the 36 underground grain storage
bunkers identified last year, three .!arge grain storage
bunkers of another type have been identified near
Leningrad and Riga, both non-grain-producing areas.
They differ from the others only in that they are not
colocated with aboveground grain storage. In Kiev,
where other semiburied food storage bunkers were
located north of the city, a human source stated that
the food was to feed the evacuated population in that
area. Other sources have reported the existence of
other food storage facilities near major cities which
they refer to as strategic reserves. We do not know the
size of these reserves.
61. Civil defense plans also require that rural staffs
and formations prepare for protection of livestock and
growing areas from fallout. In Soviet writings,
emphasis is placed on safeguarding the current
harvest.
62. Evidence on the protection of sources of water
supply dates back to the early 1960s. The program
includes drilling wells, identifying aquifers, and
building reservoirs. There are reports that these
aspects of the program are being carried out. In
addition, the Soviet practice of building underground
or bunkered water reservoirs in the outskirts of cities
will provide some protection against blast and
excellent protection against fallout. Although we have
little information on Soviet plans for large-scale
purification of fallout-contaminated water., we know
that in 1961 the Ministry of Health was tasked with
developing proposals for methods of decontamination.
However, radioactive particles settle out in a few days

or could be filtered out by a variety of expedient
methods.
63. Fuel. Calculations of the storage capacity for
refined oil products are as follows (in million barrels):

Normal
Stock Levels
Refineries and depots ··-··---..
g:::! a:id tank tru<:ks -··---····
Pipelines ··················-------··Total -··-··--······-··-····-····--

Prestrike
Capacity
With 30 Days·
Warning

321.l
38.9
27.0
27.0
387.0
287.2
(2!klay supply) (4<klay supply)
240.8

19.4

Thus, oil products in storage and transit would be
enough to satisfy civilian, industrial, and military users
at peacetime consumption levels for about one month.
Coal stockpiles have been estimated at about 70
million metric tons. This is the equivalent of about 40
days' supply. Natural gas utilization in major urban
centers would probably be disrupted and we cannot
estimate how rapidly service to key users could be
restored.
64. In any case the above figures suggest that
supplies of oil products and coal would last for at least
a month at prestrike consumption levels. If these levels
were reduced by nuclear attack, or if damage to
transportation facilities impeded even local distribution, these losses could be offset by energy conservation measures, alternate fuel sources, and a decrease in
industrial demand. We believe, therefore, that sufficient stocks of fuel would be available in the postattack period to sustain the needs of the surviving
population.
65. Individual Protective Equipment. The basic
.items of individual protective equipment are masks,
respirators, and protective clothing. For years, gas
masks of various types have been produced and
distributed, and the general population has been
instructed in their use. Masks are not retained by the
population, but are stored at work or in housing areas.
Detailed instructions in civil defense manuals on how
to fashion expedient masks suggests an inadequate
supply of gas masks for rural inhabitants and
nonessential urban residents. Special protective clothing~overalls, head and hand covering, goggles, and
boots-is normally available only to civil defense
formations.
66. Medical. A characteristic of nuclear attack is
that the numbers of surviving injured are expected to
equal or excet:d those killed by blast. This could mean
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Kiev Evacuation Study
Transportation
- - Main all·wealher road
--Railroad, broad gauge, mulllpla trac)(
- - Railroad, broad gauge, sing le !rack

Significant bridge

~

Rallroad station
Grade crossing

~

Urbar. population

~

UZIN

City o ... er 10,000 persons

Congested area

J

~·

Rural population

m

~

50·80

pe/IOl'lt pll JQUlll OllOmt!tr

~ 25·50

G

D

10·75

The evacuation ol Kiev could be accomplished In all dirKtlons
along rall, road. and cros.s-eountry routes. Four electrified. doublttracked rail lines and five all-wecithtr, hard-surfaced, hilh·•~td
highway$ radiate from Kiev. Many Ins Important routes branch
from these main arteries. However, numerous grade cron!nf1
would impede trallic flow. Cross-eountry movement would b4 euy
on the broad plains east ol Kiev, but more dlfllcu!! over the hilly
terrain to the southwes.t and tht poorly drained swamps and
marshes lying to the north and northwest.

A major problem in a-n evacuation would b4 !ht Dntpr River,
which bisec!s Kiev and is more than a kilometer wide 1t lh
narrowest point. The nine bridges across tht river, live ol them In
· Kiev, could be choke poinn during a mass evacuation. The moll
t efficient evacuation could be a!lalned by evacuating east·bank.
/ Kiev lo the us!. and wes!-bank. Kiev to the west.
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Novosibirsk Evacuation Study
-~o·

Transportation
- - Main all-weather road
- - Railroad, broad gauge, mu111pla track

- - Rallroad, broad gauge, afngle track
Significant bridge

i::s:

Rallroad station
Grade crosalng

Urban population
YURGA Clly over 10,000 persons

Q

Congested uaa

Rural population

[B

25·50 P"rtont P"' 1quue kilometer

l':io d

10-25

D

leuthan10

Evacuation from Novosibirsk could procHd In 11/ dfrtctlons br
nil, road. and cross-country routH. Hiiiy l1nd, strums, 1nd
ravines to the east channel mowment Into relatlvtly narrow
transportation corridors. Tht smaller W"Ht-Nnk Hctlon of tht city
opens to 1 flat plain, where movement Is ltn rHtrlcttd. Swampy
1

land restricts travel and accommodation pqsslbilltlu at dlsUnces
u :eeding 60 kilometers to tht northw-est Of the city.
=ew bridges cron the Ob' Rlvtr, which divides th• city, 1nd mu1
m.,vement could probably procu<1 1way from tht river. (vacua·
tion by ship would be unrutrie1~ northward. but restricted
southward by the Novosibirsk Dam.
Nearly all exit r-oad and rail routes have 1r1dt croulnrs or
narrow underpasses, and surroundln& uttlemtnts would contrl·
bute to traffic congestion. Evacuation farther than 100 kilometers
to the north, ust. and south may bt Impractical btcauu ol tr aHie
end competition for 1ccommod1tlon1 by tv1cu111 lrom other
major cities (150.kilomtter clrcles eround them art shown on tht
map). Even withOut this competition, accommodations In tht
cpuntryside would bt limited ~us.e Novoslblnk contains about
half the population of the area within 150 kllom1ters. Fuel is
widely a"Vailable in limited quantities at numerous tuelln& stations
and rural vehicle parks.
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tens of millions of injured survivors throughout the
nation. In the immediate postattack period, treatment
of trauma (wounds and broken bones) and burns
creates the greatest demand for professional care by
physicians and surgeons. There is no specific treatment for radiation sickness beyond bed care, cleanliness, and replacement of fluids. This can be provided
by relatively untrained personnel. Proper treatment of
injuries and burns, however, places a heavy demand
on those who possess specialized medical skills.

71. The second medical evacuation stage consists of
delivering specialized medical care to casualties from
the areas of destruction. This stage is to be located in
the exurban zone and consists of expanding existing
medical facilities to the maximum, converting buildings into hospitals, and deploying mobile tent hospitals
of up to 300 beds. The combination of all such
facilities is termed a hospital base. Soviet plans call for
these bases to be located a safe distance from the
urban target area(s) that it must serve. Each hospital
base would manage two or more hospital collection
points, and each hospital collection point is to provide
up to eight types of specialized medical care which
will be organized from existing medical a5sets.

67. A rather high incidence of shelters w::s found at
hospitals and medical institutes surveyed in Kiev and
Leningrad-more than 40 shelters identified a-t some
30 locations. At some of the hospitals, shelters are
interconnected by tunnels, while others have shelter
space probably in excess of requirements for patients
or staff personnel. The apparent extra space could be
for wartime emergency use, or for the protected
storage of medical supplies or auxiliary equipment.

72. The main hospital of the hospital base is
essentially a general hospital with additional assets for
fallout decontamination and shock treatment. In the
event of mass casualties, it is these hospitals that are in
the greatest danger of sudden overloading. The
hospital base organization is well planned and
comprehensive in scope, but is beyond the present
capability of the Soviet Union to implement fully. The
demands for highly trained manpower, specialized
equipment, and essential drugs in the amounts
required could not be met by the present Soviet
medical system. An additional load on the medical
system would arise from the need to arrange for the
evacuation and continued treatment of patients at
hospitals whose personnel and facilities will be
converted to civil defense hospital bases.

68. In addition to protection in place, the civil
defense medical service has developed a plan for
medical evacuation and treatment using the
countrywide assets of the Ministry of Health. The plan
is based on a two-stage evacuation and treatment
system: first aid and emergency treatment in or near
the focus of destruction, followed by evacuation to a
specialized hospital outside the target zone.
69. The first stage of medical evacuation and
treatment would be performed by mobile first aid
detachments made up of physicians and paramedical
workers from city and rayon health services, and. first
aid teams from factories and other installations. These
are to be deployed to the edge of the "zone of light
destruction." The detachments and their subordinate
medical teams are to perform the full range of
emergency lifesaving services, decontamination, provision of limited temporary hospitalization, and
evacuation of casualties to hospital base areas.

73. Another important problem facing the Soviets
in the operation of hospital bases concerns the number
and quality of medical personnel. The Soviet medical
establishment in 1975 was estimated to contain about
800,000 physicians 6 for a physician-to-population
ratio of about one to 318. 7 In addition, there are about
525,000 doctors' assistants, 1,185,500 nurses, and
590,000 other medical workers capable of rendering
first aid and other treatment during an emergency.

70. While plans for the operation of detachments
appear adequate, size and composition of units would
vary from place to place depending on local assets.
Their availability would depend heavily on whether
there was sufficient time before an attack for medical
units to make final preparations. The Soviets estimate
that at least SO percent of all casualties will require
specialized medical care. The estimated handling and
transit time of three to four days or so from the firststage treatment centers to hospitals outside the target
areas may· result in 20 to 40 percent mortality among
the seriously wounded requiring hospitalization who
have not been stabilized prior to evacuation.

74. In addition to the individuals making up the
formal medical establishment, there are more than a
million members of civil defense formations who have
received various levels of first aid training. Important
in this group are the female graduates of institutions of
higher learning who are required to take two years of
civil defense nurses' training and receive civil defense
mobilization assignments. On the level of the installa•This figure possibly includes military physicians but no hard
data are available.
'In the United States. this ratio'is about one to 620 (1972 figures).
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tion formations, it is the first aid teams on whom civil
defense authorities have concentrated their efforts.

fatalities. The only data presently available that
addresses the capacity of at least a portion of the
Soviet medical establishment concern the results of
simulations of nuclear strikes on tactically deployed
troops carried out several years ago. In these exercises,
all medical facilities in the strike zones became
saturated within three or four days, and after two
weeks or so the accumulation of untreated casualties
reached well over l million. Such exercises indicate
that the Soviets are aware of at least somi> of the
deficiencies of their medical establishment to cope
with a nuclear strike. However, we cannot estimate
the maximum number of casualties that civil defense
medical services could treat following a general
nuclear attack.

75. At the level of nurses and doctors' assistants, the
training in first aid is more advanced and includes
selected aspects of trauma management as well as
some practical training. At the physician level, except
for specialists, in-service advanced training in the
management of severe trauma often consists of a few
hours of lectures with little advanced clinical crosstraiiling. This places the average narrowly trained
Soviet physician in a poor position to function
effectively as, for example, a surgeon. The main
burden for definitive medical care would fall on
surgeons and other medical specialists who are in
chronic short supply, thus representing a limiting
factor in the Soviet ability to render definitive
treatment to mass casualties. This situation could
markedly reduce the Soviets' ability to treat serious
casualties. On the other hand, human sources with
experience in civil defense medical services have
described the emphasis given to sorting the casualties
in conformance with sta1'1dard military medical
practice. By determining which of the wounded. are
likely to recover following treatment, and which will
not because of the severity of their condition, civil
defense medical units will be able to limit the number
of individuals requiring further treatment and medical evacuation.

79. In describing the limitations on the ability of
the Soviet civil defense medical services to cope with
the massive casualties which would occur in nuclear
war, we conclude that the Soviets would not be able to
provide all the treatment required although it has not
been possible to quantify their shortfalls. It should be
noted, however, that casualties would certainly reach
levels which make it doubtful that the medical capabilities of any modern nation could be adequate to
provide treatment to those requiring it.
80. Distribution. Providing for the distribution of
essential supplies to an evacuated population in a
postattack period would develop into a difficult
problem for Soviet civil defense planners. As on-hand
supplies of food, water, and fuel are exhausted, the
available Soviet transportation system would be
increasingly called upon to distribute stockpiles anc:rreserves to the surviving population. In general, the
survivability of the Soviet transport system will
depend on those measures taken prio'r to an attack to
protect equipment and personnel. Soviet civil defense
planners have made preparations to disperse equipment; to establish stockpiles of rolling stock, emergency maintenance, and material; to organize civil
defense services and formations in transportation
enterprises; and to protect personnel through construction of blast shelters at critical points in the road and
rail transportation systems. Nevertheless, the coordination of requirements with available supplies and
transportation is a complex problem for Soviet
planners even in peacetime, and we have difficulty in
predicting the impact on Soviet preparations of a
large-scale nuclear exchange. Therefore, disruption of
transportation and communications, dislocation of
people, and reduction of supplies and productive
capacity could pose problems in the postattack period.

76. Medical support must be provided in dispersal
and evacuation areas. Personnel, supplies, and facilities for this service would be in addition to those
serving the two stages of medical evacuation. We have
not been able to determine the extent to which
infectious disease outbreaks, possibly facilitated by
radiation-induced suppression of the immune response, would pose a significant health threat to the
evacuees.
77. There is little information on specific medical
supplies prestocked at evacuation centers or relocation
sites. Although it is believed that the USSR has
extensive stockpiles of medical materials, the locations,
item inventories, and number of days of supply are not
known.
78. The lack of a breakdown of physicians by
medical specialty prevents our determining how many
physicians in the critical specialties would be available
to provide the kinds of definitive treatment which will
be required since total casualties could range as high
as 120 million, including 60 million to 70 million
98
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81. Given at least several weeks to build up reserves
and distribute special supplies of food and fuel, the
Soviets could probably provide adequate supplies to
sustain the relocated and surviving urban population,
but as the weeks progressed supplies would have to be
distributed from stockpiles and reserves in other areas.
Much of the required transport equipment would

probably survive even in an attack following little
preparation, but coordination and control problems
would limit its utility. Soviet civil defense medical
preparations would be unable to cope with the levels
of casualties which large-scale nuclear attack would
inflict on the civilian population. Even if the medical
services functioned according to plan, it is hkely that a
large portion of those injured or affected by radiation
would become fatalities within a month or so.
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Chapter VII

OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT DEFENSES
analyses produced a range of outcomes. The results do
i.v~ • .:p;.:::sc;;~ the "most likely" case, nor do they
constitute a net assessment of the probable outcome of
a massive nuclear exchange between the United States
and the USSR. The absolute levels of damage on the
USSR shown by our calculations are less important
than the relative differences in levels of damage
attributable to varying states of civil defense preparations. The results of these analyses are, however, only
one measure of civil defense effectiveness. Other
measures, on which our findings are largely subjective,
are the effectiveness of the wartime civil defense
organization and its command and control structure,
levels of life-sustaining supplies and equipment likely
to survive, the capabilities of transportation networks
to distribute essential supplies and equipment, and the
effectiveness of medical services.

l. The likely outcome of a nudear exchange is
largely unknowable. Neither we nor the Soviets can
make a precise assessment of the overall effectiveness
of present civil defense preparations-or those
pfanned for completion in the hours, days, or weeks
preceding a nuclear attack-in reducing damage or
enabling recovery from a nuclear exchange. We can,
however, apply quantitative data on civil defense,
drawn horn evidence of the Soviet program, to the
computer models by which measurements are made of
some aspects of the interaction of US and Soviet
strategic forces. The results of this type of interaction
analysis do not convey the ~rail effectiveness of
civil defense; they only indicate the ef}ects of some
quantifiable features of civil defense on the outcome
of an analysis, assuming other values in the strategic
equation remain constant The results of interaction
analysis are used by both the United States and the
USSR to test the adequacy of their strategic forces;
therefore, the degree to which such results are affected by civil defense measures is pertinent to both
sides' perception of the strategic balance.

A. Methodology and Assumptions
4. In our analyses of the effects of Soviet civil
defense preparations on damage to the USSR we made
the following assumptions for a worst case which
conveys the more threatening end of the range of
possible outcomes that would result from a single
spasm attack:

2. During the past year, interaction analyses have
been conducted by several agencies to assess the
effects of Soviet civil defense on calculations of the
results of various types of US attacks, ranging from
one following a "bolt-from-the-blue" Soviet attack,
with all conceivable Soviet defenses assumed to be
ready, to a massive US preemptive attack by fully
generated forces against a relatively low level of Soviet
civil defense readiness. The large number of scenario
variables resulted in a wide spectrum of possible
outcomes, some indicating that Soviet civil defenses
could reduce industrial damage and fatalities to very
low levels and others suggesting that the Soviet civil
defense preparations would make little difference.

- The only US weapons used were those that we
calculate would survive a massive Soviet counterforce attack against US strategic forces in a dayto-day alert posture.

3. In our interaction analyses to assess the impact of
Soviet civil defense we used our latest findings.
extrapolations, and estimates of Soviet civil defense
programs and activities . and made a number of
assumptions about the attack scenario and the state of
Soviet preparations. Varying the assumptions used, our
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- The objectives of the attacC
\were to destroy high-value
economic and military targets in order to
minimize Soviet capability to reconstitute the
USSR as a major power. Specifically, our
objectives were to destroy 80 percent of the
economic value of industrial installations in the
selected target list and to achieve 90-percent
damage expectancy against selected military
targets. Population was not specifically targeted.
-

Approximately 3,700 weapons were used in the
attack. These included all surviving Minuteman
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and B-52 bomber weapons against military and
hardened command and control targets. Poseidon weapons were allocated against economic
targets. A force of 1,000 weapons-Polaris,
Titan, FB-111, and Poseidon-was held in
reserve. Forward-based systems were not in- ·
eluded in the attack.
-

Weapons allocated to military and leadership
t~.rgetS were ground burst when feasible; weapons alk,.:.;.~~~ to e~:!~~!c ~are;ets were deton9.ted
at a height of burst to achieve maximum
destruction of industrial facilities.

-

The primary variable in our attack analysis was
the level of readiness of Soviet civil defense
preparations dependent upon the time available
to make final preparations.

5. We have made some assumptions which would
not likely occur in combination. Soviet efforts to
maximize civil defense preparations would almost
certainly be detected and lead the United States to
place its forces at increased levels of readiness. In
addition, the attack scenario assumes no effort on the
part of the United States to compensate for Soviet ci~il
defense measures such as retargeting, altering the
height of weapon bursts, protracting the period of the
attack, or reducing the number of weapons held in
reserve. Moreover, if US forces were in a fully
generated alert posture, additional weapons could be
used to strike additional targets, to increase the level of
damage expectancy, or to compound damage against
selected Soviet military and economic targets.
6. The interaction analyses were conducted using
computer models to simulate the results of US attacks
on the USSR. (See annex D for a more detailed
explanation of the analyses.) These analyses included
the following steps: development of a comprehensive
list of Soviet military and economic installationsr
allocation ohs
weapons against targeLS selected from that list; and
optimization of the effects of these weapons against
these targets. The results of this analysis were used in
an evaluation of fatality and casualty levels produced
by the weapon laydown (for prompt nuclear effects
and fallout only) for various Soviet civil defense
postures using the SIDAC model. 1 Some of the more
common problems associated with analyses of this type
are as follows:

:J

.:lThe target data
base employed in our analyses mcluded approximately 70 percent of the economic value • of the

Soviet Union and a larger percentage of the
economic _value of those industries considered
strategicaiiy most important.
- The US attack was formulated to .maximize
damage to Soviet military and industrial targets,
but weapon allocations generated by this method
do not correspond to actual US planning. While
this attack does not consider many of the
operational factors that are covered in highly
sensitive US plans, it does provide a reasonable
basis for evaluating the relative effects of civil
defense measures on the levels of casualties
which could result from a massive nuclear
exchange.
- The damage criteria used for Soviet indu5try are
primarily for structural damage and do not fully
account for measures to protect machinery and
equipment.
7. Several studies were undertaken in the past year
which assess in greater detail the local effects of civil
defense measures in the Kiev and Gor'kiy oblasts.
These studies examined such Soviet programs as
evacuation, dispersal, industrial hardening, and urban
shelters for a range of US attack scenarios. These
analyses are probably more realistic than the aggregated analyses in their treatment of specific Soviet
civil defense programs. While we did not extrapolate
the findings from studies of only two relatively small
areas to the entire country, the results of the studies
were consistent with those of our aggregated analyses
of simulated attacks against the USSR.

B. Readiness of Soviet Civil -Oefense
8. The amount of time available to implement
planned procedures has a critical impact on the
readiness of civil defense measures. In tum, the time
available to make preparations would depend on
Soviet decisions in the period preceding a nuclear
attack. A decision by the USSR whether and to what
degree to implement civil defense plans would be
made in conjunction with decisions to alter the
readiness posture of its military forces and could have
a number of purposes, such as:
- To deter a US attack, to coerce the United States,
or to. show determination by visible civil defense
preparations.

-C

1 The models employed in analysis are maintained by the Defense
Communication Agency's Command and Control Technical Center.

' Economic value is a composite of net output (manufacturer
value added) and capital investmenl
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-

-

-

To maximize civil defense preparations as a
precautionary move made to put the ussn in the
best possible position to conduct nuclear war
should deterrence fail or should the Soviets
decide to attack the US.

ban shelters. Other lower echelon leaders would
occupy their designated urban shelters.
-

To avoid provoking the United States into an
attack or to avoid signaling Soviet intent to
attack, by improving Soviet readiness through
covert civil defense preparations.

-

To strike a balance between improved readiness
and surprise prior to a planned attack on the
United States, by undertaking only certain civil
defense preparations.

9. We have not attempted to judge how the Soviets
would choose among conflicting requirements and
risks in deciding when and to what extent to implement civil defense plans. We therefore cannot predict
the extent' of Soviet preparations based on the time
available for carrying them out. For purposes of our
analyses, we have listed below the preparations which
we believe the Soviets could complete with varying
amounts of time. The preparations listed are consistent
with the Soviets' plans and our estimates of their
capabilities, but are not related to any particular
Soviet purpose or preattack scenario. We have categorized the preparation periods as follows: two hours
or less, minimal preparations; a day or less, limited
preparations; two to three days, moderate preparations; and a week or more, extended preparations.

Key leaders would be protected by evacuation or
in-place shelters.

-

Some lower echelon leaders could reach exurban
shelters, those who did not would use in-place or
best available shelter.

-

Shelters for the urban population could be occupied, but few would be fully stocked and ready
for OCCUJJancy.

-

Some rapid shutdown is possible, but no hasty
hardening at industries would take place.

-

Military civil defense regiments would be deployed to designated stations but not augmented
by reservists.

Some preparations fc.r hasty hardening of industry would be made and many rapid shutdown
measures would be taken.

-

Military civil defense regiments could be partially augmented and deployed to designated
stations.

-

Other measures such as expedient shelter construction, and the emergency distribution of
supplies could be initiated.

-

Civil defense formations would be alerted and
partially mobilized.

Moderate Preparations (two to three days)
-

The leadership at all levels would have been
relocated or otherwise sheltered.

-

Dispersal of
completed.

-

-

Key national leaders and a large portion of the
lower echelons of leadership would reach exur103
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essential

personnel

would

be

A major portion of the urban population would
have been evacuated and provided with best
available shelters in relocation areas (the number
of people so protected would increase rapidly
after the first day or two, although some cities
would require more than a few days to complete
evacuation).

About 10 to 20 percent of the total urban
population could De sheltered.

- The quality· of protection provided by shelters
would be upgraded, both in the cities and in
rural areas.
-

Emergency distributions of supplies, especially
food and water, would be well under way if not
completed.

-

Protective equipment for individuals could be
issued or improviYXl.

Limited Preparations (a day or less)
-

There would not be time for evacuation of the
remainder of the urban population; they would
have to seek best available shelter in offices,
residencec, and other structures, some of which
could be upgraded to provide increased
protection.

-

Minimal Preparations (two hours or less)
-

A portion of the essential personnel would be
dispersed and sheltered. From 10 to 20 percent
of the urban population probably would be
accommodated in hardened urban shelters.
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-

The shutdown and hardening of industrial facilities would be implemented.

-

Military civil defense regiments and civilian
formations would be fully mobilized.

Population Protection

12. The extent of losses to the population would
depend primarily on the time the Soviets had to
prepare for an attack and whether or not they chose to
evacuale their urban population. (See figure VII-1.)

Extended Preparations (a week or so)
-

Urban evacuation would be completed.

-

Available shelters could be upgraded and expedient shelters in urban and rural areas could be
constructed.

- The level of emergency stockpiles, their distribution and their survivability could be improved.

-

With a minimal period of preparation (two hours
or less) a massive us attack could result in
casualties from prompt nuclear effects and fallout of in excess of 120 million, including 60
million to 70 million fam!ities.

-

With limited preparations (a day or less) the
Soviets could reduce the number of fatalities
about 5 to 10 percent. Total casualties would still
be in excess of 100 million people. of which the
fatalities could be more than 50 million.

- The relocation of some selected facilities to dispersed locations could have begun.

- A moderate period of preparation (two to three
days) during which the Soviet civil defense
authorities implemented plans for evacuation of
urban areas could reduce fatalities from the
levels cited above to about 15 million to 20
million. Casualties, inc.luding fatalities, could be
more than 50 million.

C. Effe,cts of US Retaliation With Day-to-Day
Alert Force
Leadership Protection

10. Under most circumstances effective protection
for the leadership at all levels could be provided. With
only a minimal period for preparation, many lower
echelon leaders may not be effectively protected.
Those command posts and relocation sites that we
identified and located would be vulnerable to US
attack. The number of shelters for the leadership
elements described in this paper is so great and their
locations so widespread, however, that most would
survive an attack such as that we have postulated. We
assume, moreover, that the Soviets recognize the vulnerability of some installations and have made alternative arrangements at least for the top national leaders.
Protection of the Economy

11. Those measures we have described for the
protection of the economy could not prevent massive
damage. We were able to achieve our goal of destroying 80 percent of the economic value of those installations in the selected target list--0r about 55 percent of
the estimated total Soviet economic value. Even with a
week or so of preparations, evidence of Soviet plans
for industrial hardening indicates that there would be
little reduction in the amount of prompt damage to
facilities inflicted by blast. The Soviet measures for
protecting the work force, critical equipment, and
supplies and limiting damage from secondary effects
could contribute to maintaining and restoring production after an attack. We have not, however, analyzed
the Soviet potential for recovery.

-

Extended preparation (a week or more) could
further reduce the level of Soviet fatalities and
casualties. With time to complete an urban evacuation, fatalities from prompt nuclear effects and
fallout could range from 5 million to 10 million
people with total casualties in excess of 20
million.

13. In general, even partial evacuation of cities
could reduce urban fatalities and casualties from an
attack against Soviet industrial and military targets.
Evacuation alone could reduce the total number of
Soviet casualties by a factor of two or three. Expedient
shelters in rural areas for evacuees would reduce ~he
expected number of casualties even further. We have
analyzed the effects of urban shelters and evacuation
on reducing casualties and fatalities from a retaliatory
US attack on economic and military targets. Under
optimum conditions, including time for evacuation,
shelter protection for the entire population, and other
final preparations, fatalities could range from 5 million to 10 million people, with total casualties in excess
of 20 million. Considering the difficulty of carrying
out an expedient shelter program on a wide scale, we
do not believe the Soviets could be confident of
achieving a reduction in fatalities to such low levels.
With urban shelters and evacuation but without expedient shelters in rural areas, Soviet f~talities from a US
attack against industrial and military targets could
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range from 15 million to 20 million people. Total
casualties could be on the order of 50 million to 60
million people.

those for the minimal preparation case used in
our analyses.
- Other attack scenarios could reduce the potential
effectiveness of Soviet civil defenses. The Soviets
might decide to carry out civil defense preparations overtly over an extended period. The
United States, having been alerted by these
activities, could respond by fully generating its
strategic forces and target them to optimize both
their potential for inflicting industrial damage
and their fataiity-producing potential.

D. Effects of US Retaliation With Generated
Force
14. We believe, as do the Soviets, that a nuclear
exchange would most likely occur during a period of
high tensions in which both sides recognized a high
risk of general war. Under these circumstances, we
would expect US forces to be in a fully generateci
posture.

- Alternatively, if the United States engaged in a
protracted nuclear response to a Soviet attack,
strikes against cities and economic and military
targets could be spread out over a period of
weeks or months rather than being concentrated
in a single exchange. Even after the initial
exchange posh.dated in our base case analyses,
the United States would have more than 1,000
weapons which could be employed in subsequent
strikes. A US force on generated alert could hold
many more weapons in reserve. The limitations
of nuclear weapons exchange models did not
permit us to evaluate such scenarios, but protracted attacks optimized to offset Soviet civil
defenses would seriously degrade civil defense
efforts.

15. Our appreciation of the effect of a US strike on
Soviet military and industrial targets using a generated
force, instead of the day-to-day alert force, is based on
analyses done by other agencies. It is assumed that the
increased number of weapons in the generated US
force would be used to strike more targets and to
compound the damage expectancy on the same targets
that would be struck by the day-to-day alert force. 'jVe
estimate that the increased weight of attack by the US
generated force would increase Soviet casualties over
those calculated above depending on the number and
type of additional targets selected.

E. Alternate Options
16. Many variations on the postulated scenarios
described above are possible. For example:
-

-

The Soviets could seek covertly to undertake
some of the civil defense preparations described
herein, as well as military preparations, in order
to achieve an increased level of readiness without
alerting the United States. Civil defense preparations could include readying shelters, positioning
supplies, and increasing exercise activity, but
would rule out public announcements of a largescale urban evacuation. The Soviets might undertake these preparations either as precautionary
measures or following a decision to attack the
United States. The results of a US attack would
probably be similar to those postulated under the
limited preparations case.
On the other hand, the Soviets could deliberately
delay even covert preparation of their civil defense in order better to conceal their intention to
initiate a nuclear exchange or in the belief that
such preparations might provoke a nuclear war
which could still be avoided. In this event, they
could protect a large portion of their leadership,
but fatalities and casualties would be similar to
106
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F. Implications of lnteracfion Analyses for Civil
Defense Effectiveness·
17. Interaction analyses provide indications of
levels of damage to economic targets and numbers of
surviving military forces of the two sides immediately
after a nuclear exchange. Despite their limitations as
measures of the overall effectiveness ~f civil defense,
some useful implications can be drawn from such
analyses:
- To reduce urban casualties significantly the Soviets would require two to three days.
-

Increasing the number of weapons to raise the
level of damage to individual military and industrial targets does not increase expected casualties
significantly unless additional targets are
attacked.

- Measures to disperse and harden industry which
we observed and projected have little effect on
expected damage levels from a US attack on
economic targets.
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-

Changes in US targeting and weapon employment policies could increase the number of
Soviet. casualties depicted in our analysis measuring the effects of Soviet civil defense.

-

The survivability of transportation resources and
their ability to function in the postattack period.

- The ability of Soviet communications to function
effectively in the postattack period.

G. Uncertainties
H. Summary of Effectiveness

18. Our interaction analysis and our assessment of
the Soviet civil defense program contain large uncertainties. While there are remaining gaps in our understanding of the Sovie: ~!vii defense program, our
collection a11d research effort of the past two years has
gone a long way toward giving us a good understanding of Soviet civil defense plans and activities. The
most critical uncertainties_about Soviet civil defenses
in post-nuclear-attack recovery operations apply to
Soviet as well as US assessments of their effectiveness.
Some of those uncertainties involve factors that are
practically unknowable.
-

The' precise nature and timing of a nuclear
attack and how it would occur.

-

The nature and extent of all the secondary
effects of nuclear weapons on people and
facilities.

-

The aggregate effects, both prompt and longer
term, of a massive attack involving several thousand nuclear weapons detonated in a short span
of time.
The reactions of leaders, the military, and the
general population under the circumstances attendant to a massive nuclear attack.

-

20. We have summarized below the findings of our
analyses and our judgments about measures of effectiveness of Soviet civil defense. Our interaction analysis indicates at best the magnitude of Soviet casualties
and industrial damage immediately following a hypothetical nuclear attack. Our findings largely confirm
the highly tentative conclusions in last year's IIM.
21. Judging by evidence of Soviet preparations, we
conclude that under optimum conditions with several
days or more preparations prior to an attack such as
that we have hypothesized, Soviet civil defenses
would:
-

Assure survival of a large percentage of the
leadership which would be necessary to maintain
control over postattack ope:-ations.

-

Reduce total population casualties to less than 10
percent (20 million).

-

Contribute to maintaining and restoring production after an attack but not prevent massive
damage to the economy.

-

Improve Soviet capabilities to provide medical
services, but not assure adequate medical trear-··ment even for the minimum number of expected
casualties.

-

Improve the prospects of being able to distribute
essential supplies to the surviving population.

19. We also have uncertainties about some aspects
of Soviet civil defense preparations.
-

-

The length of time shelters could be occupied
versus the length of time such protection would
be required.

22. With minimal time to make final preparations,
we estimate. that Soviet civil defenses would:

The actual degree of protection against blast and
radiation provided by these shelters.

-

Assure survival of many national and lower level
leaders, but it would be doubtful that effective
control over postattack operations could be
maintained.

-

The extent to which hasty hardening measures
and rapid shutdown could contribute to industrial survival and recovery.

-

Prospects for a successful nationwide urban evacuation, and the length of time required to
evacuate.

-

Not prevent extremely high casualties estimated
at about 50 percent of the total population.

-

Permit adequate medical treatment for only a
very small percent of the casualties.

The adequacy of fallout protection and housing
for urban evacuees in rural areas.

-

Reduce the prospects of sustaining the survivors.

-

The prospects for successfully distributing supplies of food, water, and medicines nationwide.

23. The Soviets clearly view civil defense as an
integral part of their military strategy, and they
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apparently believe that continued development of
their civil defense programs will improve the overall
military posture of the USSR. They cannot have
confidence, however, in the degree of protection their
civil defenses would afford them, given the many
uncertainties attendant to a nuclear exchange. We see
no evidence that the Soviets have undertaken the
development of a program that will embolden them
deliberately to accept a higher risk of nuclear attack.

I. Soviet Perceptions of Current Civil Defenses
24. The Soviet leaders do not view the effectiveness
of civil defense preparations in isolation from other
aspects of the strategic balance. Their view of the
effectiveness of civil defense is probably tempered by
changes of US strategy, tactics, capabilities, and
weapon employment policies. They are evidently convinced that their civil defenses contribute to deterrence, to success in war, and to national survival
should deterrence fail. We do not know what Sqviet
leaders actually think about how effective their current civil' defenses would be in carrying out their
mission. We base our view of their perceptions on
their writings and statements and on evidence of their
military and civil defense programs.
25. During the late 1960s the Soviets became concerned about how much warning of a nuclear strike
would be available. Prior to that time civil defense
planning was based on the Soviet conviction that a
nuclear attack would be preceded by a period of
warning sufficient to make final civil defense preparations. Since 1970, the Soviet civil defense program has
been adjusted to take into account the possibility of a
nuclear attack with little or no warning. However,
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Soviet leaders are almost certainly pessimistic about
the effectiveness of their civil defenses if they had_
minimal preparation time. On the other hand, they
may not believe that nuclear attack with little or no
warning is the most likely way nuclear war would
begiq. If they had time to implement their plan, Soviet
leaders probably would be more optimistic about the
effectiveness of their civil defenses.
26. Despite any uncertainties, the Soviet leadership
considers civil defense to be an important element or
the USSR's overall military strategy. The scope a11d
continuity of these efforts, together with the results of
our assessments of the potential effectiveness of the
various civil defense programs, lead us to conclude
that:
- The Soviets believe that their present civil defenses improve the USSR's ability to survive a
nuclear attack from the United States, enhance
their prospects for longer term post-nuclearattack recovery, and contribute to Soviet chances
to be in a stronger position than the United States
after a nuclear exchange.
- At the same time, however, given the inherent
uncertainties and difficult circumstances of a
postattack environment, the Soviets recognize
that such an exchange would pose a grave risk to
their existing political, economic, and social
system.
- They would expect, at a minimum, massive---·
damage to the economy, including the destruction of many of their most highly valued material accomplishments. Under worst conditions,
they would expect massive human casualties as
well.
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Chapter VIII

FUTURE TRENDS
A. Overall Trends
l. Our projections of future developments are
largely subjective, because there is insufficient evidence about the Soviet program on which to base longterm trends. We do know that civil defense has
historically received varying degrees of attention from
the Soviet leadership. The program received new
impetus in the late 1960s, and we believe it will
continue at the pace that has been observed since then.
We expect this to result in further improvements over
the next decade.
Protection of the Leo.:lership

2. Programs for the protection of the leadership are
solidly established and well advanced. We are confident that this aspect of the program will continue to
receive attention, with better protection for leaders at
all levels. Soviet planners undoubtedly appreciate that
major relocation sites and other shelters for the leadership are likely to become increasingly vulnerable,
given the expected growth in the numbers, yields, a11d
accuracies of US weapons during the next decade.
Nonetheless, the continued growth in the numbers of
facilities for leadership protection-many of which we
will still be unable to locate precisely-will increase
prospects for survival of large numbers of Soviet
leaders.
Protection of the Economy

3. Prospects for the improvement of measures to
protect the economy are mixed. The entire question of
industrial protection requires further study.
4. We see little likelihood of any significant change
in the overall pattern of industrial dispersal over the
next decade. Even if the Soviets were to apply their
civil defense criteria rigorously to all new construction,
the change in the overall pattern would be gradual. In
addition, the same economic and political factors that
have driven the pattern of Soviet industrial development will almost certainly continue to hold. This
creates strong pressures that are in opposition to the

preferred pattern from a civil defense standpoint. To
alter i:hi,, ge1ie1al patlern significantly t!:~ s~~·k~s
would have to undertake a massive relocation of
existing industries, and we doubt they would undertake such a radical move during the next decade,
particularly since we believe the Soviets will be confronted \ with increasing economic difficulties.
5. Industrial protection measures are likely to continue to be implemented selectively, giving priority to
those facilities most important to defense production
and to recovery. We need to learn more about the
extent to which they have already built underground
production capacity at existing facilities. Shelter building is expected to keep pace with the construction of
new facilities and with the expansion of existing
plants. Measures to harden structural components and
facilities, especially those which could be undertaken
as part of new industrial construction or modernization, may be more widely applied than has been the
case to date. Rapid shutdown methods, with reduced
times for their implementation, are likely to remain a_n __
important aspect of the program. There are many
techniques for hasty hardening which the Soviets
could develop for particular categories of industries
and types of equipment if they chose to do so.
Evidence to date does not show the Soviets moving in
this direction. In general, we expect them to concentrate on those measures that would have the most
effect primarily in easing the longer term task of
reconstitution of the economy.
6. The Soviets have recently placed increased emphasis on organizing and training civilian civil defense
formations, and we expect this trend to continue. If it
does, the result should be a general improvement in
the quality of such units and in Soviet postattack
recovery capabilities. We would expect, however, that
negative attitudes within civilian formations and the
population generally will be of continuing concern to
civil defense authorities. We also expect some improvement in the training and state of readiness of
military civil defense regiments. While we do not
project any major change in the size or composition of
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these forces, there may be additional military civil
defense units that we have not yet identified.
7. In sum, we expect some improvements in the
level of protection for the economy, but any radical
change in its vulnerability to nuclear attack is unlikely.
We continue to be unable to quantify the level of
Soviet preparations in this area, however. To do so we
require additional information and further analysis.

IO. There remains the question of overall Soviet
goals and expectations for civil defense efforts over the
next decade. Since we lack direct evidence on these
matters, our conclusions necessarily reflect our general
perceptions of Soviet society as well as tfie extent of
our knowledge of actual Soviet programs and fragmentary information on expressed views of the

!e:!d~!"ship.

Protection of the Population

8. The most significant change in Soviet capabilities
is expected to be in the means of protection of the
population-the nonessential portion of population as
well as essential workers. The main improvement
probably will be an increase in the ability to provide
in-place protection of urban target areas. If the Soviets
maintain their post-1968 trends of construction, the
number'of in-place shelters would increase by roughly
two-thirds over the next IO years. This would indicate
that the current capability to shelter at least IO to 20
percent of the urban population would increase to _at
least 15 to 30 percent. 1 This projection does not reflect
possible shifts in the pace of shelter construction which
could be prompted by changes in the Soviets' perceptions of the range of contingencies against which they
must plan. For example, they might give less emphasis
to shelters in urban areas if the survivability of US and
Soviet strategic forces were such that neither side had
a military advantage in striking first. Barring such
major changes in the strategic balance, we foresee a
steady program of improvements to expand shelter
protection for residents of urban target areas.
9. We estimate that over the next IO years, the
percentage of population sheltered will increase, but
the absolute number of people that would have to be
evacuated will also increase because of growth in the
urban population. To avoid an increase in the number
of people to be evacuated, Soviet shelter construction
would have to be higher than the rate we have
projected. Thus, the Soviet leaders' critical problem of
deciding whether to evacuate, and when to do so, will·
not change substantially over this period. They may,
however, be able to achieve some reduction in the
time required to evacuate by increasing the available
transportation.
1

B. Soviet Expectations

&e annex E for methodology of calculations.
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11. Soviet expeccatioru for progress in civil defenses
over the next decade wpuld be tempered by forecasts
about increasing US offensive capabilities, as well as
inherent uncertainties about civil defense effectiveness. In this respect the Soviets have expressed concern
over US attention to their civil defense efforts. They
probably expect steady improvement in the effectiveness of their defenses, and may believe that such
improvement will be necessary simply to keep pace
with the increasing power of US offensive forces. We
believe the Soviets' goals for their civil defense program over the next 10 years are:
- To maintain or improve the already substantial
degree of protection afforded to the leadership.
- To reduce the amount of time necessary to
implement population protection measures,
thereby expanding their options and improving
somewhat their confidence in the efficacy of
these efforts.
- To maintain and possibly improve effectiveness
of civil defense formations in limiting damage
from secondary effects and in carrying out repair
and restoration operations.
12. The Soviets' basic goals will continue to be the
survival of the Soviet system and recovery from the
devastation that would be inflicted by a nuclear
exchange. The Soviets believe that these goals are
difficult but by no means impossible to attain. It is
emphasized, however, that they see their civil defense
objectives in relative terms: the Soviets seek to reduce
the consequences of nuclear warfare and to improve
their postattack posture--they do not see any way to
prevent massive damage.

SEEK~r

Annex A

METHODOLOGY FOR MANPOWER ESTIMATE
A. Background
1. The November 1976 Interagency Intelligence
Memorandum entitled Soviet Civil Defense (NIO IIM
76-041) estimated that the Soviet civil defense effort
involves nearly 50,000 full-time civilian and military
personnel. The report states that this is a minimum
figure which excludes full-time workers at nonmilitary
organizations.

2. A new research effort intended to fill in the
known blanks in the previous estimate and to update
earlier data indicates that the Soviet civil defen~e
structure includes about 117,000 full-time military
and civilian workers. The bulk of the increase reflects

the inclusion of civil defense workers who previously
w.:•·c .-.0< countec! because of a lack c,f d&<a. ihese
additional full-time civil def~nse workers serve at
factories, scientific institutes, schools, and public organizations and enterprises. The remainder of the
increase represents adjustments to earlier data.

B. Comparison of the Estimates
3. The old and the new estimates are compared in
table A-1. (The old data are shown in parentheses.)

C. Methodology
4. The following statements discuss the methods
used to derive the manpower data noted in table A-1.

Table A-1
Estimated Full-Time Soviet Civil Defense Workers

Total

Civilian

Military

1

Staff organizations
National --········-············------Republic ··············-··-····----······Oblast ····-······-····-······-····--····-City -······--············-··-····-········Rayon ····-··-······--····-··---··-··--

Total

-··----····---------·-----

Military units
Military districts ····-····-··-····--Civil defense troop units -···'··-Communications troops ············Military academy -··---····---··-

Total

••-••••••••••••••••-••••••••o-••••••

250
2,250
4,600
1,660
1,080

(250)
(330)
(1,200)
(l,600)
(3,000)

50
450
4.600
11,130
15,100

(0)
(SO)
(600)
(6,400)
(3,000)

300
2,700
9,200
12,790
16,180

(250)
(380)
(1,800)
(8,000)
(6,000)

9,840

(6,380)

31,330

(10,050)

41,170

(16,430).

400
26,500
900
400

(400)
(17,000)
(600)
(400)

80

(0)

480
26,500
900
400

(400)
(17,000)
(600)
(400)

28,200

(18,400)

80

(0)

28,280

(18,400)

(O)

33,500
2,700
2,700

(O)
(0)
(0)

33,500
2,700
5,700

(O)
(O)
(O)

2,100
3,500

(0)

(0)

2,100
3,500

(O)
(O)

Nonmilitary organizations
Factories -······-····-····-········-··-Scientific institutes ··-··-····-········
Schools -··················-······-··-········
Cooperative and public organiza·
tions ····-····-····-··----····-··-----Housing and public utilities

3,000

··-········---········--··...-··-

3,000

(0)

44,500

(0)

47,500

(0)

41,040

(24,780)

75,910

(10,050)

116,950

(34,830)

---

Total

Total
1

······-····-··--··-----

Numbers in parentheses (old estimates) do not include the administrative and support personnel covered

in the new estimates..
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Staff Organizations

9. City Staffs. Full-time civil defense personnel at
city and urban settlement staffs are estimated at
12,790. While evidence was scant, five human source
reports provided the basis for our estimate. Table A-2
shows the number of Soviet cities and urban settlements as of January 1974, the estimated number of
full-time civil defense workers per city in each size
grouping, and the estimated total number o"f military
and civilian civil defense workers.

5. Data regarding numbers of administrative and
support personnel employed at staff organizations are.
extremely limited. On the basis of a single report
which states that the Riga Municipal Civil Defense
Headquarters has a staff of 10 professionals and two
clerks, it was decided that 20 percent would be added
to the IIM total to account for civilian administrative
and support ~ersonnel at organizations where it is
knuwu that these additional workers should be added.

10. Rayon Staffs. Based op six reports, an average
of i wo n1ilitary and ·eight civilian civil defense
workers, including administrative and support personnel, are estimated to be employed full time at each of
the 538 urban rayons. A single report stated that the
Maloyaroslavets Rayon has three retired military
officers or full-time civil defense workers. This figure
was used as the average for rural rayon staffs and
results in a total of 10,800 full-time civil defense
workers, including administrative and support personnel at this level. The total personnel figures for all
rayons-urban and rural-are estimated to be 15,100
civilian and 1,080 milit~ry.

6. National Staff. There is no pasis for changing
the IIM estimate of 250 military personnel at this
level. The number represents a collective "best estimate" on the part of the IIM working group and is
reasonable. Fifty civilian administrative and support
personnel have been added reflecting the 20-percent
factor noted above for a total of 300 full-time civil
defense ~orkers at the national civil defense
headquarters.
7. Republic Staffs. One report gave the manning
at the Armenian SSR civil defense headquarters at
Yerevan as 150 military personnel and 30 civilians.
These figures were used for all 15 republics and are
assumed to include staff and administrative personnel.
8. Oblast Staffs. There is only one known report on
oblast civil defense manpower: the Magadan Oblast
civil defense staff was authorized 63 slots as of May
1972. Because it is a data point, however, it was used
in our estimate to extrapolate to the other 146 oblasts,
krays, and autonomous republics. This results in a total
manning figure at this level of 9,200. On the basis of
another report, this number was divided evenly between civilian and military personnel.

Military Units

11. Military District Headquarters. The manpower estimate for military district headquarters was
increased by 80 civilian workers to account for five
civilian administrative and support personnel at each
of the 16 district headquarters (again reflecting application of the 20-percent factor).
12. Civil Defense Troop Units. Troop unit manpower estimates were increased by about 9,500 menreflecting the addition of 10 civil defense regiments to
an earlier total of 26 and an increase in estimated
average manning from 655 to 690. Thirty-nine docu-

Table A-2
Full-Time Soviet Civil Defense Workers in Cities and Urban Areas

City Size
Under 3,000 ··········--······--····-····3,00 l-5,000 .................. -····-······--··5,001-10,000.... _.. ____ ........•. __ .. ___ _
l 0,001-20,000 ...... -··---········--··--20, 001-50, 000 .......·-··············-----50,001-100,000...................... ______._
l 00,001-500,000 ........ -············----More than 500,000 --··-········---····
Total ··················-····-······------

Number of Full-Time Civil
Defense Workers Per City
Number of - - - - - - - - Cities
Military
Civilian
1,115
1,040
1,502
973
618
213
203

2
2
6

35

5,699
112
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2
4
8
8
24

Total Full-Time Civil
Defense Workers
Military

Civilian

618
426
406
210
l,660

l,040
l,502
l,946
2,472
l,704
l,624
840
11,128

SeCRET ...

ments were used in the analysis underlying these
revisions.

yields a ratio of approximately one civil defense
worker for every 1,000 industrial workers.

13. Communications Troops. The manpower estimate for communications troops was increased from
600 to 900 on the basis of a report which states that the
communications unit at the headquarters of the Armenian SSR includes 60 people. This number is used for
all 15 republics.

16. Schools and Public Service Units. This ratio
of one civil defense worker per 1,000 industrial workers was applied to organizations. in the following
tabulation on the basis of the knowledge that they
include full-time civil defense workers and on the
assumption that these workers exist in the same ratio as
at industrial plants.

Nonmilitory Organizations
· 14 Th~ !'"mber of fuii-time civil defense workers
per factory, school, or public service unit. is a function
of the size of each organization. Human source reports
reflect a diversity of opinion regarding the minimum
size of an installation in order for it to have a full-time
civil defense staff. Analysis of these data indicates that
there is at least one full-time civil defense worker for
each plant having between 300 and 1,000 employees;
that these full-time workers have part-time assistants,
and that part-time civil defense workers serve alone in
some smaller installations. This analysis provided the
basis for the estimates of the total number of full-time
civil defense workers' in nonmilitary organizations.

15. Factories. The nearly 50,000 factories in the
USSR were separated into categories according to
work force size. The following tabulation shows this
breakdown by number of factories according to data
found in Narodnoye Khozyaystvo SSSR (USSR National Economy) for 1973. In addition, an estimate of
the number of full-time civil defense workers at each
factory and a total figure are given.

Size of the
Work Force

Number of
Factories

Under 100
100-199
200-499
500-999
l,000-2,999
3,000-9,999
10,000 and above

17,003
9,521
11,124
5,489
4,081
1,214
146

Total

48,578

Number of
Full-Time
Civil Defense
Workers Per
Factory

Total

2
6
10

11,124
5,489
8,162
7,284
1,460

Number of
Workers Per
·Organization

Estimated Number
of Full-Time Civil
Defense Workers

Scientific institutes
(excluding schools)

2,726,000

2,726

Specialized secondary
and higher educational
institutes

5,700,000

5,700

Staffs of state and
economic administrative
agencies and bodies,
administrative bodies
of cooperative and
public organizations

2,087,000

2,087

Housing, public utilities,
and everyday services to
the public

3,527,000

3,527

Total full-time civilian
defense workers at
schools and public service units

14,040

With the exception of about half the civil defense
workers at schools-who are estimated to be military
personnel-the above classes of civil defense personnel
are estimated to consist entirely of civilians. Human
source reports state that these workers are either
retired military personnel assigned to these organizations, or that they are employees of the organizations
whose duties consist entirely of civil-defense-related
work.

33,519

The 33,519 full-time civil defense workers, divided by
the 32,875,000 industrial workers in the Soviet Union,

17. In combination, the preceding methodologies
support an aggregate estimate, which is detailed in
table A-1, of 116,950 full-time civil defense workers,
of which 41,040 are military personnel and 75,910 are
civilians.
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Annex B

ANALYSIS OF DAT A FROM KEY RECOVERY
INDUSTRIES AND MILITARY-RELATED INDUSTRIES
A. The Data Base
B. Limitations o ..J nc::siriciions on the Analysis

I. Detailed studies c.f civil defense measures at 150
Soviet industrial plants selected from 17 key recovery
industries and at 113 plants from five military-related
industrial categories were conducted over the past
year.C

4. The available data imp0se several limitations and
restrictions on the use and interpretation of the
estimates.

-

··
frhese
categories and summary results are given in ta61'es B-1
and B-2.

-c

2. The first column of tables B-1 and B-2 lists the
number of plants examined within each category. The
second column indicate.< the total number of such
.
.
plants in the USSRC

f

. ,
..
.]identification
problem will result in an underestimation of the
Soviet civil defense effort.

1

-

Since plants differ in size, the third
column lists thtfraction of total capacity included in
the sample.'
3. The last three columns of tables B-1 and B-2
present the overall results of the survey: the number of
shelters identified, available total floorspace in these
shelters, and the estimated square meters of shelter
area per crisis worker.• This estimate was obtained
using two-thirds of the shelter area calculated from the
exterior dimensions.' The last column of tables B-1
and B-2 lists the square meters of shelter area per
worker. This number is the ratio of the total available
shelter area for those plants sampled within each
category to the total estimated crisis work force.

'r

J

incomplete, but. for the most part,
insta'lrations not included are either small in size or belong to a
nonstrategic category.

' The uncertainty involved in the estimates of the exterior
dimensions of shelter areas may be significant Calculating twothirds of the exterior area of a shelter implies that an interior
dimension (e.g., length) of a shelter is 82 percent of the exterior
dimension.

Because of time and manpower constraints, the
number of plants sampled is small within each
category. This lessens the degree of confidence
that can be placed on the estimates of civil
defense activity at all plants in those categories in
the USSR.

-

For some categories, the sampled plants are ____
representative of the totality of all such plants in
the USSR. For example a sample of only large
plants in a particular category will bias any
projections made to all such plants, if the size of a
plant is related to the presence anCl level of civil
defense activity.

-

Projections from the sampled plants can be made
only for the industrial categories used in the
survev and only for those plants listed [
..]these
limitations reduce the usable key economic recovery categories from 17 to 10 or 12 and
military-related categories from five to three.

•Since the sample included some of the largest Installations in
each category, this fraction is larger than the fraction of plants
sampled.
• The number of crisis workerl at an installation Is defined a.s onehalf the estimated work force at each plant.

The imprecision in the estimates of the available
shelter area and the crisis work force, while
unavoidable, clearly limits the strength of the
inferences to be drawn.

C. Percentage of Crisis Work Force Protection
5. Table B-3 summarizes the estimated percentage
of the crisis work force which could be accommodated
in the identified shelters, assuming two different
occupancy factors (0.5 and l square meter per
worker).
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Table B-1
Survey of 17 Key Soviet Recovery Industries

Category
Aluminum .................•................
Bearings ......................................
Cement ······-··········--······-··········
Chemical -······················--········
Communications equipment -··
Computers ····················-············
Electrical equipment ................
Electrical power (w/o hydro) _
Engines ··-······-······-····----··-··
Iron and steel ········-······--··-····
Machine tools -··········--··-··-····
Motor vehicles ········----······-··Nonf errow (;,,/o aluminum) ....
Pharmaceuticals ····-····-··-····-Petroleum -············-····-····-······
Synthetic rubber ····-········-········

Tr:~:i:~t'.~~--~=:~--=-~~~~----··
Total ..................................

No. of
Plants
Surveyed

No. of
Plants
in USSR'

Fraction of
Total Capacity
Sampled

Available
Floorspace
(sq meters) '

Area Per
Worker•

5
5
15
18
9
6

14
19
96
Unk
74
Unk
Unk
410
12
87
103
24
28
Uni:
46
14

.47
.39
.24
Unk
.27
Unk
Unk
.08
.88

6,531
3,200
1,327
41,136
5,602
0
4,63-4
4,697
2,802
23,595
1,186
46,938
1,570
881
5,790
2,695

1.06
.17
.20
.78
.36
Unk
.13
.43
.12
.12
.04
.36
.13
Unk
.17
.29

11

JO
5
12
13
5
7
3
12
4
IO
150

~e

.SI
.28
.32
.45
Uni:
.38
.40

Uni:
927

perso~l

.have allocated two-thirds of shelters for
equipment and supplies.
•Calculated wing estimated number of crisis workers.

Unk

bl

J
0

9,285
161,869

.09
.24

since we know tlu.t rough:. thirdOf the floonpace is taken by life support

Table B-2
Survey of Five Soviet Military-Related Industries

Missile production
---··········-Ball
bearing -··--····-······-··········
Chemical warfare (suspect) --··
Biological warfare (suspect)
··,o\rmor and motor vechicles ....
Total ··································

c--· · -·- -··

No. of
Plants
Surveyed

No. of
Plants
in USSR

77
15
6
7
8
113

77
15
Unk
7
Unk

I

Fraction of
Total Capacity
Sampled
1.0
1.0
Unk
1.0
Unk

1

Available
F1oorspace
(sq meten) •

Area Per

Uni:
Uni:
10,447
3,108
71,076

Uni:
Uni:
I.SS
Unk
Unk

Worker'

··~·"'t-----t:--L--1--J- - -

• We have allocated two-thirds of the total floorspace of shelters for personnel. since we know tlu.t roughly a third of the floonpace is taken
by life support equipment and supplies.
' Calculated using estimated number of crisis workers.
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Table B-3
Shelter Capacity at Selected Economic Recovery Plants
Number of Plants by Percent
of Crisis Work Force Protected

Occupancy Factor

0.5 sq meter per worker
l sq meter per worker

100%

50-100%

0-50%

30

18
19

39

54

57

54

11

If an occupancy factor of l square meter or more per
worker is used then there !!r::: ~·::::j· !c·,;· plar.~s (less than
8 percent) which could accommodate the entire crisis
work force.

0%

Total Number
of Plants
141
141

bounds on these estimates are large. However, aggregating across these lG 1.:aic::gorit!S, it is estimated that 46
percent of the 395 plants in the USSR in these 10
categories have at least one shelter. A statistical analysis of these data indicates there is 90-percent certainty
that the true proportion lies between 37 percent and
54 percent.

6. Combining all the key recovery industrial categories for which there is sufficient information-that
is, 15 out of 17 categories-the average available
shelter area per crisis worker is 0.24 square meter.
Thus, it Mi estimated that for those categories, 48
percent of all crisis workers would be sheltered at 0.5
square meter per worker; 24 percent of all crisis
workers would be sheltered if the occupancy factor
was 1 squ;:-.re meter per wc.rker. These estimates do not
take into consideration the unknown number of sheiters within a reasonable geographic distance from a
plant. Estimates including such shelters would, of
course, result in an increase in the above percentages.

9. For three of the military-related industrial categories sampled,the percentage of plants with shelters
was 67 percent, moderately but significantly above the
I 0 key economic recovery categories.

F. Soviet Strategy for Constructing Shelters at
Industrial Plants

D. Estimates of Total Shelter Area for All Plants
Within an Industrial Category

10. In addition to estimating quantitative measures
of Soviet civil defense activity, the data have been
analyzed in an attempt to identify those factors which
might aid in explaining the Soviet program for constructing shelters at industrial plants.

7. For 10 of the key economic recovery industries,
it is possible to estimate, within confidence bounds, the
total shelter area for all plants of that category in the
USSR. The best estimates and the upper and lower
estimates based on 90-percent confidence bounds are
given in table B-4. One of the more disturbing results
of this analysis, however, is the large variance of. the
plant population estimates. Often the upper 90-percent confidence bound is more than twice the projected USSR total. 5 Hence, most conclusions based on
this sample should be considered tentative.

IL One of the findings is that plants which have
been constructed or expanded since 1968 are more
likely to have shelters than plants for which construction or expansion occurred before 1968. Within 12
industrial categories, 80 percent of the plants With a
major post-1968 expansion have at least Qne shelter. Of
those older plants without a major post-1968 expansion, only 46 percent have at least one shelter. This
difference is statistically significant, and reflects the
Soviet policy of requiring that civil defense shelters be
included in new construction.
12. Another finding is that the Soviets tend to
protect larger plants more than smaller ones, where
"large .. is defined as a olant whose capacity falls
he
upper 25 percent["
or
its category. Across 12 categories, 76 percent o the
"large .. plants have at least one shelter, while only 40
percent of the smaller plants have at least one shelter.
This difference is also statistically significant. Combining these two analyses, 89 percent of those plants that
are "large .. with post-1968 expansion have at least one
shelter. Alternatively, only 25 percent of the plants

E. Estimates of Plants Within Each Category
That Have At least One Shelter

A.

8. For 10 of the key economic recovery categories,
it is possible to estimate the number of plants within
each category that have at least one shelter (see table
B-4). Because of the small sample sizes, the confidence
' These confidence intervals reflect only the error due to sampling, not due to misclassification or other sources. Thus. the true
uncertainty is probably larger.
117
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Table B-4
Available Shelter Area and Estimate of Plants
With At Least One Shelter for 10 Industrial Categories
Estimate of Shelter Area (sq m)

Estimate of Number of Plants With
At Least One Shelter

90% Confidence Bounds

90% Confidence Bounds

Population

..

Category

.

c

"'""'&•ti.num ............................

Bearings ................................
Cement .................................
Communications equipment
lron and steel ......................
Machine tools ........................
Motor vehicles ......................
Nonferrous ............................
Petroleum
-··---············-··Synthetic rubber .................
Total
_,..., ...... ..., •• _, •• ...,_,.,. . . . . . u

:J

all 14
all 19
all 96
29 largest
22 largest
all 103
all 24
all 28
all 46
all 14
395

Best
13,911
8,160
8,448
27,076
46,420
10,221
225,300
3,457
15,120
7,707
365,820

Lower

Upper

6,499
3,184
1,760
3,716
30,398
1,186
46,938
1,570
5,762
5,313
150,0(}0 I

24,597
15,107
15,135
56,700
62,442
27,475
438,000
6,514
27,880
10,100
582,000 I

1

Best
8 (60%)
11 (60%)
32 (33%)
18 (63%)
22 (100%)
16 (15%)
24 (100%)
8 (29%)
27 (58%)
14 (100%)
180 (463)

Lower

Upper

3
4
12
ll
18
2
12
2
14
7
145'

16
61
28
22
50
24
19
38
14
215'

lZ

Approximate 90-percent confidence bounds for the total (that is, not merely the sum of individual 90-percent confidence bounds).

that are small with no post-1968 expansion were found
to have at least one shelter.
13. Two additional statistical analyses were conducted to determine if any differences in civil defense
activity among industrial categories and across geographic regions of the USSR could be due to sampling
error alone. Using total shelter area as the measure of
civil defense activity, only the chemical industry had a
significantly higher average shelter area.
14. In order to examine for differences across geographic regions in the USSR, the country was divided
into six regions obtained by combining the 18 economic regions of the USSR. The sample plants were
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then allocated to the six regions and a test was made .
for differences in average shelter area among the
regions. There was no statistically significant difference found and thus there does not appear to be any
gross regional effect in civil defense activity at industrial plants.
15. The overall results of the analyses of the data on
Soviet industries indicate that within key economic
recovery and military installations, there exists a broad
and comprehensive civil defense shelter program.
These installations, however, represent only a portion
of the entire Soviet economy. This fact should be
noted when considering the estimates presented in this
report.
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Annex C

METHODOLOGY FOR ESTIMATING PERCENTAGE
OF POPULATION SHELTERED
A. Introduction

4. It is not possible to quantitatively assess the
effects of the missing shelters and the unrepresentativeness of the 15 cities on the estimates and confidence bounds obtained. Certainly, one implication of
the unidentified shelter problem is that for a fixed
occupancy factor the percentage estimate is higher
and the confidence bounds are wider than those given
if the assumptions stated are correct.

1. This annex documents a methodology for estimating the percentage of the Soviet urban population '
that can be sheltered by civil defense personnel shelters. Some of the limitations and restrictions imposed
on the estimates by the available data are also
discussed.•

2. Because of limitations on the survey data, only 15
Soviet cities were used to make projections to the
USSR as a whole. The 15 cities and associated survey
results are given in table C-1. Under the assumption
that the 15 cities are representative of all cities in the
USSR with over 100,000 population and that all the
shelters actually present at each city have been identified in the surveys, it is estimated that approximately
11 percent of the Soviet urban population could be
sheltered by personnel shelters using an occupancy
factor 2 of l square meter per person. Under the same
assumptions, the 95-percent confidence bounds based
on this estimate are that the true percentage protected
lies between 4 and 17 percent. If a 0.5-square-meter
occupancy factor is used, the estimate is 22 percent
with 95-percent confidence bounds of 8 and 34
percent.

5. The choice of the occupancy factor itself greatly
influences the percentage estimates. For example, if
the average occuparycy factor is closer to 1;5 square
meters per person, then the estimated percentage of
population sheltered drops to 7 percent.

B. Estimates of Percentage of Population
Sheltered
6. The objective of this analysis is to estimate the
total civil defense shelter capacity of all cities in the
Soviet Union with over 100,000 population. The percentage or total number of people sheltered can therL __ _
be derived using a specified shelter occupancy factor
(for example, 0.5 or l square meter per person) and
the latest Soviet population estimates.
7. The shelter capacity estimates a~e obtained by
scaling up information derived from the 28 regional
~tudies to the population as a whole. However, there
are several problems with the data obtained from
these studies. For example, only 11 of the 28 surveys
provided estimates of the area of the shelters detected.

3. There are, however, several indications that the
assumptions underlying these estimates and confidence bounds are not valid. For example, the 15 cities
may not be representative of all cities in the USSR
with regard to such factors as population, economic
considerations, and geographic location. In fact, the 15
cities were not chosen randomly. In addition, the
actual number of ~helters and, thus, the total shelter
area in the 15 cities are most likely larger than the
figures given in table C-1 because of new information
on basement shelters acquired after some surveys had
been finished.

8. After considering problems such as the above, 15
cities of over 100,000 population were selected from
the 28 regional studies as a basis for estimating civil
defense shelter capacity for the Soviet Union as a
whole. These cities with relevant survey results are
listed in table C-1. The cities are listed in the first
column in order of decreasing 1976 population figures.
The total shelters are the actual number of shelters
identified by the surveys. The available shelter area is
the interior measurement of the shelters. The available

1
Urban population is defined to be the population living in cities
of over 100,000 persons.

•Shelter ··occupancy factor.;" are based on figures most often
quoted in Soviet publications and by human sources.
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Table C-l
Shelter Survey Results at 15 Soviet Cities
-----------/-....,,....

~

Available
Shelter Area
(thousand sq m)'

City
Leningrad
Kiev ··-················-··-----····--Odessa ················--··------··-··
Gorkiy ····-····-······--··----··-··Ufa ····-··-············---··-------Riga ····················-··----··----Khabarovsk ········--··---··-····-Irkutsk ····················-··---··--··Ulyanovsk -········-------··-····Ulan-Ude ······-······-··----······-··
Komsomol"sk -····----··--··---Naberez.hnyye Chelny -----··Belaya Tserkov ------------Daugavpils -······-··----------Liepaja ---·-----------··----• Total -··----------------

219.2
540.4
70.0.
113.0
26.8
174.0
41.6'
21.S
30.3

30.8.
27.3
70.1 •
6.S

s.s

,

21.4
1,398.4

1976
Population
(thousand)
4.372
2.013
1,023
1,305
923
805
513
519
436
302

246
225
137
112
103
13,035

Percentage of
Population
Sheltered 1
10/5
54/27
14/7
18/9
6/3
H/22
16/8
8/4
14/7
20/10
22/11
62/31
10/5
10/S
42/21
22/11

' We have allocated tw<>-thirds ol fhe-total floo~pace of shelte~ for personnel, since we know that
roughly a third of the floorspace is taken by life support equipment and supplies.
' At 0.S square meter per person/at 1 square meter per person.
• Estimated.
• Scaled up estim2te for entire city.

shelter area for Khabarovsk, Ulan-Ude, and Naberezhnyye Chelny was obtained by scaling up the available
area figures given for the fraction of the city surveyed.
9. Odessa is the only city included that did not have
an estimate of the available shelter area, since the
Odessa regional survey did not include size estimates
of the shelters. Thus, the estimate of available shelter
area for Odessa was obtained by deriving a relationship between shelter area and numbers of indentified
shelters. The methodology for this estimate is discussed
in section D below. A shelter area estimate for the city
of Novosibirsk would also have been included, but it
was not possible to obtain shelter counts for city alone
as distinct from the given counts for the entire oblasl
10. The last column of table C-1 contains estimates
of the percentage of each city"s population sheltered.
Two estimates are given, one using a 0.5-squaremeter-per-person occupancy factor and a 1-squaremeter-per-person factor. There is considerable variability in the percentages, ranging from a 3 percent at
Ufa to 31 percent at Naberezhnyye Chelny {at 1
square meter per person).
11. In order to estimate the percentage of population sheltered for all cities of 100,000 population in the
Soviet Union, it is necessary to assume that these 15
cities are. representative of all such cities in the

country. For example, such factors as population size,
economic distribution of industry (for example, heavy
industry versus agriculture) and geographic location
may all be important in determining the extent of
Soviet civil defense activity at a specific city. This
assumption and its implications on the estimates are
discussed in section C below.
12. If the 15 cities are indeed representative, then
one method for estimating the overall population
fraction sheltered is to use the ratio of the total
available shelter area at the 15 cities to· the total
population. This estimate is 1,398,400 + 13,035,000=
0.107 {at l square meter per person). Thus, this
approach yields an estimate that 11 percent of the
Soviet urban population can now be protected (or 22
percent at 0.5 square meter per person). The 95percent confidence bounds on this estimate considering sampling error alone is that the actual percentage
lies between 4 and 17 percent {at 1 square meter per
person). These confidence bounds do not take into
consideration such factors as the estimation errors in
scaling up available shelter area, estimating the available area, errors in the size estimates of the shelters,
unidentified shelters at each of the cities, and any bias
due' to the unrepresentativeness of the 15 cities. Thus,
the real confidence bounds of the estimate may be
considerably larger than those given due to sampling
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error alo~e. These problems are discussed further
below.

tainly does not appear to be the case with this shelter
analysis. The 28 regions selected to be surveyed were
not selected randomly from all possible regions, since
there was considerable subjective bias in their selection. As discussed earlier, the 15 cities used to derive
the estimates were selected nonrandomly· and were
chosen on the basis of completeness of information.
The 15 cities appear to be either .in the high or low
classes of population size, relative to the population
distribution of cities for the whole country. Mediumsize cities (500,000 to ! million) are perhaps underrepresented in the sample.

13. An alternative approach to estimating the fraction of population protected allows the assumption of
representativeness of the 15 cities to be dropped.
However, it does require an additional assumption
that the available shelter area for any city be approximately a constant proportion of its population. That is,
that the percentage of people sheltered remains constant but the absolute number of people sheltered
would vary. Area and population !"!!2~· be eac!! plotted
on a logarithmic scale. If the assumption of constant
proportionality is correct, the points on this log-log
scale should lie approximately on a straight line. The
15 points exhibit an increasing trend, although there is
considerable variability. Using the method of least
squares, it is possible to test for constant proportionality and to obtain the best fitting curve through the 15
points. As· a result of a statistical test, the assumption of
constant proportionality cannot be rejected and,
hence, there appears to be no evidence that tile
proportion of the population protected increases with
population. The best fitting line corresponds to a
constant proportion of 0.13. Thus, using this approach,
the estimate of the percentage of population sheltered
is 13 percent (at l square meter per person). This
corresponds very well (within the error of estimation
due to sampling error) with the ratio estimate of 11
percent discussed earlier.

16. The validity of the point estimate and confidence bounds for the ratio estimate (shelter area to
population) depend heavily on the randomness assumption. The agreement of the least squares estimate
with the ratio estimate adds credibility to the point
estimate given, but without the assumption of randomness, the 95-percent confidence bounds given are
not realistic and it is not possible to determine nontrivial bounds on the true percentage.
17. As discussed earlier, the shelter area for four of
the 15 cities had to be estimated. Thus, the variability
in the final estimates is increased and would further
widen the confidence bounds on the true percentages.
Measurement of Shelter Area

18. There is error introduced by the inexactness
and inconsistency of measuring both the exterior
and/or interior of detected shelters. This error will
have little effect on the point estimates, if there is no
consistent bias either to always overestimate or underestimate shelter area.

C. Assumptions and Caveats to the Analysis
14. In the previous section, estimates were obtained
for the percentage of the total Soviet urban population
sheltered by civil defense personnel shelters. In the
discussion of the estimates, several assumptions and
restrictions concerning the data were discussed. The
purpose of this section is to further emphasize the
importance and implications of these and other factors
that impact on the interpretation and use of the
estimates.

c19.c

Representativeness of 15 Cities

15. The validity of statistical estima'tes such as those
given above depends to a large extent on how representative the sample is relative to the population of
elements from which the sample was selected. In
statistical terms, this means ensuring that the sample is
randomly selected. This implies, in the problem under
discussion, that each Soviet city with a population
greater than 100,000 has a chance (sometimes an equal
chance) of being selected for the sample. This cer-

:=]ft.ere still may be undiscovered shelters in the surveyed cities. It is not possible
to estimate the extent of this. However, it appears
121
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realistic to conclude that the estimates given above are
most likely lower than the true percentages.

23. The constants (3 0 and (31 can be estimated by
fitting the transformed model
log (a,)=log (/1 0 ) + {31 log (p1) +E/

D. Methodology

by least squares. That is, .. using the shelter area and
population figures for 14 of the cities in table_ C-1
(excluding Odessa), the estimates logtf3o) ·and {31 are
determined by minimizing the sum of squares

21. This section discusses the statistical methodology and includes some of the numerical calculations
used in the earlier sections of this report. These
include the ratio estimator and the least squares
estimator of the percentage of urban population
protected.
The ratio estimator is defined as

The estimates obtained are:

IS

log (Po)= -0.973
/Ji=0.935

_ La;
P=
1s
L p,

The estimate of ,S1is not significantly different from 1.
Thus, the best fitting model is:

where P is the estimated fraction of population protected, a 1 is the available shelter area of city i (from
table C-1) and P; is the 1976 population of city i. From
table C-1, P=0.107 or approximately 11 percent of the
population can be protected. The approximate 95percent confidence bounds on this estimate considering sampling error alone are obtained from W. G.
Cochran's book 3 as

log (a1)=-0.873+ log (p,)
or
a;= l()-U73(pJ
=0.134(pi)
Thus, P0 =0.134 and the least squares estimate is that
approximately 13 percent of the population can be
protected at 1 square meter per person.

P±l.96 S(P)
where,

24. Table C-1 contains an estimate of the shelter
area for Odessa. The estimate of 70,000 square meters
falls within the range of three different estimating
procedures discussed below. Substituting any other
value in this range for 70,000 would not alter any of
.the conclusions reached in this report. This approach is
imprecise, but the range of estimates is not large
enough to significantly affect the analyses conducted
usir.g Odessa.

1

S(P)'= lS(p)•
=0.0012
1 15
•
Here p= n LP; is the average population.

Thus, -the approximate 95-percent confidence bounds
are 0.107±1.96 V.0012 or 0.107±.068. Thus, the
bounds are 4 and 17 percent at 1 square meter per
person.

Y

22. The least squares estimate of the percentage
protected was obtained by fitting the model
a,=f3cP/31 + c:,
when a; and p 1 are as defined above, {3 0 and {31 are
constants to be estimated, and c: 1 is a random error
term (unobservable). If {31=1, then the model implies
that shelter area is a constant percentage of population
as measured by the proportion {3"" If {31= 1, then shelter
area is not proportional to population, but perhaps to
some power of population, for example, p/ or Pt'Cochran, W. G., Sampling Techn~. John Wiley & Sons,
N.Y., 1963.

L
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26. Thus, there are three separate estimates of the
shelter area at Odessa: 45,747, 54,490, and 76,680
square meters. It is not clear which of these· estimates
is more appropriate but, as stated above, the estimates
of percentage of population protected are not affected
significantly by choice of either estimate.
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Annex D
EXPLANATORY NOTES FOR INTERACTION ANALYSIS
A.. l11troduction
1. This annex summarizes the assumptions, methodology, and conclusions of the effects of Soviet civil
defense measures described in chapter VIL The analytic models used were developed by the Department
of Defense and its contractors. They were modified
and calibrated by members of the lnteragency Working C;oup for the purpose of estimating population
damage from a comprehensive US attack against the
Soviet Union. The assumptions in all cases are those of
the lnteragency Croup and not those of the Department of Defense or its contractors.
.

2. The interaction analysis consisted of three separate parts: the design of a hypothetical US attack; an
allocation of US weapons to Soviet targets, tracking
predetermined levels of damage; and an assessment of
population casualties and fatalities. We deliberately
selected an attack that would test the population
protection measures of the Soviet civil defense program under conservative assumptions in order to
establish boundaries that could then be evaluated for
sensitivity of results. We did not attempt to construct
our analysis around a "plausible" scenario, or a scenario that matched more or less likely attacksC

B. Attack Designs and Assumptions
Objectives

3. The fundamental assumption was that the
United States would not attack first, but instead would
be attacking in retaliation after a Soviet strike. We,
therefore, did not ~ume that US forces would attack
Soviet ICBM silos. We did not degrade US attacking
forces for possible effects of Soviet strategic defenses.
Therefore, attrition of US forces was limited only by
probabilities of arrivals for US weapons as used by US
planners for current forces: In our analysis we withheld a substantial reserve of w~QOnsL
Ffoally, the Soviet

J

population was not spedfically targeted. Casualty
figures were derived from the effects of weapons
detonated on military and economic targets with no
regard in the aiming of those weapon~ for population
casualty effects.
Weapons Allocation

4. The required levels of damage for both military
and economic targets was initially set at 90 percent.
For military targets the value of a target was assumed
to be unity for each installation. A weapon was
assumed to have destroyed 100 percent of the target if
the damage effects of the weapon covered the target.
The value of economic targets used was a combination
of replacement cost and the manufacturing value
added of an installation's product. However, required
levels of damage were applied to the aggregate of
installations in the target list rather than to each
installation. Thus, some targets were theoretically destroyed entirely while others theoretically could have
escaped with little damage so long as the overall level __ _
of dama~e of each industrial category met required
levels.

C ·

.J

S. After an initial trial of the weapon allocation
model, it was determined that an 8().percent damage
level for economic value would be more appropriate
than the 90 percent originally set. As figure. D-1 shows,
an 80-percent damage level roughly.approximates that
point on the damage curve beyond which there is a
decreasing marginal return in value destroyed for
each target added to the list. The targets were arranged in the list by order of economic importance so
that weapons would be allocated against high-value
targets first.
6. Owing to the dissimilar value systems used for
military and economic targets, for convenience in
conducting the analysis we broke down the US retaliatory attack into two waves. The first wave was
against military targets; the second against economic
targets. The model assessed collateral damage to eco-
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Ordered Distribution of value for SQviet Economic Targets

Figure D-1
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The increase in value of damaged installations begins to diminish beyond the $228 billion point on
this curve. This corresponds to slightly over 2,200 economic targets.
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nomic installations as a result of the military attack as
well as damage to military targets as a consequence of
the economic attack.
7. Approximately 2,000 weapons were used in the
economic attack and 1,700 in the military attack. As
table D-1 shows, the weapons assigned to economic
targets were all Poseidon C-3s, while those used
against military targets were a combination of gravity
bombs, SRAMs, and the surviving Minuteman forces.
Well over 1,000 weapons were held in reserve. These
numbers were determined to be within the limits of
those surviving after a hypothetical Soviet counterforce attack against calendar year 1978 US forces on
day-to-day alert.

8. A slightly modified NUCW AVE 1 model was
used to allocate weapons and assess nonpopulation
damage. This model was able to achieve the required
level of damage with the focus described in paragraph
5 above. Figures D-2 and D-3 show the damage
response curves for various categories of military
targets. The most striking features of these curves are
the relative ease with which submarine bases were
likely to be damaged and the relative difficulty the
model had in destroying communication facilities. The
"missile" curve refers to intermediate-range and
' This model was developed and is maintained by the Office of
the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Programs Analysis and
Evaluation.
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Compreliensive Attack Damage Response Curves (Percent)

Figure D-2
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Some damage to economic targets results from the military attack. This has the effect of reducing
the total number of weapons required for 80-percent damage in the economic attack to about 2,000.
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Comprehensive Attack Damage Response Curves (Probability)
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medium-range missiles targeted or located with other
targets. Leadership targets were military command
facilities and facilities known to be associated with the
Soviet national command authority.
9. The SIDAC' model was used to assess population
damage. This model assesses damage from blast
(overpressure) initial radiation and fallout over 30
days. Levels of protection against all these effects are
assumed to remain constant throughout the 30-day
period. The SIDAC model was run several times in
order to assess the effects of assigning various levels of
' This model was developed and is maintained by th<: Office of
the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Programs Analysis and
Evaluation.

hardness and protection factors to urban centers and
rural areas.
10. The population evacuated from urban areas was
distributed uniformly throughout inhabited rural areas
according to the following criteria: no one was to be
moved more than 200 miles; no evacuation to uninhabited areas was to take place; and only cities larger
than 50,000 population were to be evacuated. When
evacuation was modeled, we assumed that 75 percent
of the population of the affected cities would be
moved, the other 25 percent would remain in shelters.
We followed Soviet planning criteria in using a 2-to-l
hosting ratio for the evacuated population. However,
that part of the Soviet plans which calls for evacuation
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along major transportation routes was not followed.
Instead, the population was distributed radially outward from a population center to all adjacent cells, so
long as those cells were populated before the evacuation was modeled.
11. Damage in urban areas was assumed to be a
joint function of the distribution of people around a
point according to the .. P-95" system of population
density, and the overlapping effects of the weapons
bursting in that area. The evacuated and rural population was assumed to be located in the geometric center
of a cell measuring 20 by 30 minutes on a side. Fallout
or blast effects covering the center point generated
casualties according to the intensity of effects and the
number of people assigned to the point. The distribution of radiation effects across the Soviet Union are
shown in figures D-4 and D-5.

were thought to be most representative in terms of
expected casualties and fatalities. The representativeness of these wind patterns was determined by running the SIPAC model for average wind patterns of
each month while holding blast protection equal to
that provided by a multistory concrete reinforced
building and fallout protection equal to 5. Population
damage effects as a function of varying wind patterns
for every month of the year are shown in figure D-6.

Population Damage Assessment

13. A base case and eight excursions were selected
for study in assessing fatalities and casualties. The
variables were protective factors, hardness of shelter,
and whether urban evacuation was assumed to have
taken place. Protection factors (PFs) were either 6 or
100, corresponding roughly to the shelter afforded by
a freestanding frame building and a deliberate shelter,

12. 4 composite of March winds for each cell was
used for population damage assessment since these

Radiation Levels On Evacuated Soviet Population (1,000- to 5,000-rad radiation levels)

Figure 0-.(
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Radiation Levels On Evacuated Soviet Population (200- to 1;ooo-rad radiation levels)
~
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respectively. The hardness for the rural population
was assumed to be equal to that afforded by a
multistory concrete reinforced building-an overpressure resistance of 100 kilopascals (14 pounds per
square inch) for 50-percent damage. Urban population
was assumed to be either 75-percent evacuated or not
at all. Hardnesses for the sheltered portion of the
population were assumed to be either 350 kPa (50 psi)
or 1,030 kPa (150 psi) depending on whether they
were assumed to be in deliberate or in expedient
shelters. Assignment of the above variables for the
nine cases were as shown in table D-2.
14. In estimating casualties and fatalities for different periods of Soviet civil defense preparation, we
used four of the nine cases shown in figures D-7 and
D-8.

15. The base case was chosen to represent the
minimal preparation period. In this case, the overall
protection factor assigned is 6, rural population is
assigned a hardness of 70 kPa (10 psi), and no
evacuation is assumed to have taken place.
16. Case l represents the limited preparation
period. In this case, 25 percent of the urban population
is assumed to have taken shelter in blast shelters which
were assumed to be hardened to 690 kPa (100 psi)-an
average of the lowest and highest figures that our
study of blast shelters revealed.
17. Case 3 represents the moderate preparation
period. In this case, 75 percent ·of the urban population
is assumed to be evacuated. In other respects this case
is the same as case 1.
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Expected Casualties as a Function of Typical Monthly Winds·

Figure 0-6

Expected Casualties
(In millions)
125
Casualties

100

Typical Monthly Wind
·Assumes a blast protection of multi.stO<y concrete reinforced buildings

and a protection factor of 5.

Table D-2
Case Summaries
Population Structure

Case

Base
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

Protection
Factor

Rural

6
6
6
100
100
6
6
100
100

MSCRB
MSCRB
MSCRB
MSCRB
MSCRB
MSCRB
MSCRB
MSCRB
MSC RB

25 Percent
Urban
1

MSCRB
DEL'·
DEL
DEL
DEL

EXP'
EXP
EXP
EXP

75 Percent
Urban
MSC RB
MSC RB
MSCRB
MSCRB
MSCRB
MSCRB
MSCRB
MSC RB
MSCRB

(EV AC) '
(EV AC)
(EV AC)
(EV AC)

' MSCRB refers to multistory concrete reinforced buildings of standard Soviet construction.
' DEL refers to deliberate shelters.
.
' EV AC means that the population was evacuated.
• EXP refers to expedient shelters.
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BEST ClilPY
AV~~t~l1$Ut
Urban Shelters Evaluated at 1,060 Kilopascals (154 pounds per square inch)*

Figure D-7
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·The estimate of 1,060 kilopascals is based on a preliminary analysis of shelter hardness.
The difference between this estimate and the later estimate of 1,030 kilopascals (150 psi)
does not significantly affect the results of the calculations.

Urban Shelters Evaluated at 350 Kilopascals (50 pounds per square inch)

Figure D-8
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18. Case 7 represents the extended preparation
period. In this case the entire population is assigned a
protection factor of 100, the urban population is
evacuated as in case 2, and hardnesses for those not in

blast shelters is assumed to be about 70 kPa (10 psi), or
equal to the blast protection afforded by the basement
of a multistory concrete reinforced building.
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